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Dilemmarama: Junior Edition
by Created by Dilemma op Dinsdag

Would you rather. . . wear the same underwear for a year OR walk on all fours
for the rest of your life?

Following the success of previous Dilemmarama games, there's a Junior
edition for children and their families to enjoy. There is only one rule: you
HAVE to choose!

This hilarious card game features 60 absurd dilemma cards that will make you
laugh and make for the silliest conversations. And because life is full of
dilemmas, there are two play options. For option one, you have to present the
most challenging dilemmas to the other players to become the 'dilemma
champion.' Option two allows you to play in teams, and you have to guess
what your teammates would choose. Guaranteed you'll get to know your
friends and family better this way!

- Learn to choose between challenging options.

- Enjoy silly conversations and hilarious dilemmas.

- Get to know your friends and family even better.

Author Bio

Dilemma op Dinsdagstarted when six friends were bored during a birthday
party, discussing impossible dilemmas for hours, so they decided to start a
Facebook page. The group has been discussed in various media, they
perform at various festivals and the number of followers on their social media
outlets is constantly rising.

BIS Publishers
On Sale: Apr 9/24
3.86 x 5.24
9789063696894 • $26.99
Games / Card Games / General • Non Returnable
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Powerful Women Puzzle
Herstory in Pieces: Celebrating Women in Art
illustrated by Lisa den Teuling

Explore the amazing world of art with the 1000-piece Powerful Women
Puzzle! It showcases women bringing their stories to life. This puzzle isn't just
about putting the pieces together; it's a joyful celebration of women's
significant contributions to art history. Inside the package, you'll find a leaflet
with fascinating insights into women's remarkable role in shaping the art
world.

Based on the popular Powerful Women Affirmation Deck, this puzzle
highlights the strength and resilience of incredible women. It's a fantastic
combination of fun and learning, allowing you to dive into the inspiring
journeys of female artists who have impacted the art scene.

Whether you're an art lover, a puzzle enthusiast, or searching for a meaningful
gift, this puzzle offers a unique and uplifting perspective on the immense
impact women have had on the art realm.

- Celebrates women in art and their contributions to history.

- Includes a leaflet with valuable insights into the remarkable role of women in
shaping the art world.

- The perfect blend of entertainment and education.

Author Bio

Lisa den Teulingis a visual concept developer. As a self-taught artist, she
mastered a variety of different styles and techniques throughout the years.
She is creator of the Powerful Women Affirmation Deck and Imagine Me.

BIS Publishers
On Sale: Apr 9/24
7.68 x 10.83
9789063696757 • $32.99
Games / Puzzles • Non Returnable
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Revolutionary Minds
Toolkit for boosting team creativity
by Sven Schimpf

Examining challenges from different perspectives is crucial to solving complex
problems. A change in perspective helps us question traditional ways of
thinking and find innovative solutions. That's where the Revolutionary Minds
card set comes in.

The purpose of this card deck is to encourage the examination of challenges
from different perspectives. The deck features inspiring personalities such as
Malala Yousafzai, Elon Musk, Frida Kahlo, and Steve Jobs, who are known for
their unique problem-solving abilities.

Each card in the deck includes a brief description of the personality, a quote
from them, suggestions on how to use the cards and descriptions of different
approaches that can help in developing ambitious solutions. Additionally, the
deck provides three blank cards that can be customized with personalities that
are significant to your community.

- Jump-start discussion and creativity.

- Enjoy role-play and benefit from having a different perspective.

- Learn how to foster innovative thinking and question traditional ways of
thinking.

Author Bio

Dr. Sven Schimpfhas been working as an interdisciplinary researcher and
innovator at the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft since 2002 and completed his
doctorate in engineering.

BIS Publishers
On Sale: Apr 9/24
6.38 x 8.86
9789063696832 • $41.00
Self-Help / Creativity • Non Returnable
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50 Activities for Phone-Free Fun
by Chronicle Books

Joining our bestselling On-the-Go series, 50 Activities for Phone-Free
Fun is a deck of ways to entertain yourself without your devices!

A deck full of suggestions for offline, screen-free entertainment: From outdoor
activities to staycation fun to ideas for going out for fun with friends, this deck
offers a variety of ways to stay entertained without needing to check your
phone or even bring it with you!

Each on-the-go amusement in the series offers a different way to interact,
connect, and have fun out and about. With a cute and compact format, the
tins are easy to carry and perfect for gifting. Great for families, friends, and
loved ones.

IRRESISTIBLE TWIST ON CLASSIC PARTY GAMES AND ACTIVITIES:
Each miniature deck of cards in the series is packaged in a decorative tin box,
charmingly evoking the look of after-dinner mints! Compact and eye-catching,
they're the perfect pocket-sized games to bring to a party or add on to a gift.

HANDY PORTABLE SIZE: The compact format lets you take the deck
anywhere! These petite tins are perfect for slipping into a purse or pocket for
on-the-go fun.

GREAT GIFT OR STOCKING STUFFER: Perfect for families in need of
screen-free activities, dinner party hosts and partygoers, or anyone suffering
from social media and online fatigue.

EXPLORE THE ENTIRE SERIES: This game is part of the After Dinner
Amusements series, a collection of tiny tins filled with prompts for lively
conversation, trivia, icebreakers, and endless laughs.

Perfect for:- People wanting to reconnect with the world around them
- Families looking for screen-free weekend activity ideas
- Gift-givers looking for a fun add-on for birthday, graduation, anniversary,
spring break, or any special occasion

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
2.25 x 2.25 • 51 pages
9781797228334 • $12.95
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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50 Bucket List Adventures
by Chronicle Books

Joining our bestselling On-the-Go series, 50 Bucket List Adventures is a
deck of adventure inspiration for the bold!

The activities on the cards are exciting, thrilling, and awe-inspiring. The range
of categories includes spending time in nature (deep-sea dive, meditate by a
waterfall), thrill-seeking (sky dive, learn to ride a motorcycle, taste a hot
pepper), aspirational travel (visit the oldest city you can, travel somewhere
during a major local festival), learning something unusual (take instrument
lessons, learn a language picked at random), or trying something to push out
of a comfort zone (audition for a theater production). Some activities require
travel, but many can be done from home.

Each on-the-go amusement in the series offers a different way to interact,
connect, and have fun out and about. With a cute and compact format, the
tins are easy to carry and perfect for gifting. Great for families, friends, and
loved ones!

IRRESISTIBLE TWIST ON CLASSIC PARTY GAMES AND ACTIVITIES:
Each miniature deck of cards in the series is packaged in a decorative tin box,
charmingly evoking the look of after-dinner mints! Compact and eye-catching,
they're the perfect pocket-sized games to bring to a party or add on to a gift.

HANDY PORTABLE SIZE: The compact format lets you take the deck
anywhere! These petite tins are perfect for slipping into a purse or pocket for
on-the-go fun.

GREAT GIFT OR STOCKING STUFFER: Perfect for families in need of
screen-free inspiration (...)

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
2.25 x 2.25 • 51 pages
9781797228327 • $12.95
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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50 Things to Do Before You're 5 Journal
Must-Do Family Activities to Spark Fun, Connection, and
Curiosity
by Maggie Downs

Let the family adventures begin! This interactive journal, full of engaging
activities and reflection prompts, makes it easy for families with young
kids to explore the world, connect with one another, and create lasting
memories.

Brimming with inspired ideas for cultural outings, kitchen projects, experiences
in nature, and more fun things to do with kids, this journal makes it easy for
families to explore the world through small adventures. Featuring 50 guided
activities to encourage connection and promote curiosity, including:- Plant
seeds in a garden to learn about nature and the seasons
- Get a library card to open the door to a world of learning
- Visit an art museum to discover colors, shapes, and artistic styles
- Bake together to learn about measurements, kitchen tools, and flavors
- Play music to explore sound and rhythm
- and so much more!

With engaging prompts, charming illustrations, and plenty of space to record
precious memories, plus a pocket to keep tickets and other memorabilia, this
keepsake journal and memory book is a lovely companion for new parents
and families with young children.

VALUABLE CONTENT IN A PORTABLE PACKAGE: This journal is all a family
needs to turn a simple outing into an adventure, no matter where they are. No
vacation bookings, event tickets, or expensive gear required!

GREAT ALTERNATIVE TO SCREEN TIME: The nature-themed prompts in
this journal make it easy for any family, anywhere, to integrate outdoor
activities into their usual routines to promote health, curiosity, and happiness.

BEAUTIFUL FAMILY GIFT AND KEEPSAKE: The charmingly illustrated
package holds appeals for both children and adults and offers families (...)

Author Bio

Maggie Downs is a writer, an adventurer, and the author of Braver Than You
Think: Around the World on the Trip of My (Mother's) Lifetime, a book about
how she quit her job and spent one year backpacking solo around the world to
complete her mom's bucket list. She lives with her family in Palm Springs,
California.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
6 x 8 • 144 pages
9781797224640 • $25.95 • JN - ribbon marker, foil
stamping or spot UV on case
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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All of You Is Magic Deck
52 Practices to Unlock Your Cosmic Power
by Zulfa Ishak

For fans of modern mysticism, this gorgeous illustrated deck of uplifting
messages and mind-expanding rituals is a powerful tool for self-
discovery.

In All of You Is Magic, mystic artist Zulfa Ishak presents 52 mystical practices
to open your heart, expand your mind, and help you connect with your
intuition. Each card includes one uplifting affirmation and one ritual for self-
discovery through breathwork, meditation, journaling, and more. Brimming
with enchanting artwork and transformative mystic wisdom, this cosmic
companion helps you discover your innate magic so you can pursue your
dreams with confidence, energy, and joy.

EASY TOOL FOR SELF-DISCOVERY: These 52 cards combine self-care,
mysticism, and meditation. For anyone interested in astrology and
mindfulness, this deck shares powerful healing methods in an easy-to-use
format.

CELEBRATED AUTHOR: Zulfa Ishak is a beloved mystic creative. In this
deck, she shares her expert wisdom, distilling teachings from astrology,
mindfulness, and mysticism in an inspiring package filled with her celebrated
artwork.

BEAUTIFUL TO GIFT AND DISPLAY: This sleek, eye-catching set is filled with
52 shimmery, bright cards, making it a lovely gift and a stylish companion for
the spiritually curious, crystal lovers, and tarot enthusiasts.

Perfect for:- Astrology enthusiasts
- Anyone interested in mysticism and witchcraft
- Fans and followers of Zulfa Ishak
- Unique gift for people who use tarot card sets, oracle decks, and crystals
- Fans of The Wild Unknown, The Numinous, and Mystic Mondays Tarot

Author Bio

Zulfa Ishak is a Yemeni artist based in Maryland. Her work explores
spirituality, self-discovery, and mysticism. Find her at @madebyzulfaa on
Instagram.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 19/24
3.63 x 6 • 52 pages
9781797226361 • $29.95
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Awestruck
52 Experiments to Find Wonder, Joy, and Meaning in Everyday
Life--A Yearlong Journal
by Alexandra Franzen

Via 52 thought-provoking experiments, this awe-inspiring journal invites you to
find more wonder and meaning in your every day.

A shooting star. An exquisite piece of music. A newborn baby. Witnessing the
mysteries of our world inspires feelings of awe, which are good for our mental
and physical health. Through 52 tiny experiments - from joining a meaningful
cause to spending time with an animal, traveling somewhere new, and
pondering life's unanswerable questions - this journal invites you to find
weekly pockets of wonder. Record your thoughts, reflect on your experiences,
and finish the year feeling inspired, grateful, connected, and content.

Author Bio

Alexandra Franzen is a bestselling author, editor, and entrepreneur based in
Hawai'i. She wrote the text for Our Q&A a Day: 3-Year Journal for 2 People,
and she writes a weekly-ish newsletter on inspiration, creativity, and writing
with over twenty thousand subscribers. Her writing has appeared in Time,
Forbes, Newsweek, the Huffington Post,Lifehacker, and more.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 2/24
5 x 7 • 176 pages
9781797227597 • $22.50 • JN - flexi journal, 2-color
interiors, double foil-stamping on the case
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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BBQ Deck
30 Recipes to Spice Up Your BBQ Game
by Ray Lampe

The handy recipe deck every grill master needs! A portable, gift-ready
box holds 30 essential barbecue recipes cooked up by a certified BBQ
Hall of Famer.

Fire up the grill with 30 barbecue recipes that celebrate the delicious rib-
sticking, finger-licking magic that happens when fire meets meat. From
classics like Memphis Dry-Rubbed Back Ribs to creative twists like Pig
Wings" (in this instance, pigs can fly), this card deck is your expert guide to all
things barbecue.

A grill cookbook deliciously distilled into a handy boxed set, each recipe card
features a fire-roasted dish from bestselling author and Chopped winner Ray
"Dr. BBQ" Lampe. Also included is a handy guidebook with info on the
essential tools you'll need to get grilling, must-try food and wood pairings, and
recipes for rubs, salts, seasonings, and more.

FOR BBQ FANS, NEW AND OLD: This deck holds all the essential recipes to
celebrate a range of delicious cuts of meat, including classic preparations for
ribs, chops, steaks, and wings, as well as fun twists that both expert-level
barbecue enthusiasts and novices alike will cook again and again.

FROM A BBQ LEGEND: Ray "Dr. BBQ" Lampe is a certified BBQ Hall of
Famer, pitmaster, and personality who has appeared as a judge on several
television shows, including World Food Championships, Tailgate Warriors
with Guy Fieri, and American Grilled. He has been a winner on Food
Network's Chopped . He's (...)

Author Bio

Ray Dr. BBQ" Lampe has been barbecuing professionally for over twenty
years. He is the author of several cookbooks, including Ribs, Chops, Steaks,
and Wings and Slow Fire . He lives in Florida.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 6/24
3.63 x 6 • 30 pages
9781797228075 • $29.95 • PD - deck, 30 cards, 12-
page booklet, 4-color box
Cooking / Methods / Barbecue & Grilling • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Botanicals Deck
70 Plants and Flowers to Enhance Your Life
by Leah Moth

Full of gorgeous photographs and fascinating botanical information, this
set of 70 cards makes it easy to engage with the power of nature.

Featuring a dazzling range of herbs, flowers, trees, and berries, The
Botanicals Deck shares illuminating information on how plants can heal,
empower, and nourish. Each card presents a brilliant botanical photograph on
one side, and details on the plant's medicinal properties and fascinating
mythology on the other. Discover the unique properties and symbolism of
roses, violets, honeysuckles, raspberries, ginger, eucalyptus, and more, plus
ways to use these plants in teas, tinctures, baths, and bouquets. An
accompanying instructional booklet provides easy-to-follow guidance on how
to use the deck.

Brimming with herbal wisdom and lush imagery, this deck is an enriching
companion for nature lovers, flower enthusiasts, and anyone who wants to
access the healing power of plants.

THE LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS: Thumb through the deck to learn about the
wide range of medicinal benefits in the plant kingdom, pull a card at random to
see what botanical calls to you in the moment, or take the deck with you on a
walk to learn about the enriching properties of the flora in your local area.

EXPERT AUTHOR: Leah Moth is an herbalist and teacher with deep
knowledge of botanicals and their healing benefits. Drawing on her extensive
experience using plants for wellness, Moth distills folk medicine, herbal
remedies, and mystic teachings for modern seekers.

BEAUTIFUL TO GIFT AND DISPLAY: Housed in an eye-catching foil-stamped
box with a sliding tray, this botanical-themed deck is a gorgeous companion
for (...)

Author Bio

Leah Mothis an herbalist, witch, writer, and podcast host based in Los
Angeles. She leads plant medicine workshops, rituals, and one-on-one
experiences and makes plant-based tinctures, teas, and potions through her
company, Plantimacy.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
3.63 x 6 • 65 pages
9781797224336 • $29.95 • PD - 70 full-color
photographs, 70 cards, 16-page booklet, deck with
sliding tray, foil stamping on box
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Castle in the Sky Journal
by Studio Ghibli

From beloved animation house Studio Ghibli, this paperback journal
features the mesmerizing art behind Castle in the Sky, a captivating tale
about a boy and a girl with a levitation crystal and their quest to find the
legendary floating castle, Laputa.

Complete with full-color artwork on the front and back covers, five interior
spreads of concept art, and spot illustrations throughout, this journal is the
perfect keepsake for Studio Ghibli fans and animation enthusiasts of all ages.

© 1986 Studio Ghibli

RARELY SEEN CONCEPT ART: The journal contains spot illustrations
throughout and five full-color spreads of rare concept art from the film.

DISTINCTIVE SCHOOL OR OFFICE SUPPLY: Bring some flair to your school
or office supplies with this gorgeous journal.

GREAT GIFT: This journal, part of a continuing official partnership with
Japanese animation giant Studio Ghibli, celebrates the artistry behind Castle
in the Sky . It makes a great gift or self-purchase for animation fans,
collectors, artists, and anyone who loves Japanese art, stationery, and pop
culture.

BELOVED STUDIO WITH MASSIVE FAN BASE WORLDWIDE: Miyazaki is
often called the Walt Disney of Japan." Six of Studio Ghibli's films received
Academy Award nominations in the United States. The Ghibli Museum and
Ghibli Park are popular destinations in Japan.

Perfect for:- Studio Ghibli fans of all ages (...)

Author Bio

Studio Ghibli is a Tokyo-based animation film studio founded in 1985 by
directors Isao Takahata and Hayao Miyazaki. The studio has produced twenty-
four films, many of which have garnered numerous awards and critical
acclaim, including My Neighbor Totoro, Kiki's Delivery Service, Princess
Mononoke, and the Academy Award-winning Spirited Away . The studio
earned four consecutive Academy Award nominations for Best Animated
Feature Film for The Wind Rises, The Tale of The Princess Kaguya, When
Marnie Was There, and The Red Turtle . Earwig and the Witch was an official
selection for the 2020 Cannes Film Festival. The studio's latest film How Do
You Live (tentative title) will be released in Japan on July 14, 2023.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
5 x 7 • 192 pages
9781797224480 • $19.95 • JN - paperback with flexi-
binding, lined pages, ribbon marker
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Studio Ghibli

Notes

Promotion
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Cocktail Dice
Liquors, Mixers, and More
by Chronicle Books

Can't decide between a Sidecar or an Old Fashioned, or want to try
something altogether new? Let these dice call the shots!

Shake things up with just a roll of the dice: one for liquors, one for mixers, and
one for garnishes and extra flavor . With 216 possible combinations, these
decision dice will keep things fun and fresh, whether at home or out and
about. The included guidebook features cocktail-crafting basics, ingredient
suggestions, and a few recipes. Try your hand at a classic cocktail or, for the
experienced mixologist, get creative with unique flavors like chai and mango
sorbet. Cheers!

Set includes:- 3 dice
- 32-page booklet

PLAYFUL, PORTABLE & VERSATILE: These dice offer a refreshing twist to
cocktail making and drinking. Dice can be rolled individually or as a duo or
trio. Use them at home or bring them along to a party or happy hour with
friends.

ENDLESS IDEAS: Three six-sided dice provide over 200 unique and inspiring
combinations! Additionally, the 32-page booklet offers ingredient suggestions,
making it easy to customize your drink depending on what you have on hand.
If you roll something you don't have (or don't like), roll again and have fun
getting creative!

FOR ALL SKILL LEVELS: These dice work for cocktail enthusiasts of all
levels, from beginner to seasoned pro.

UNIQUE COCKTAIL LOVERS GIFT: In a cute, compact format, this dice set
makes a great little gift or self-purchase for anyone seeking ways to add a bit
of variety or spontaneity to (...)

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
5.13 x 3.5 • 3 pages
9781797220123 • $23.95 • ZZ - box with pull-off lid, 3
dice, 32-page booklet
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Continuous Greetings: A Card for You and Mom
by Beth Garrod

This is a card between you and Mom to treasure forever!

Designed to be exchanged again and again, this continuous card is like
dozens of greeting cards in one. Inside the sweet hardcover portfolio are two
accordion-folded cards to fill out with messages over time.

To begin, just fill in the date and write your message to Mom for any occasion:
Mother's Day, birthdays, holidays, or just because. Then it's her turn to write
back at a special moment of her choosing! As you each fill the card, you'll be
able to see all your messages in one place, creating one shared story of your
relationship that grows with you-and a keepsake that you'll cherish forever.<br
style=mso-special-character:line-break"

Author Bio

Beth Garrod is a children's author and a big fan of handwritten notes. She
created Continuous Greetings out of her love for stationery, saving special
memories, and sustainability.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 6/24
4.13 x 5.88 • 28 pages
9781797216072 • $22.50 • PC - hardcover portfolio
with bellyband and wafer seals, with 2 cardstock
accordion-folded cards
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Continuous Greetings Cards

Notes

Promotion
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Desert Dream Notes
20 Different Notecards and Envelopes
by Tyana Arviso

Discover the magic of the desert with these notecards by Dine
photographer Tyana Arviso.

This stationery set features dreamy landscapes of the American Southwest.
From flowering cacti to moonlit mesas to horses grazing upon open plains,
these images capture the freedom and wonder of the desert. With blank
interiors, the notecards are perfect for all occasions: expressing thanks,
celebrating graduations, sending birthday wishes, and more. The twenty
different modern designs will appeal to travelers, explorers, bohemians, and
anyone who loves the rich beauty of the Southwest.

TIMELESS AESTHETIC: For longtime desert dreamers or anyone intrigued by
popular cowboy core and Western aesthetics, these nature art notecards offer
a perfect way to express your love of the American Southwest.

INDIGENOUS ARTIST: As a Dine artist whose work often reflects on
Indigenous culture, Tyana Arviso has a unique perspective on these beautiful
landscapes, from vast vistas to desert flora.

PERFECT FOR NATURE LOVERS: Through Tyana Arviso's lens, the natural
world takes on an enchanting glow. Use these cards to share your passion for
the wonders of the wilderness.

Perfect for:- Fans of Western and Southwestern-inspired aesthetics and
accessories
- Campers, travelers, and people who enjoy the outdoors
- Nature lovers and environmentalists
- Fans of boho, hipster, indie, and festival styles
- Landscape photography fans
- Fans of Tyana Arviso's art
- People looking to celebrate Indigenous creators
- Stationery collectors

Author Bio

Based in the high desert of Colorado, Dine artist Tyana Arviso uses
photography to highlight the beauty of the Southwest.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 6/24
4.38 x 5.56 • 16 pages
9781797228068 • $25.95 • PC - 20 full-color
photographs, box with lid
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Disappointing Affirmations: 30 Postcards
Send them, keep them, whatever. It's your life, do what you
want.
by Dave Tarnowski

From the wildly popular @disappointingaffirmations Instagram account,
here are thirty hilariously realistic affirmation postcards for a
disappointing world where failure is always an option.

The Disappointing Affirmations postcard set offers a funny take on the
inspirational language of a culture that insists that everyone try to remain
upbeat in the face of a world that's clearly not okay, and gives us permission
to not be okay as well.

Keep or send to someone you love who also thinks toxic positivity can go to
hell.

SET OF 30 POSTCARDS TO KEEP OR SEND: Easy-to-detach cards make
mini affirmational posters to hang at home or work. Also a great way to keep in
touch with friends and family-send them an affirmation to let them know you
see them and that relentless positivity is bullshit.

FROM THE POPULAR INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT: Fans of the popular
Instagram account @disappointingaffirmations will love these officially
licensed postcards.

UNIQUELY DESIGNED: Disappointing Affirmations creator Dave Tarnowski
custom-remixed all 30 images and sayings for a uniquely beautiful
postcardian or mini print-hanging experience.

THERE'S MORE: See also the Disappointing Affirmations book and
Disappointing Affirmations Pencils set. You won't be disappointed.

Perfect for:- Anyone looking to counter the culture of toxic positivity in a
humorous way
- Fans of the @disappointingaffirmations Instagram account
- Anyone who isn't always cheerful and doesn't feel seen
- Fans of satire and sarcastic humor

Author Bio

Dave Tarnowski is the author of about a dozen unfinished novels who turned
to memes when he finally gave up on his dreams of being a writer of anything
longer than a few sentences or that could fit on the back of one of these
postcards. He lives in New York City with his neuroses. Follow him on

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 12/24
4.75 x 6.5 • 30 pages
9781797227573 • $19.95 • postcard book or pack
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Dog Tarot
by Megan Lynn Kott

Find the answers you seek with this paws itively divine tarot deck
inspired by our wise, loving, and loyal companion: the dog!

This entertaining modern twist to the classic tarot combines authenticity with
canine sensibility in a complete deck for experienced readers and beginners
alike.

With their uncanny ability to sense exactly how you feel and what you need,
these pups make the perfect guides on your journey of self-discovery.
Illustrated by the creator of the beloved Cat Tarot, Megan Lynn Kott, each of
the 78 tarot cards features an adorable dog embodying a specific element of
the Major or Minor Arcana. Complete with a guidebook and directions on how
to interpret each card and conduct different readings, this tarot card set will
delight both dog lovers and spiritual practitioners.

A DOG-GONE DELIGHTFUL ANIMAL TAROT: This entertaining deck
combines classic archetypal interpretations with a canine sense and
sensibility. With sample spreads and fun explanations of each card, this deck's
accompanying booklet is a handy guide for beginners and practiced tarot
readers alike.

INCLUDES A VARIETY OF ADORABLE DOGS: With 78 different dogs
(including mixed breeds), each with their own special and unique qualities,
dog lovers of all types can join in the tarot fun.

TRUST IN YOUR FURRY FRIENDS: From the creator of the bestselling Cat
Tarot, this deck holds the key to helping you better understand yourself-and
perhaps your most loyal companion.

DOG LOVER GIFT: Cute (...)

Author Bio

Megan Lynn Kott is a Milwaukee-based illustrator and author of projects
including Cat Tarot , Unfamiliar Familiars , Pawmistry , and Mushroom
Spotter's Deck . She has collaborated with Maximum Fun, Tea Collection,
Kitten Lady, and others.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 12/24
3.25 x 5.25 • 78 pages
9781797224350 • $29.95 • PD - box with lift-of lid, 78
card, 132-page booklet, full-color illustrations
throughout, foil-stamped cover
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Everyone Poops Flash Cards
by Taro Gomi

Building toddler bathroom habits is a breeze with these flash cards
based on Taro Gomi's potty-training classic Everyone Poops !

The 20 sturdy, portable flash cards inspired by the classic picture book are just
right for potty training on the go. Featuring simple text and colorful
illustrations, they introduce toddlers to the pooping habits of different animals,
with a focus on humans pooping in the toilet. Toddlers will know it's true:
Everyone poops-and big kids poop in the potty!

POTTY TRAINING MADE EASY: These appealing flash cards based on the
classic Everyone Poops children's book are a toddler's instruction manual for
bathroom etiquette, making the concept of going to the bathroom (and where
one goes to the bathroom!) concrete and understandable.

PERFECTLY PAIRED WITHEVERYONE POOPS : These toilet-training flash
cards are portable and easy to tote anywhere or keep in the bathroom to help
toddlers ease into the potty experience.

A GO-TO GIFT: Parents and caregivers of toddlers will embrace this gift that
reinforces the potty-training process while featuring delightful art and
encouraging words.

Perfect for:- Parents, grandparents, and caregivers of toddlers who are
learning to use the potty
- Sweet and practical gift for baby showers or toddler birthdays
- Fans of bestselling author-illustrator Taro Gomi
- Readers of Everyone Poops and other bestselling potty training books

Author Bio

Taro Gomi is a well-known author and illustrator who has created more than
400 books and products for readers of all ages, including Everyone Poops,
My Friends ; Spring is Here, Little Truck ; Little Chicks ; Taro Gomi's Wooden
Play Set ; Run, Run, Run!; and Taro Gomi's Big Book of Words . He lives in
Tokyo, Japan.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 12/24
5.5 x 7.15 • 20 pages
9781797219547 • $22.50 • PD - box with a hinged lid,
20 double-sided flash cards, wafer seal, full-color
illustrations throughout
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Body • Ages 0 to 3 • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Fill-In A to Z of You and Me: For Dad
by contributions by Chronicle Books

Show your dear old dad how much you love the unique relationship
between you with this fill-in book, perfect for Father's Day or birthday
gift-giving!

Featuring a spread for each letter of the alphabet, this gift book encourages
you to fill in the blanks with a word or phrase representing the one-of-a-kind
relationship you share with your dad. Whether A is for ultimate A's fan," B is
for "Best jokes," or C is for "the Car you taught me to drive even though I
almost drove right into the garage door," this completely customizable dad
journal is full of opportunities to let your father know just how much he means
to you.

A wonderful gift from son, daughter, or siblings creating a group gift, this is
perfect for Father's Day, birthday, or anytime there's an urge to remind dad
how awesome he is.

A UNIQUE AND HEARTFELT GIFT: It can be challenging to find gifts for dad,
and many lack the personal touch that makes them feel special. This fill-in
book is the most personalized a gift can get, with 26 opportunities to reflect on
the relationship with your dad that is unlike any other!

CUSTOMIZABLE, AFFORDABLE, AND EASY: Customized gifts are touching
but often take months to order and prepare. With The Fill-in A to Z of You and
Me, you can curate a personalized gift in no time. Whether sentimental, funny,
or a little of both, the gift you create is sure to make dad smile.

DELUXE KEEPSAKE: A handsomely crafted volume with foil and full-color
images throughout, this hardcover what-I-love-about-dad book makes the
perfect gift to fill in now and treasure for years to come.

Perfect for:- Father's Day and birthday gift shoppers
- Children of any age looking for a timeless gift for dad
- Group gift from siblings
- Pairing with a photo album or other precious memory gifts

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
5 x 5 • 60 pages
9781797222066 • $19.95 • JN - hardcover, ribbon
closure, removable sticker, full-color images
throughout
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Fill-In A to Z of You and Me: For Mom
by contributions by Chronicle Books

Show your mom how much you cherish the unique relationship between
you with this fill-in book, perfect for Mother's Day or birthday gift-giving!

Featuring a spread for each letter of the alphabet, this gift book encourages
you to fill in the blanks with a word or phrase representing the one-of-a-kind
relationship you share with your mom. Whether A is for Always there when I
call," B is for "Best dressed," or C is for "the Crush you told me was a jerk,"
this completely customizable mom journal is full of opportunities to let your
mother know just how much she means to you.

A wonderful gift from daughter, son, or siblings creating a group gift, this is
perfect for Mother's Day, birthday, or anytime there's an urge to remind mom
how awesome she is.

A UNIQUE AND HEARTFELT GIFT: It can be challenging to find gifts for mom
and many lack the personal touch that makes them feel special. This fill-in
book is the most personalized a gift can get, with 26 opportunities to reflect on
the relationship with your mom that is unlike any other!

CUSTOMIZABLE, AFFORDABLE, AND EASY: Customized gifts are touching
but often take months to order and prepare. With The Fill-in A to Z of You and
Me, you can curate a personalized gift in no time. Whether sentimental, funny,
or a little of both, the gift you create is sure to make mom smile.

DELUXE KEEPSAKE: A beautifully crafted volume with foil and full-color
images throughout, this hardcover what-I-love-about-mom book makes the
perfect gift to fill in now and treasure for years to come.

Perfect for:- Mother's Day and birthday gift shoppers
- Children of any age looking for a timeless gift for mom
- Group gift from siblings
- Pairing with a photo album or other precious memory gifts

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
5 x 5 • 60 pages
9781797222059 • $19.95 • JN - hardcover, ribbon
closure, removable sticker, full-color images
throughout
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Howl's Moving Castle Sketchbook
by Studio Ghibli

From legendary animation house Studio Ghibli, this hardcover
sketchbook celebrates the enchanting fantasy adventure Howl's Moving
Castle, a film about a pivotal friendship between a quiet girl and a
mysterious wizard, and their life-changing adventures in a sorcerous
world.

Featuring a tactile cloth cover with iconic imagery from the film foil-stamped
on the front, lay-flat binding, and extra-thick pages, this sketchbook is perfect
for writers, artists, and animation fans alike.

© 2004 Studio Ghibli - NDDMT

DISTINCTIVE AND LUXE FORMAT: Durable cloth-bound hardcover with foil
stamping, full-color endsheets, and unlined/blank sketchbook pages.
Measures 7 x 9 inches, 128 pages, 140 GSM woodfree FSC-certified paper,
great for most art mediums, including pencils, pens, inks, pastels, markers,
and more.

LAY-FLAT BINDING: This sketchbook lays flat for ease of writing, sketching,
and drawing.

GREAT GIFT: This sketchbook is part of a continuing official partnership with
Japanese animation giant Studio Ghibli. It makes a great gift or self-purchase
for creatives, animation enthusiasts, collectors, and fans of Japanese art,
stationery, and pop culture.

BELOVED STUDIO WITH MASSIVE FAN BASE WORLDWIDE: Miyazaki is
often called the Walt Disney of Japan." Six of Studio Ghibli's films received
Academy Award nominations in the United States. The Ghibli Museum and
Ghibli Park are popular destinations in Japan.

Author Bio

Studio Ghibli is a Tokyo-based animation film studio founded in 1985 by
directors Isao Takahata and Hayao Miyazaki. The studio has produced twenty-
four films, many of which have garnered numerous awards and critical
acclaim, including My Neighbor Totoro, Kiki's Delivery Service, Princess
Mononoke, and the Academy Award-winning Spirited Away . The studio
earned four consecutive Academy Award nominations for Best Animated
Feature Film for The Wind Rises, The Tale of The Princess Kaguya, When
Marnie Was There, and The Red Turtle . Earwig and the Witch was an official
selection for the 2020 Cannes Film Festival. The studio's latest film How Do
You Live (tentative title) will be released in Japan on July 14 2023

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
7 x 9 • 128 pages
9781797224497 • $29.95 • JN - hardcover with lay-flat
binding, foil-stamped cloth cover, blank sketchbook
pages, full-color endsheets, vertical bellyband
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Studio Ghibli

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Inspired Letters to My Baby
Write Now. Read Later. Treasure Forever.
by Lea Redmond, illustrated by Hsinping Pan

Share memories, love, and words of wisdom with your bundle of joy with
this unique book of letters.Enjoy this new and inspiring look for the
bestselling Letters to . . . series with artwork by Hsinping Pan.

The must-have baby shower gift!

Whether you're pregnant or a new parent, filling these envelopes with
memories and hopes for your baby will leave a lasting impression-and now,
you can do it in style with this gorgeously illustrated and sweetly designed
package.

With this keepsake collection of 12 letters, you can fill each with stories and
memories straight from your heart. Then postdate, seal with the included
stickers, and save the letters to gift to your child at a later date. Included are
12 templates that have the same classic and well-tested prompts from the
original Letters to My Baby, such as:- On the day you were born . . . 
- My wishes for you are . . . 
- Your first home was like this . . . 

Perfect for an expecting mom, a new dad, or any parent seeking to create a
deeply personal baby keepsake.

A NEW TWIST ON AN OLD FAVORITE:Created by Lea Redmond, author of
the bestselling Letters to . . . book series that has sold more than 3 million
copies worldwide, this fresh twist on the classic format from artist Hsinping
Pan adds a (...)

Author Bio

Lea Redmond reveals the extraordinary hiding in the ordinary: a saltshaker, a
penny, hand gestures, clouds. Lea creates books, toys, games and small
adventures that invite humans of all ages to be curious, playful, and kind. Visit
Lea's world of wonder at LeaRedmond.com.

Hsinping Pan is an illustrator based in Taiwan. She loves bright colors and
shape

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7.75 x 3.5 • 12 pages
9781797227702 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Family & Relationships / Infants & Toddlers • Non
Returnable
Series: Letters To My

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Inspired Letters to My Future Self
Write Now. Read Later. Treasure Forever.
by Lea Redmond, illustrated by Sophie Douala

Keep in touch with your past, present, and future selves with this unique
book of letters.Enjoy this new and inspiring look for the bestselling
Letters to . . . series with artwork by Sophie Douala.

The ultimate self-care gift!

Nourishing your relationship with yourself is vitally important at every stage of
life, and now you can do so in style with this modern and brightly illustrated
redesigned package.

Write letters to yourself-just like entries in a diary or journal-then postdate and
seal them up with the included stickers. Assign a date for future opening and
don't peek until the time arrives. In the years to come, break open your letters
like a time capsule to appreciate the past and all that you've become. Included
are 12 letters that have the same classic prompts from the original Letters to
My Future Self, such as:- These are my roots . . . 
- Where I want to go . . . 
- I never want to forget this . . . 
- A pep talk for the future me . . . 

An outstanding self-purchase or thoughtful graduation, holiday, or birthday gift
for women or men of any age, this specialty set is perfect to write now, read
later, and treasure forever.

A NEW TWIST ON AN OLD FAVORITE: Created by Lea Redmond, author of
the bestselling Letters to . . . book series that (...)

Author Bio

Lea Redmond reveals the extraordinary hiding in the ordinary: a saltshaker, a
penny, hand gestures, clouds. Lea creates books, toys, games, and small
adventures that invite humans of all ages to be curious, playful, and kind. Visit
Lea's world of wonder at LeaRedmond.com.

Sophie Douala is a visual artist and creative director based in Berlin. Her work
is inspired by emotions and how they can be translated into something
tangible.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 2/24
7.75 x 3.5 • 12 pages
9781797227696 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Self-Help / Personal Growth / General • Non
Returnable
Series: Letters To My
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Inspired Letters to My Grandchild
Write Now. Read Later. Treasure Forever.
by Lea Redmond, illustrated by Laura Lhuillieur

The must-have grandparents book!Enjoy this new and inspiring look for
the bestselling Letters to . . . series with artwork by Laura Lhuillieur.

Whether your grandchild is still a baby or all grown up, sharing your stories
gives the gift of a lifetime-and now, you can do it in style with this illustrated
and sweetly redesigned package.

With this keepsake collection of 12 letters, you can fill each note with words of
wisdom that only a grandparent can impart. Then postdate, seal with the
included stickers, and save the letters to gift to your grandchild at a later date.
Included are 12 templates that have the same classic and well-tested prompts
from the original Letters to My Grandchild, such as:- Here is a special story
about our family . . . 
- What I want you to know about me . . . 
- The best advice anyone ever gave me was . . . 
- My wishes for you are . . . 

This perfect new grandparent gift or special occasion gift from grandchildren
offers a wonderful opportunity to create a deeply personal family keepsake.

A NEW TWIST ON AN OLD FAVORITE: Created by Lea Redmond, author of
the bestselling Letters to . . . book series that has sold more than 3 million
copies worldwide, this fresh twist on the classic format from artist Laura
Lhuillieur adds a bit of colorful texture to a timeless baby keepsake.

GRANDPARENT GIFTS FOR NEW BABY: Inspired Letters to My Grandchild
is a unique gift for expecting grandparents or (...)

Author Bio

Lea Redmond reveals the extraordinary hiding in the ordinary: a saltshaker, a
penny, hand gestures, clouds. Lea creates books, toys, games, and small
adventures that invite humans of all ages to be curious, playful, and kind. Visit
Lea's world of wonder at LeaRedmond.com.

Laura Lhuillier is a French illustrator. Her joyful art lives in the space between
dreams and reality and is often inspired by the natural world and mystery of
astronom

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7.75 x 3.5 • 12 pages
9781797227719 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Letters To My
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Inspired Letters to My Love
Write Now. Read Later. Treasure Forever.
by Lea Redmond, illustrated by Liv Lee

Share memories, affection, and promises with the one you love with this
unique book of letters.Enjoy this new and inspiring look for the
bestselling Letters to . . . series with artwork by artist Liv Lee.

The must-have romance book!

Nothing is more romantic than a handwritten love letter. Now you can declare
your affection in style with this romantically illustrated and gorgeously
designed package that serves as an enduring expression of love for many
years to come.

With this keepsake collection of 12 letters, you can fill each with offerings of
love and your most cherished memories that capture the smallest and
sweetest details of your romance. Then postdate, seal with the included
stickers, and save the letters to gift to your loved one at a later date. Included
are 12 letters that have the same classic and well-tested prompts from the
original Letters to My Love, such as:- When we first met . . . 
- What I love about us . . . 
- It's the little things, like when . . . 
- I promise to you . . . 

Plus two blank templates to personalize with your own ideas, these letters will
inspire love language to remind your sweetheart how much your relationship
means to you.

A NEW TWIST ON AN OLD FAVORITE: Created by Lea Redmond, author of
the bestselling Letters to . . . book series that has (...)

Author Bio

Lea Redmond reveals the extraordinary hiding in the ordinary: a saltshaker, a
penny, hand gestures, clouds. Lea creates books, toys, games, and small
adventures that invite humans of all ages to be curious, playful, and kind. Visit
Lea's world of wonder at LeaRedmond.com.

Liv Lee is an Australian artist, illustrator, and maker of goods. Her signature
style features wonky interpretations of plants, flowers, and frui

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 2/24
7.75 x 3.5 • 12 pages
9781797227726 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Letters To My
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Lucky Tickets for Grandparents
12 Gift Coupons
by Chronicle Books

Gifting gold! These shiny tickets are an unforgettable gift for
grandparents that will make them feel like they hit the jackpot.

Inside this booklet are 12 shimmering, foil-stamped tickets that grant Grandma
or Grandpa surprises they'll love, like a favorite treat on demand or a day
spent enjoying nature with the family. Each ticket is decorated with the magic
of gold foil, and there's even a blank ticket that grandkids can customize with
their own unique gift ideas. These gilded tickets are a perfect present for
celebrating birthdays, holidays, family reunions, or any special occasion!

JUST THE TICKET: Looking for cool gift ideas for grandma or grandpa? Treat
them to a family fun day or special bonding with the grandkids with these IOU
coupons. Fun surprises that grandparents will love, presented as a shiny gold
ticket? That's a winning gift.

EASY BUT THOUGHTFUL GIFT: Lucky Tickets make it easy to gift shared
experiences and create lasting memories. It's a meaningful gift that you can
give last-minute, no prep required, for birthdays, holidays, Mother's Day,
Father's Day, or just because.

ADD A PERSONAL TOUCH: Each voucher offers space on the back to add a
personal touch, and the booklet includes one blank ticket that you can fill in
with a customized surprise.

GIFT ALL AT ONCE, OR INDIVIDUALLY: This booklet for grandparents is full
of different gift ideas. The tickets can be given all together for a special
occasion (...)

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 19/24
4 x 6.75
9781797229454 • $14.95 • ZZ - 12 foil-stamped
perforated tickets bound with spine tape
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Lucky Tickets
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mindful Crafts: Meditative Marbling Kit
by Scott Cain

Craft your way to calm with this all-levels kit designed to help you
unwind and tap into the present moment through meditative marbling!

Marbling is a great way to unplug and slow down by busying your hands and
calming your mind. As you watch how different colors interact with one
another, you'll notice that each marbled creation is entirely unique and
impossible to replicate, serving as a lovely reminder to stay present.

This kit includes one mixing tray, 12 paints, 20 sheets of paper, carrageenan
powder and a measuring spoon, one stirring stick, a three-sided comb, and an
instruction sheet with tips and tricks for marbling paper (and any other
materials you may have at hand, such as fabric or wood). With this handy kit,
you can simultaneously soothe anxious thoughts and create unique marbled
designs cool enough to gift or display. (Kit includes twenty sheets of paper, but
paints can be used for many moreprojects!)

A FUN APPROACH TO MINDFULNESS:This kit offers a creative way to calm
your mind and be present by focusing on the entrancing process of marbling,
from adding the paint to creating designs and watching the process unfold.
Reduce stress and anxiety, enhance healthy brain function, and reap the other
health benefits of mindfulness with hands-on hobbies!

FRESH TAKE ON THE ANCIENT ART OF MARBLING: With its emphasis on
mindfulness and its fresh, eye-catching design, this kit offers an elevated (...)

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 13/24
6 x 8 • 8 pages
9781797224442 • $44.95 • KT - 8 1/2 x 11 tuck box, 1
mixing tray (8 1/5 x 10 9/10 in), 20 sheets of
watercolor paper, 12 paints (6 ml each), carrageenan
powder (15 g), 1 measuring spoon (1 g), 1 bamboo
stirring stick, 1 three-sided comb, 1 instruction sheet
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Mythos Deck
75 Legendary Figures from the Greek Myths
by Stephen Fry

Based on Stephen Fry's best-selling Mythos series, this beautifully
illustrated deck offers inspiration from the gods, heroes, and monsters
of Greek mythology.

This deluxe deck features all your favorite mythological figures: Athena, Circe,
Hades, Heracles, and many more. You'll also discover lesser-known but no
less fascinating figures like Arachne, the weaver who dared to challenge a
goddess, and Chiron, the centaur who tutored Achilles. Each card features
one mortal, immortal, or monster, with an illustrated portrait on one side and
an enlightening and entertaining description on the other. Use the cards as a
study tool or an oracle (of Delphi) deck. Whether new to Greek mythology or a
devoted fan, you are invited to explore a captivating world with a brilliant
storyteller as your guide.

BEST-SELLING SERIES: Fry's retellings of Greek mythology in Mythos,
Heroes, and Troy have captivated contemporary audiences. This deck offers a
new way to engage with these timeless tales; draw a card every day to glean
wisdom from the gods, heroes, and magical creatures of Ancient Greece!

BELOVED AUTHOR: Stephen Fry is an icon whose signature wit and
mellifluous style make Greek mythology fun and fascinating. Fans will love
hearing his interpretation of these key mythological figures, whether they are
familiar with the original myths or not.

EDUCATIONAL AND INSPIRING: These cards are equally suited to students
studying up on Greek history and modern mystics seeking inspiration from
ancient mythology.

GORGEOUS GIFT: With a vibrant contemporary design, unique artwork on
every card, and shimmering metallic highlights on the box, this deck makes a
superb present.

Perfect for (...)

Author Bio

Stephen Fry is an award-winning comedian, actor, presenter, and director. He
is the bestselling author of the Mythos series, as well as four novels-
Revenge, Making History, The Hippopotamus, and The Liar -and three

l f t bi h M b I M W h t Th F Ch i l d

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 16/24
5.5 x 4.5 • 76 pages
9781797221069 • $29.95 • PD - 75 two-color
illustrations, metallic foil stamping on exterior, box with
tray
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Nature Meditations Journal
Mindful Practices and Restorative Activities Inspired by the
Natural World
by Kenya Jackson-Saulters

A beautiful and encouraging guide to connecting with the natural world
for peace, calm, and clarity.

From the author of the popular Nature Meditations Deck , this guided journal
makes it easy to tap into the restorative power of nature. Within these pages
are simple mindfulness practices, reflection prompts, and guided activities
organized into four sections:- Nature meditations
- Walking thoughts
- Messages from the earth
- Strengthening affirmations

Whether you're in your own backyard, strolling through a local park with a
friend, or hiking deep in the woods, this uplifting journal brings the benefits of
nature to your fingertips and makes for a lovely companion on any outdoor
excursion.

MINDFULNESS MADE EASY: This engaging, interactive journal makes it
easy to practice mindfulness. The simple-to-follow prompts and activities are a
great tool for individuals curious about tapping into the power of self-care
practices such as forest bathing and meditation but aren't sure where to start.

GREAT WELLNESS GIFT: Delivered in a beautifully illustrated, nature-
inspired package, this journal is a great gift for nature lovers, meditators, and
anyone who wants to experience more joy and peace in everyday life.

NATURE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS: This journal makes it easy to engage with
the natural world through (...)

Author Bio

Kenya Jackson-Saulters is a writer and mindfulness teacher. With a formal
background in psychology and sociology, she leads personal growth
workshops on holistic healing through spending time in nature. Kenya and her
wife, Michelle Jackson-Saulters, are the founders of the Outdoor Journal Tour
(www.outdoorjournaltour.com), an organization that provides resources and
workshops that combine scientifically proven mental health practices with
outdoor activities. She is based in Atlanta, GA.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 20/24
6 x 8 • 144 pages
9781797225159 • $25.95 • JN - lined pages, ribbon
marker
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pendleton Patterns 1000-Piece Puzzle
by Pendleton Woolen Mills

Get ready for some family fun with this colorful jigsaw puzzle featuring a
new design from Pendleton Woolen Mills, one of America's most
beloved heritage brands.

This 1,000-piece puzzle comes together to reveal a bold, modern design from
Pendleton Woolen Mills. Perfect for bringing the whole family together but just
as fun to take on solo, this puzzle showcases the lively colors, styles, and
patterns that Pendleton is known for. Once completed, this puzzle displays a
timeless image reflecting the comfort, warmth, and nostalgia of Pendleton's
popular blankets.

CLASSIC GIFT: This puzzle merges a classic pastime with a modern look and
makes a great gift for everyone who loves Pendleton and timeless analog
entertainment.

PERFECT STAY-AT-HOME ACTIVITY: Pendleton patterns make this puzzle
engaging and fun: a great activity to share with friends and family for a game
night or get-together and an easy way to unwind and de-stress at home.

DISTINCTIVE BRAND: For generations, Pendleton products have been
known for woolens of exceptional craftsmanship and iconic pattern designs.

INCLUDES: 1000 puzzle pieces, 25 x 20-inch puzzle when built, 11 x 9 x 2-
inch box, and full-color printout of puzzle image.

Perfect for:- Fans of Pendleton
- Fans of Southwest-inspired prints
- Puzzlers looking for a new challenge
- Pendleton shoppers looking for attractively priced gifts for holidays,
housewarming, or birthday

Author Bio

Pendleton Woolen Mills has been producing wool blankets in their Northwest
American mills since 1909. Founded in 1863, this six-generation, family-
owned business is renowned for world-class wool textiles in plaids, tweeds,
bold stripes, and geometric patterns. As its offerings have grown to include
home, apparel, and accessories, Pendleton Woolen Mills has become
synonymous with classic American style.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 16/24
11 x 9
9781797229461 • $26.95 • ZJ - box with lift-off lid, final
puzzle size: 25 x 20 in, 1,000 full-color pieces, insert
featuring puzzle image
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pendleton One Line a Day
A Five-Year Memory Book
by Pendleton Woolen Mills

The bestselling One Line a Day journal series has sold over 3 million
copies! This bold version of the classic memory keeper features a
colorful new design from Pendleton Woolen Mills, one of America's most
beloved heritage brands.

More than a daily diary: For those daunted by the idea of keeping a journal or
diary, the simple commitment of just One Line a Day is manageable for
everyone. This keepsake memory book invites you to capture a single quick
line once daily over five years. As you write, the layout allows you to see your
highlights and reflections on the same date in previous years.

This official Pendleton Woolen Mills version of the One Line a Day journal
channels the spirit of adventure for travelers, campers, and all who love the
great outdoors. Uniquely rewarding, simple to complete, and presented in a
fun, modern package, this journal becomes a time capsule of memories to
cherish forever.

THE EASIEST WAY TO JOURNAL DAILY: Writing a single thought or highligh
each day is a great way to:- Track progress.
- Start or end your day with reflection.
- Collect memories and moments.

UNIQUE GIFT FOR ANY OCCASION: This is a wonderful gift for celebrating
a new chapter, whether you are beginning a new year or a new life phase.
With its eye-catching design, this daily journal makes an excellent gift for
newlyweds, dads, moms, spouses, friends, or any loved one on birthdays,
holidays, anniversaries, graduations, and all sorts of milestone celebrations.

REMEMBER AS YOU RECORD: As you write each day, this journal allows
you to compare today's (...)

Author Bio

Pendleton Woolen Mills has been producing wool blankets in their Northwest
American mills since 1909. Founded in 1863, this six-generation, family-
owned business is renowned for world-class wool textiles in plaids, tweeds,
bold stripes, and geometric patterns. As its offerings have grown to include
home, apparel, and accessories, Pendleton Woolen Mills has become
synonymous with classic American style.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 16/24
3.75 x 6.13 • 372 pages
9781797229478 • $25.95 • JN - foil-stamped padded
cover, lined pages, ribbon page marker, gilded edges,
belly band
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Penne Pals
12 Pasta Pun Notecards & Envelopes
by Chronicle Books

The pastabilities are endless with this adorably punny notecard set for
pasta lovers.

There's no better way to show love than through food! Whether you want to
pen a birthday greeting, a love note, congratulations, or a simple thinking-of-
you to friends or family, there's a card here for all the carb-lovers in your life.
Set includes 12 blank notecards (6 illustrations repeating twice), housed in a
package cleverly reminiscent of a box of pasta.

ALL-OCCASION NOTE SET: With cute full-color illustrations and punny
phrases, these assorted notes are just right for sending to friends, family, or
someone you feel particularly saucy about.

UNIQUE BOXED NOTECARDS: In a package that looks like a box of pasta,
these notecards are irresistible! Set a timer to write a note in 9 - 12 minutes
for perfect correspondence.

FOOD LOVER GIFTS: This set of deliciously cheesy greetings makes a fun
gift for foodie friends. Pair with a jar of sauce, pasta cookbook, or tomato timer
to create a memorably foodtastic gift set!

Perfect for:- Pasta lovers
- Fans of puns, wisecracks, and silly stuff
- Foodies and food humor enthusiasts
- Novelty stationery collectors
- Birthday, housewarming, holiday, or any occasion gift-giving

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 12/24
5 x 6.75 • 12 pages
9781797227436 • $23.95 • PC - tuck box with tab and
slit closure, 12 cards (6 designs repeating twice), 12
envelopes, full-color illustrations throughout
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Rainbow Tarot
78 Cards & Guidebook
by So Lazo, text by Cyree Jarelle Johnson

Embark on a psychedelic journey of self-discovery with this dreamy,
one-of-a-kind tarot deck, where magical figures from the Major and
Minor Arcana burst with emotion, energy, and queer pride.

Rainbow Tarot vibrates with So Lazo's contemporary and colorful artwork,
offering a fresh take on the iconography of Pamela Colman Smith's time-
honored art nouveau tarot illustrations. This deck includes a detailed
guidebook featuring card interpretations and customized spreads by writer
and third-generation clairvoyant Cyree Jarelle Johnson.

The accessible art and text make this a perfect starter deck, and the
innovative, referential approach will continue to yield rewarding insights as
you deepen your spiritual practice. Open your mind and let these radiant
cards guide you in channeling your inner power, connecting to the collective
unconscious, and embracing every facet of your identity.

EYE-CATCHING ILLUSTRATIONS: Beloved artist So Lazo brings their
signature colorful and magical art style to this lively deck. Building on
traditional Rider-Waite tarot, this modern version features distinctive artwork
inspired by magic, mythology, and folk art.

GREAT TOOL FOR SELF-REFLECTION: Use these cards for seeking
guidance and growth, gaining insight into a specific question, contemplating a
decision, setting an intention, or just checking in with yourself. The detailed
guidebook includes information about each card as well as three spreads for
readings tailored to more nuanced inquiries.

DISPLAY-WORTHY OBJECT: With gorgeous artwork, shiny foil stamping on
the box, and holographic card (...)

Author Bio

So Lazo is an author, illustrator, and tattoo artist from small and tropical El
Salvador. Their previous books, Witch, Please! and Save Me! (From Myself)
are also available from Chronicle Books. Lazo currently lives in Berlin.

Cyree Jarelle Johnson is a writer, poet, and third-generation seer from
Piscataway, New Jersey. He is the founder of Temperance Queer Tarot and
has been studying and reading tarot cards for twenty-two years. He lives in
New York City.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 23/24
3.25 x 5.25 • 78 pages
9781797225852 • $37.95 • PD - box with removable
lid, 78 cards with holographic edges, 128-page
booklet, foil-stamped cover
Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot • Non
Returnable
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Reality Checks
by Chronicle Books

Pay your friends and loved ones a compliment with Reality Checks .

With these playful reality checks in hand, you'll always be ready with the
perfect praise or pep talk for any occasion. Each removable check in this
booklet of 30 delivers a friendly, customizable reminder of how special your
loved ones really are. Simply deposit one into a card, pocket, or bag, and
watch your investment grow.

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
6.75 x 3.25 • 60 pages
9781797221557 • $19.95 • ZZ - booklet bound with
spine tape, 30 removable checks
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Small Doses of Awareness
A Microdosing Companion - Guided Journal
by Shin Yu Pai and Amy Wong Hope

A twelve-week companion guide for exploring and deepening the
therapeutic possibilities and healing potential of microdosing
psychedelics.

For anyone ready to embark on their own microdosing journey, Small Doses
of Awareness is a guided journal for deepening your reflections and
integrating the knowledge gained through your microdosing experiences.
Each of the twelve weeks has a different focus-from journeying inward, to
questioning and deconstructing self-limiting beliefs, to aligning with your
values and exploring your identity, to harnessing the power of mindfulness
and creativity, and more.

With short personal essays from the authors introducing each week's focus,
thoughtful writing and reflection prompts, and a template for recording insights
and observations, this alternative therapy journal will help you make the most
of the small doses of awareness that psychedelic microdosing provides on the
road to self-healing.

EXPERIENCED AUTHORS: Amy Wong Hope, MSW, LCSW, and award-
winning artist and writer Shin Yu Pai are uniquely qualified to write about
microdosing. Amy is a clinical social worker and psychedelic integration
therapist in private practice who specializes in trauma and resilience, as well
as the Certificate Program Director of Psychedelic Studies at Southwestern
College in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Shin Yu has devoted more than twenty
years to exploring the intersections of creativity and healingas an exhibiting
artist and published author. Both have found the exploration of psychedelics
essential on their healing journeys.

UNDERREPRESENTED PERSPECTIVES AND UNIQUE RESOURCES: As
Asian-American women, the authors share powerful personal reflections and
reader prompts that deal with (...)

Author Bio

Shin Yu Pai is an award-winning visual artist, teacher of creative writing, and
author of eleven books, most recently the poetry collection Virga (2021). Shin
Yu has been a practicing Buddhist for twenty-five years and studied
contemplative practice and mindfulness at Naropa University. Currently, she is
the host, writer, and producer of The Ten Thousand Things, a podcast on
A i A i t i f KUOW P bli R di i S ttl Sh li i

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 20/24
6 x 8 • 192 pages
9781797227825 • $29.95 • JN - specialty journal, foil-
stamped cover
Self-Help / Journaling • Non Returnable
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Spark Family Creativity
50 Ways to Create, Craft, and Connect
by Chronicle Books

Make any day sparkle! This newest addition to the popular Spark series
is full of fun prompts to get the whole family creating, imagining, and
playing together.

This shimmering faux matchbox is filled with 50 prompts for hands-on
activities that encourage connection and creativity for all ages! Design a family
crest together, reuse everyday materials to build a tiny town, or craft cards for
friends and relatives. With 50 ideas for creative play, this box will spark
imagination and screen-free fun on rainy days or whenever boredom strikes.

UNIQUE WAY TO SPARK JOY: Slide open this shimmering box to reveal 50
kraft sticks in the shape of matches. Pick one whenever you want to strike up
a little fun for the family!

THE GIFT OF CREATIVITY: Use Spark Family Creativity to plan a day of
engaging offline activities for birthdays, family reunions, vacations, or any
gatherings! The prompts include project ideas for visual art, music, writing,
and other pursuits that kids, teens, and adults can all enjoy.

BEAUTIFUL BOX: With stunning metallic accents, this decorative matchbox
looks like a wrapped present. Pair it with art supplies, another Spark box, or
the Spark Inspiration Journal for an extra-special gift.

Perfect for:- Artists, arts and crafts lovers, and any creatives
- Parents, children, siblings, and cousins looking for group activity and
boredom-buster ideas
- Anyone seeking unique gifts for parents and kids on birthdays, family
reunions, Mother's Day, Father's Day, and any special occasion
- Fans of Spark Happiness, Spark Creativity, Spark Adventure, Spark Family
Fun, or any others in the popular collection

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 26/24
2.68 x 5 • 50 pages
9781797229447 • $19.95 • ZZ - box tray with sleeve,
foil-stamped box, 50 kraft faux matchsticks inside
Non Classified • Ages 0 years and up • Non
Returnable
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Star Notebook Collection
Featuring Photographs from the Archives of NASA
by NASA, text by Nirmala Nataraj

Capture your brilliant ideas and everyday reflections in these notebooks
featuring photographs from the archives of NASA.

Explore the wonders of the cosmos with this set of three notebooks (two lined,
one gridded), each cover emblazoned with an astonishing full-color image of
star fields and adorned with glittering foil stars. Note-taking or journaling will
inspire reflection and big ideas as you contemplate the vastness and beauty
of the universe.

SPACE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS: Show your love for all things space-related
with this stunning notebook set! Official photographs from the archives of
NASA decorate the covers, featuring otherworldly images of the celestial
bodies of deep space.

PRACTICAL JOURNALS: The infinitely expanding universe has always
inspired creativity, deep thinking, and exploration. These slender, saddle-
stitched notebooks are easy to slip into a backpack on adventures or keep by
the bedside to jot down ideas and dreams.

GREAT GIFT: With eye-catching cover images, shiny foil accents, and
handsome functionality, these three space journals tied together with metallic
silver string make an awesome gift for the stargazers, celestial dreamers,
deep thinkers, space nerds, and sci-fi fans in your life. Pair with another
galaxy-themed item like the NASA Star Notecards for an extra-special present
for family and friends.

Perfect for:- Anyone interested in space, astronomy, stargazing, science, and
NASA
- Users of daily diaries, dream journals, travel journals
- Students, poets, writers, daydreamers, and list makers
- Astrophotography and telescope imagery fans
- Science museum, observatory, and planetarium visitors
- Modern stationery lovers and collectors
- Fans of astrology and celestial aesthetics
- Pairing with another NASA product to create an inspiring gift for birthdays,
graduations, Father's Day, holidays, or any special occasion

Author Bio

Nirmala Nataraj is a writer with a background in science writing and a focus on
photography.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 6/24
6 x 8.5 • 64 pages
9781797225128 • $22.50 • JN - 3 paperback
notebooks, 64 pp each, 1-color interiors
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Star Notes
20 Different Notecards and Envelopes
by NASA, text by Nirmala Nataraj

Make your messages shine with these starry notecards featuring
photographs from the archives of NASA.

Emblazoned with astonishing full-color images of starfields, these deluxe
notecards are perfect for congratulating a recent graduate on their stellar
accomplishments, wishing someone a birthday experience that's out of this
world, or sending a warm greeting to a distant friend or relative.

SPACE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS: Show your love for all things space-related
with this stunning notecard set! Official photographs from the archives of
NASA decorate the cards, featuring otherworldly images of the celestial
bodies of deep space.

FOR ALL CARD-SENDING OCCASIONS: Featuring 20 different photos of
fantastic and faraway star fields, these blank notecards and envelopes are
perfect to send for all sorts of sentiments: congratulations, thank you, happy
birthday, sympathy, get well, or just because.

BEAUTIFUL STATIONERY GIFT: This eye-catching notecard box is enhanced
with shimmering foil effects, making it an awesome gift for the stargazers,
celestial dreamers, deep thinkers, space nerds, and sci-fi fans in your life. Pair
with another galaxy-themed item like the Star Notebook Collection for an
extra-special present for family and friends.

Perfect for:- Anyone interested in space, astronomy, stargazing, science, and
NASA
- Letter-writers and thank-you-note senders
- Modern stationery lovers and collectors
- Astrophotography and telescope imagery fans
- Science museum, observatory, and planetarium visitors
- Fans of astrology and celestial aesthetics
- Pairing with another NASA product to create an inspiring gift for birthdays,
graduations, Father's Day, holidays, or any special occasion

Author Bio

Nirmala Nataraj is a writer with a background in science writing and a focus on
photography.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 6/24
4.38 x 5.5 • 20 pages
9781797225111 • $25.95 • PC - 20 foil-stamped
notecards and envelopes, lift-the-lid box
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: NASA
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Still LIfe Notecards
20 Notecards and Envelopes
by Doan Ly

Still Life Notecards feature 20 beautiful, floral photographs by New York
City-based florist, artist, and photographer Doan Ly and her studio, a.p.
bio.

Doan Ly's striking photography elevates floral design to an art form. Her
playful and innovative floral arrangements and her use of color and lighting
are visually stunning. This lovely stationery set of 20 blank notecards with
accompanying envelopes comes in a keepsake box featuring a pull-out tray
with a thumb-cut detail, making it perfect to use for any occasion or give as a
gift. It also pairs beautifully with Still Life, Ly's hardcover coffee table
photography book of the same name.

VERSATILE GIFT & PACKAGE: Gorgeous keepsake boxed set with full-color
images on blank notecards with accompanying envelopes that are appropriate
for any occasion. The set's packaging with pull-out tray and thumb-cut detail
makes it especially giftable.

COMPANION STATIONERY TO DOAN LY'S BOOK: Pairs well alongside Ly's
floral design book, Still Life, making the combined duo a perfect gift.

FRESH AESTHETIC: Doan Ly's floral photography is artistic and unique.

Perfect for:- Floral design lovers
- Photography enthusiasts
- Mother's Day, birthday, graduation, or friend gift for style-conscious
recipients
- Fans of Doan Ly's photography, design studio, and popular Instagram
account

Author Bio

Doan Ly is a florist, artist, designer, and photographer based in New York City.
Through her studio, a.p. bio, Ly focuses on elevating floral design to art. Her
unique installations have been created for weddings, events, museum shows,
and art exhibits. She photographs her still-life creations herself and shares
them on her popular Instagram account, @doan_ly, which has a dedicated fan
base.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 19/24
4.5 x 5.75 • 20 pages
9781797229492 • $25.95 • PC - keepsake box with
pull out tray and thumb-cut detail, spot gloss on cover
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Walk & Wonder
A Journal to Spark Curiosity with Every Step
by Kate Pocrass

In this guided journal, bestselling author and artist Kate Pocrass invites
you to walk and wander in new ways, step out of your routine, and
notice and appreciate all the details along the way.

In celebration of the benefits and joys of walking, this illustrated journal
includes 365+ undated daily entries so you can walk (and journal) at your own
pace. Whether taking a brisk walk around the block, a leisurely stroll in the
park, or exploring a new city, no walk is ever the same. Jot down notes about
your route, or record thoughts and observations along the way or afterward.
With an introduction full of creative prompts and inspiring suggestions, plus
thoughtful quotes sprinkled throughout, this journal encourages you to record
the moments along your journey-no matter how big or small.

Sample prompts include:- Observe even the most familiar spot with fresh
eyes.
- Find a place to pause. Close your eyes and listen. List everything you heard.

- Write or draw all yellow objects you pass by.
- List ten things you notice in nature that you don't notice at other times.
- If it's raining, go to the museum.
- Drift in the direction that the wind is blowing.
- Take unusually long steps.

This undated journal is perfect for walkers and wanderers of all kinds.
Whether you're an avid walker who wants to log your steps every day or a
curious wanderer looking for a mindful activity or creative inspiration, this
mindful walking guide is a fun way to get your body (...)

Author Bio

Kate Pocrass is an artist, illustrator, and surface designer based in the San
Francisco Bay Area. She is the author and illustrator of several guided
journals and gift products published by Chronicle Books.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 12/24
4.5 x 8.5 • 248 pages
9781797227788 • $25.95 • JN - full-color illustrations
throughout, ribbon marker
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • Non
Returnable
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Wishes for Your Baby
50 Cards
by Chronicle Books

An instant baby shower activity! Wishes for Your Baby is the perfect way
to celebrate and pass along best wishes for the little one on the way.

Create a unique and warmly personalized keepsake with this charmingly
designed card set.

Set the cards out to welcome baby shower guests, place it at a desk for
coworkers to fill out as a maternity leave send-off, or circulate it among friends
and family to collectively create an easy DIY new baby gift. Each person
writes a wish for the baby and gives it to the expecting family. Alternatively, the
wishes can be collected in a beautiful box or sweet mason jar or hung on a
wishing tree at a baby shower or sprinkle celebration.

A welcome gift for first-time parents or families adding another child, these
little cards make it simple and satisfying to create a bundle of good wishes for
the bundle of joy.

EASY AND THOUGHTFUL GIFT FOR PARENTS: This darling mini card set is
so easy to use-all you need to do is set it out on a table or display and voila:
instant baby shower game!

FOR ANY BABY-RELATED OCCASION: With a simple and pretty design, this
card set works for anyone's tastes and any baby-shower theme.

DELIGHTFUL BABY KEEPSAKE IDEA: An excellent option for pairing with a
fill-in baby book or popular baby shower gift books like Letters to My Baby and
My Quotable Kid . The handwritten notes will become a treasured reminder of
friends and loved ones for years to come.

Perfect for:- Expecting moms and dads
- Baby shower planners and gift seekers
- Grandparents and relatives looking for ways to create family keepsakes
- A fresh approach to making a memory book to share with a child in the future

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 26/24
4 x 6.75 • 50 pages
9781797225579 • $19.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Wishes for Your Retirement
50 Cards
by Chronicle Books

An instant retirement party activity! Wishes for Your Retirement is the
perfect way to celebrate and pass along best wishes for anyone
crossing the finish line into retirement.

Create a unique and warmly personalized keepsake with this handsomely
designed card set.

Set the cards out to encourage well-wishers at a retirement party, place it at a
desk for coworkers to fill out as a send-off, or circulate it among friends and
family to collectively create an easy DIY retirement gift. Inside are 50
charming mini cards that can be filled out and handed to the retiree, collected
in a beautiful box or sweet mason jar, or framed to display at a retirement
party for the honoree.

A welcome gift for anyone celebrating a lifetime of achievement, and a
transition to the next step on their journey, these little cards make it simple and
satisfying to create a stack of good wishes for someone special.

EASY AND THOUGHTFUL GIFT: This charming mini card set is so easy to
use-all you need to do is set it out on a table or display and voila: instant
retirement gift-making activity!

USE TO CREATE A ONE-OF-A-KIND KEEPSAKE: These sweet wishes of
congratulations, encouragement, and advice can be used to create all sorts of
mementos that the retiree will cherish for years to come: artfully placed in a
frame, folded and stacked in a beautiful mason jar, or tucked into a colorful
scrapbook.

HAPPY RETIREMENT THEME: With a simple and pretty design, this card set
works for anyone's tastes and any retirement party theme.

Perfect for:- Retirees of all ages and career paths
- Alternative to standard farewell cards for coworkers
- Friends and family of retirees looking for ways to create a meaningful
keepsake

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 26/24
4 x 6.75 • 50 pages
9781797228846 • $19.95 • JN - notepad, rounded
corners, 30 4-color blank sheets with repeating
illustrations
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Write and Release Journal
Let Go of Worries and Make Space for Peace
by Nicola Ries Taggart

An uplifting journal that provides an easy-to-follow daily writing ritual to
release worries and cultivate joy.

For fans of stress-busting bestsellers like Calm the Chaos , Am I Overthinking
This?, and Let That Sh*t Go , this inviting journal guides users through proven
techniques for relieving stress and releasing day-to-day worries. Each spread
features short prompts on how to gently process anxiety, explore simple ways
to alleviate worry through positive thinking and mindfulness, and then let it go.
Journalers will discover:- Easy-to-follow prompts to help you process anxious
thoughts and worries.
- Mindfulness tools to soothe your mind and gently release stressful feelings.
- Uplifting affirmations to encourage hope, kindness, and gratitude.

A gorgeous package with a calming aesthetic and plenty of space for
reflection, this journal is a lovely companion for self-care enthusiasts and
anyone looking for accessible tools to support calm and joy in everyday life.

MINDFULNESS MADE EASY: Filled with simple guided practices for stress
relief and calm, this book makes it easy to incorporate powerful mindfulness
practices into daily life to manage worry and anxiety.

EXPERIENCED AUTHOR: Nicola Ries Taggart is a sought-after life coach
and the author of Calm the Chaos Cards and Calm the Chaos Journal . She
focuses on helping people claim their personal power to create the life they
desire and love. She created this calming journal as a hands-on tool for
transforming worries into wishes, seeing more positive perspectives and
possibilities, and feeling more peace.

BEAUTIFUL SELF-CARE PURCHASE OR GIFT: Uplifting, beautifully
packaged, and affordably priced, this journal (...)

Author Bio

Nicola Ries Taggart is a life coach and the author ofCalm the Chaos Journal
and Calm the Chaos Cards . She works with clients who want to redefine
success on their own terms and with small and large companies that want to
support their employees' personal and professional development and success
through coaching and training programs. She lives in Alameda, California.
Find her at nicolataggart.com.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 5/24
5 x 7 • 144 pages
9781797227542 • $22.50 • JN - foil stamping on case,
ribbon marker
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Continuous Greetings
A Shared Card for Friends
by Beth Garrod

This unique memory-keeping card is for two friends to treasure through
the years!

Designed to be exchanged again and again, this continuous card is like
dozens of greeting cards in one. It travels both ways between besties: Just fill
in your first message and give to a friend for a birthday, holiday, or just
because. Then, it's their turn to write and send it back whenever they choose.
Celebrate and repeat! As you fill the card, you'll each be able to read all your
messages over time in one place. A handwritten record of the bond you share
over the years, this is a keepsake you'll treasure forever.

A PRICELESS TIME CAPSULE: As a collection of messages exchanged
between you and your friend, this card becomes a time capsule of your
relationship. You'll both be able to look back on your handwritten notes
commemorating milestone events and the meaningful memories you've
shared over the years-all in one place. It's like a shoebox full of letters and
greeting cards but collected in one sweet, organized archive.

A SPECIAL WAY TO BOND: This card is as simple to fill out as any greeting
card but incredibly special to receive as a memory keeper you'll each continue
to share for years.

PERSONALIZED GIFT FOR FRIEND: Presented in a beautifully designed
hardcover portfolio, this keepsake is an extra-special gift for birthdays,
holidays, or any special occasion. No additional present required!

REDUCE AND REUSE: This product was created with sustainability at its
heart. Instead of purchasing disposable cards every year, give the one card
that's a (...)

Author Bio

Beth Garrod is a children's author and a big fan of handwritten notes. She
created Continuous Greetings out of her love for stationery, saving special
memories, and sustainability.

Chronicle Calendars
On Sale: May 3/24
4.13 x 5.88 • 28 pages
9781797230191 • $22.50 • WC - hardcover portfolio
with bellyband and wafer seals, with 2 cardstock
accordion-folded cards
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Continuous Greetings Cards
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Howl's Moving Castle: 30 Postcards
by Studio Ghibli

Step into the enchanting world of Studio Ghibli's beloved animated
fantasy film Howl's Moving Castle with this collection of postcards to
keep or send.

Featuring 30 final frames from the film-all hand-drawn and gorgeously
detailed-these postcards are a must-have for animation fans of all ages.

(C) 2004 Studio Ghibli - NDDMT

LUXE POSTCARD FORMAT: This set includes 30 different full-color images
printed on quality cardstock and bound in a portfolio cover. Cards are easy to
remove to send or frame, and feature a range of key scenes and characters
from the film. A must-have for Studio Ghibli fans and collectors.

GREAT GIFT: Fans ofHowl's Moving Castle, Hayao Miyazaki, and Studio
Ghibli will love this stunning collection of postcards. It is part of a continuing
official partnership with Japanese animation giant Studio Ghibli and makes a
great gift or self-purchase for creatives, animation enthusiasts, collectors, and
fans of Japanese art, stationery, and pop culture.

BELOVED STUDIO WITH MASSIVE FAN BASE WORLDWIDE: Miyazaki is
often called the Walt Disney of Japan." Six of Studio Ghibli's films received
Academy Award nominations in the United States. The Ghibli Museum and
Ghibli Park are popular destinations in Japan.

Perfect for:- Miyazaki and Studio Ghibli fans of all ages
- Howl's Moving Castle fans
- Animation enthusiasts (...)

Author Bio

Studio Ghibli is a Tokyo-based animation film studio founded in 1985 by
directors Isao Takahata and Hayao Miyazaki. The studio has produced twenty-
four films, many of which have garnered numerous awards and critical
acclaim, including My Neighbor Totoro, Kiki's Delivery Service, Princess
Mononoke, and the Academy Award-winning Spirited Away . The studio
earned four consecutive Academy Award nominations for Best Animated
Feature Film for The Wind Rises, The Tale of The Princess Kaguya, When
Marnie Was There, and The Red Turtle . Earwig and the Witch was an official
selection for the 2020 Cannes Film Festival. The studio's latest film How Do
You Live (tentative title) will be released in Japan on July 14, 2023.

Chronicle Calendars
On Sale: Mar 26/24
4.88 x 6.63 • 30 pages
9781797229416 • $22.50 • WC - paperback with folio
cover, 30 postcards (30 different designs); full-color
throughout
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Studio Ghibli
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Star Wars: 100 Collectible Comic Book Cover
Postcards
100 Collectible Comic Book Cover Postcards
by LucasFilm Ltd.

From the early adaptation of Star Wars: A New Hope in the 1970s
throughcomics of the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, to the thrilling new
adventures and characters of today,this box set of 100 collectible
postcards showcases the best comic book covers to celebrate a galaxy
far, far away . . .

The Star Wars comic series has been one of the most popular comics since
its first issue debuted in 1977. Beloved by fans for its supplemental storytelling
and galaxy-building, the series has introduced numerous characters that were
later featured in films or series or just loved as new comics inventions.

This history-spanning postcard collection features unique and iconic cover art
of Jedi, Sith, bounty hunters, cosmic dogfights, and fantastic creatures by
amazing artists Carmine Infantino, Walt Simonson, Al Williamson, Alex Ross,
Jen Bartel, Leinil Francis Yu, Peach Momoko, Francesco Francavilla, and
more.

The perfect gift for Star Wars fans of all ages, these postcards highlight the
comics' intersecting stories with the film and television worlds, as well as
freewheeling non-canon adventures.

© & (TM) 2023 Lucasfilm Ltd.

- FAVORITE CHARACTERS: Featuring beloved heroes and villains from all
three cinematic trilogies, the television series, and brand-new comic book
original heroes, including Darth Vader, Doctor Aphra, Boba Fett, Obi-Wan
Kenobi, Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Jaxxon, Black Krrsantan (...)

Chronicle Calendars
On Sale: Apr 30/24
6 x 4.12 • 100 pages
9781797227443 • $37.95 • WC - box with hinged lid,
100 full-color postcards, lifting ribbon, wafer sealed
30-page booklet
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Star Wars

Notes

Promotion
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9 Months of Wonder
A Monthly Guide and Journal Prompts for the Conscious
Mother-to-Be
by Rachel Garahan

Pregnancy is a time like no other, a season of limbo: the baby is here but not
here. Mothers-to-be enter a dreamy phase between being and becoming,
suspended in wonder with amazement of what we are creating, and curiosity
for who we are carrying. We can get so caught up in the new life growing
within us-distracted with facts and logistics-that we might easily forget to
acknowledge the other transformation taking place as well: the redefining of
our own identity.

With a spare, modern design and gorgeous illustration, 9 Months of Wonder is
designed to help you to document the liminal space between here and there
while softening into the season you're in. In these journal pages, you'll find a
safe place to record and process your experiences, reflect on the ups and
downs, move through fears, and honor the metamorphosis taking place in you
as you give birth to the new life of your child and the new parts of yourself.

Author Bio

Rachel Garahan is a creative director, artist, and innate nurturer. In all of her
work, she is drawn to what she calls the elemental connection : the space
where nature and the human spirit overlap. She is the founder of One Part
Gypsy, a creative design and consulting agency, and an online journal of the
same name where she writes about conscious living and bohemian style.

With a strong root in the worlds of natural beauty and wellness, her work is
known for being clean, modern, and sophisticated. Clients include Yoga
Journal and Dr. Andrew Weil, and her lifestyle has attracted praise from the
likes of Josie Maran and Tata Harper.

She is based out of Ojai, California where she lives with her husband, son,
and two pups.

Familius
On Sale: Feb 6/24
9.25 x 7.25 • 112 pages
9781641709965 • $37.99 • journal/ diary/blank book
Family & Relationships / Motherhood • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
10 city book tour (Ventura, Santa Barbara, Ojai,
Thousand Oaks, Santa Clarita, Simi Valley, Newport
Beach, Anaheim, Pasadena, and Redondo Beach, CA)
both virtual and in-person to include guided journaling
activity and meditation along with book signing and
immersive mindfulness activities. Tickets required. Will
promote through her email marketing lists, social
media networks, and a network of birthing experts and
mom groups. 
Author to participate in a blog tour. 
Author to participate in podcast tour. 
Pitching to local news and national media outlets. 
Planned advertising in PW and Shelf Awareness. 
Author to cross promote with self-care and beauty
brands for promotional giveaway.
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Dinosaurs 26-Piece Puzzle
by Christopher Robbins, illustrated by Susanna Covelli

All aboard the dino train! Join Brachiosaurus, Triceratops, and Velociraptor on
a train ride that teaches fun facts about the adorable alphabetized dinos
aboard this 26-piece puzzle that builds a 52-inch train! Printed on both sides
with boldly colored and hilarious dinosaur illustrations, this puzzle and primer
teaches dinosaur names and letter sounds to kids and makes learning fun.

Author Bio

Christopher Robbins is the founder and president of Familius and the
cofounder of Hummingbird Digital Media. He is married to his Familius partner
and acquisitions editor, Michele Robbins, and they reside in Sanger,
California, with their nine children.

Susanna Covelli was born in a small town in Piedmont, Italy, earned an MA in
architecture, and followed her passion for art and decided to attend a
specialization course in both traditional and digital illustration at Scuola
Iternazionale di Comics in Turin. Her art expresses her own imagination and
inspiration from nature, and she has always been attracted by sinuous
shapes, Baroque style, and out-of-the-ordinary perspective

Familius
On Sale: Mar 5/24
4 x 5
9781641709781 • $22.50
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Dinosaurs & Prehistoric
Creatures • Ages 3-7 years • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: PuzzleTrain

Notes

Promotion
Social media influencer campaign
Giveaways to promote PuzzleTrain series
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1500 Piece Puzzle Mat
by Galison

The Puzzle Mat by Galison will safely preserve your puzzles while your puzzle
work is in progress. Premium felt fabric ensures your puzzle pieces stay in
place so never lose a puzzle piece again! Included is a non-slip felt mat, two
piece cardboard cylinder and three elastic straps.
• Non-slip felt mat: 36 x 27", 914 x 685 mm
• 3 elastic straps
• Two piece cardboard cylinder for storing puzzle pieces on the go!
• Made by Galison with our puzzle fans!

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
36 x 27
9780735382190 • $34.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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A La Chart Notepad Set of 2
by Brass Monkey and Galison

This vintage-inspired tear-off notepad set features 2 pads-each with its own
special purpose. For example, use the yellow one to visualize how your day
went with important sections like 'crying', 'pretending to be busy' and 'thinking
about food'. You can save the blue one for a dopamine boost as you tally up
your daily tasks like 'rolled eyes' and 'repeated myself.' Each pad features 100
pages.

Overall set measures 8.5 wide by 4.25" tall by 0.4" deep (216mm x 108mm x
8mm)
Each pad measures 4.25" square by 0.4" deep (208mm x 108mm x 8mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
8.5 x 4.25 • 100 pages
9780735381131 • $18.00 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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A Life Sentence Journal
by Brass Monkey and Galison

5 year journals? Those are for amateurs. This line-a-day journal prompts you
to write a sentence a day. . . for the rest of your life-well, for 25 years, at least.

What you put in it is up to you, though. What you ate for lunch? Who you
literally wanted to strangle? Or, maybe it's time to finally write that novel-start
today and it'll be ready for publication in 25 short year. Features 384 pages,
each filled with spots to write a 'sentence' about each and every day for the
next 25 years.

Spot-varnished hardcover
Book measures 4.75 wide by 7.5" tall (120mm x 190.5mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
4.75 x 7.5 • 384 pages
9780735381032 • $30.00 • journal/ diary/blank book
Crafts & Hobbies / General • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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A Tiny Diary for Tiny Thoughts
by Brass Monkey and Galison

This luxurious felt-covered hardbound book features 112 gilded-edge pages-
each one lined, perfect for jotting down notes, to-do lists, or profound
realizations like-why is everyone so fascinated that every snowflake is
unique? So are potatoes, and people couldn't care less about that. Features
112 pages

Hard-bound, foil stamped felt cover with gold-edged pages.
Book measures 2.56 wide by 3.69" tall
(65mm x 93.7mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
2.56 x 3.75 • 112 pages
gold-edged pages
9780735381094 • $12.00 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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A Tiny Fart Diary
by Brass Monkey and Galison

And by tiny. . . we mean really tiny. These 2.75 by 3.75" journals will help you
remember the important moments of your life-you know, like those notable
farts.
That's right. Finally. The Tiny Fart Diary is here. Every page will include space
to date, rate, and evaluate your latest fart. Think of all of the memories your
grandchild will share as they flip through this window to your gastrointestinal
history. That's only one in our series of tiny diaries-we'll do others based on
similar 'activities.'

Features 112 pages
Perfect-bound, foil stamped felt cover with gold edged pages.
Book measures 2.56" wide by 3.69" tall
(65mm x 93.7mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
2.56 x 3.75 • 112 pages
9780735381087 • $12.00 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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A Trillion Things Every Mom Will Do Prompted Journal
by Brass Monkey and Galison

Think of this prompted journal as the perfect way to make amends for the
countless things that you really didn't appreciate at the time. . . and maybe still
don't. Pro-tip: Use the 250+ prompts inside to help jog your memory and fill it
out for mom before you give it to them. Features 200 unique pages filled with
the important things that every mom did-whether we liked it or not.

Just check off their 'accomplishments' and fill in any of your own personal
memories. 'Mom, thanks for always reminding me that sitting 0.5 away from
the T.V. screen was bad for my eyes'
Spot-varnished hardcover
Book measures 4.5" wide by 8.5" tall (114mm x 216mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Mar 19/24
4.5 x 8.5 • 200 pages
9780735381025 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Family & Relationships / Motherhood • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Adventure Van 75 Piece Shaped Scene Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Belinda Chen

The Adventure Van 75 Piece Shaped Scene Puzzle from Mudpuppy features
a vehicle ready to take off on a road trip. The finished puzzle is die-cut in the
shape of an exciting van adding wow-factor when completed. With illustrations
by Taiwanese artist Belinda Chen, this puzzle is perfect for anyone who
enjoys cars or trucks, and a piecing together a new puzzle shape!
• 75 Pieces, Shaped Puzzle
• Box: 11.5 x 8.5 x 2, 15 x 21.5 x 5 cm
• Puzzle: approx. 19.5 x 14", 50 x 36.5 cm
• Ages 7+

Author Bio

Belinda Chen is originally from a small family-run ceramic factory in North
Taiwan. She imagined the factory as a giant playground. It inspired her to
create from childhood, striving to create a dream-like utopia to be enjoyed by
both children and adults of all ages. After graduating from Central Saint
Martins Art College, she started her journey as a freelance illustrator and
printmaker in London. Belinda's experience in printmaking, book art and
character design have brought her increased individuality and provided layers
of emotion to the images. Most of the time Belinda works with inks, collage,
drawing and collecting texture and then transferring into layers that can work
in digital format and are used for printmaking.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Mar 19/24
11.5 x 8.5
9780735378926 • $25.99
Games / Activity Books (Incl. Coloring Books)  • Ages 7
years and up • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Andy Warhol Inspirational Sketchbook
by Galison, by (artist) Andy Warhol Foundation For The Visual
Arts

The Andy Warhol Inspirational Sketchbook is perfect for creativity and visual
learning. Complete with 120 pages, including 12 full color pages of legendary
quotes from Warhol, this sketchbook is a must-have. Write, draw, and design
on the empty pages, and find the interspersed inspiration from Warhol along
the way!

• Sketchbook: 8 x 10.5
• 120 pages in total
• 108 blank pages for ideating and creating
• 12 full color Warhol art/quotes
• Wire-O binding"

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7.99 x 10.51 • 60 pages
12 full color pages of art and quotes
9780735381285 • $34.99 • cl
Art / Popular Culture • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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At the Market Color Magic Water-Reveal Kit
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Mochi Kids

The At the Market Color Magic Water-Reveal Kit by Mudpuppy includes 6
uniquely shaped color-in cards and a refillable water pen. Just fill the included
pen with water and apply to the cards for a magic transformation. The color-in
cards are reusable-once they dry, they go back to their original black and
white and can be colored in again and again! With artwork featuring a happy
ramen bowl and jar of kimchi, Mudpuppy is proud to share these fun designs
by Mochi Kids.
•Trim: 7 x 9, 18 x 20 cm peggable flat pack
•6 shaped, reusable color-in cards
•1 water pen
•Ages 3+

Author Bio

Hi, I'm Amanda Stewart, Founder of Mochi Kids. Five years ago, I started
screen printing tees for my son as a hobby. When demand from curious
friends and family grew, I opened Mochi Kids. All my designs are inspired by
things kids love, with an aesthetic parents like. Made in the USA.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7 x 9
9780735381650 • $17.99 • kit
Games / Activity Books (Incl. Coloring Books)  • Ages 3
years and up • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Bin-Go Survive a Vacation Bingo Book
by Brass Monkey and Galison

The best part of any vacation (besides the break from reality) is the people
watching. So, why not make a game (or two) out of it? Inside each book are 2
sets of 12 bingo sheets, pre-filled with all the common (yet ridiculous) things
that always seem to happen - so just hand them out & start people
watching. . . competitively. Includes 24 pre-filled (& perforated) bingo cards,
themed around road trips and family vacations.

Psst: it's played just like traditional bingo.
Bonus: create your own personalized game with the blank cards in the back.
Each soft-cover book measures 7 by 7"
(178mm x 178mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Mar 19/24
7 x 7 • 24 pages
9780735381230 • $21.00
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Bored In The USA - Travel Guide Book
by Brass Monkey and Galison

Any old travel guide can tell you about the Grand Canyon in Arizona, but what
about Joann's Gum Wrapper Museum that's in a pink shed behind her house?

This handy guide will point out the best (and strangest) attractions in all 50
states-with plenty of space to map and journal your adventures to everything
from National Parks to small town tourist traps. Features 416 unique pages,
filled with illustrations of countless attractions across all 50 states.

Spot-varnished hardcover
Book measures 4.375 wide by 5.875" tall (111mm x 149mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
4.38 x 5.88 • 416 pages
9780735381049 • $22.50 • cl
Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Caturday Afternoon 500 Piece Family Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Rebecca Jones

The Caturday Afternoon 500 Piece Family Puzzle by Mudpuppy features
feline friends having made themselves quite cozy in a colorful living room
scene! In every inch of this puzzle, there are tons of quirky details to discover.
Perfect for families who love animals and spending time together.
•500 Pieces
•Box: 8 x 8 x 2, 20 x 20 x 5 cm
•Puzzle: 20 x 20", 51 x 51 cm
•Ages 8 - 99"

Author Bio

Rebecca Jones is an English textile designer and illustrator now living in
Melbourne, Australia. After graduating from Winchester School of Art with a
BA(Hons) in Textile Design, she worked in London for 5 years, designing
prints and embroideries for a fashion studio. After moving to Australia, she
designed both fashion and homewares. Over the years she has sold designs
to many well known international clients and stores including: John Lewis,
Anthropologie, Gap, Victoria's Secret, Top Shop, Warehouse, Target, H&M,
Zara, Alannah Hill, Linen House, Myer and Adairs.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
8 x 8
9780735380806 • $22.50
Games / Activity Books (Incl. Coloring Books)  • Ages 8
years and up • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Challenge Accepted Travel Tasks Card Deck
by Brass Monkey and Galison

Traveling is supposed to be fun-but most of the time, the last thing we have
time to do is come up with fun and spontaneous things to do on our actual
vacation other than google 'things to do in (insert city here)'. Get off the beaten
path and use this portable card deck of travel challenges to force yourself out
of your comfort zone. Just draw a card at random, and complete the task
while on your trip. There's even a spot on the back of each card to 'journal' a
few words about the experience. 100 double-sided cards-each featuring a
unique challenge on the front and a place to record the experience on the
back.

Box measures 4 wide by 2.7" tall by 1.7" deep (101mm x 68mm x 43mm)
Cards measure 3.5" wide by 2.5" tall (89mm x 63mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Mar 19/24
4 x 2.7
9780735381124 • $18.00
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Cosmic Rainbow 500 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Nidera

The Cosmic Rainbow 500 Piece Puzzle is out of this world! This puzzle
features an other-worldly combination of earth, sea, and the cosmos. 

• 500 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8" x 8" x 1.5", 203 x 203 x 41 mm
• Puzzle: 20 x 20", 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
8 x 8
9780735381902 • $22.50
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Doggone Days 500 Piece Family Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Rebecca Jones

The 500 Doggone Days 500 Piece Family Puzzle by Mudpuppy features a
busy dog park scene with canines of all kinds! In every inch of this puzzle,
there are tons of quirky details to discover. Perfect for families who love
animals and spending time together. The artwork is ilustrated by Rebecca
Jones.
•500 Pieces
•Box: 8 x 8 x 2, 20 x 20 x 5 cm
•Puzzle: 20 x 20", 51 x 51 cm
•Ages 8 - 99"

Author Bio

Rebecca Jones is an English textile designer and illustrator now living in
Melbourne, Australia. After graduating from Winchester School of Art with a
BA(Hons) in Textile Design, she worked in London for 5 years, designing
prints and embroideries for a fashion studio. After moving to Australia, she
designed both fashion and homewares. Over the years she has sold designs
to many well known international clients and stores including: John Lewis,
Anthropologie, Gap, Victoria's Secret, Top Shop, Warehouse, Target, H&M,
Zara, Alannah Hill, Linen House, Myer and Adairs.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
8 x 8
9780735380813 • $22.50
Games / Puzzles • Ages 8 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Dragons 100 Piece Glow in the Dark Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Owen Davey

Piece together a colorful fantasy scene with Mudpuppy's Dragons 100 Piece
Glow in the Dark Puzzle. Turn out the lights to see magic come alive! This 100
piece puzzle features bold and eye catching artwork of a mythical dragon, but
in the dark see the fire-breathing surprise glow!
• 100 Pieces, Glow in the Dark Surprises!
• Box: 7.5 x 5 x 3, 19 x 13 x 9 cm
• Puzzle: 18 x 12", 46 x 31 cm
• Ages 5+

Author Bio

Owen Davey is a freelance illustrator based in Leicester, United Kingdom. His
work has been published all over the world, and his clients include the New
York Times, Microsoft, and Orange.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7.5 x 5
9780735379046 • $20.99
Games / Puzzles • Ages 5 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Drawing From Memory Game
by Brass Monkey and Galison

Finally, a drawing game that's even better when you can't draw. Inside you'll
find a pad of paper and 500+ prompts, each featuring a well-known character,
animal or object to draw-and players compete by trying their best to depict
one, all from memory alone. Each round is judged on a randomly selected
(and secret) criteria-everything from 'most accurate' to 'unintentionally
hilarious.' It doesn't matter if you're a talented artist or not-absolutely no one
really knows what an aardvark looks like, so anyone can win.Includes 300
game cards-each with a different prompt to draw like 'Bugs Bunny', 'A Bicycle'
or 'Bert & Ernie'.

Includes a pad of paper with 86 pages.
Box measures 5 x 2.8" tall x 3" deep (127mm x 71mm x 76mm).
Suitable for 2 to 8 players.

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
6.28 x 5
9780735381186 • $36.00
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Dumpling Truck 75 Piece Shaped Scene Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Belinda Chen

The Dumpling Truck 75 Piece Shaped Scene Puzzle from Mudpuppy features
adorable dumpling truck. The finished puzzle is die-cut in the shape of an
exciting food truck adding wow-factor when completed. With illustrations by
Taiwanese artist Belinda Chen, this puzzle is perfect for anyone who enjoys
good cuisine themed puzzles, and a piecing together a new puzzle shape!
• 75 Pieces, Shaped Puzzle
• Box: 11.5 x 8.5 x 2, 15 x 21.5 x 5 cm
• Puzzle: approx. 19.5 x 14", 50 x 36.5 cm
• Ages 7+

Author Bio

Belinda Chen is originally from a small family-run ceramic factory in North
Taiwan. She imagined the factory as a giant playground. It inspired her to
create from childhood, striving to create a dream-like utopia to be enjoyed by
both children and adults of all ages. After graduating from Central Saint
Martins Art College, she started her journey as a freelance illustrator and
printmaker in London. Belinda's experience in printmaking, book art and
character design have brought her increased individuality and provided layers
of emotion to the images. Most of the time Belinda works with inks, collage,
drawing and collecting texture and then transferring into layers that can work
in digital format and are used for printmaking.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Mar 19/24
11.5 x 8.5
9780735378933 • $25.99
Games / Puzzles • Ages 7 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Eatz-a-lotl! Card Game
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Lizzy Doyle

Eatz-a-lotl by Mudpuppy a punny card game that features an adorable axolotl,
the giant salamander that is native to Mexico. Our card game is a take on the
classic game of Snap - a fast-paced matching game suited for children of all
ages. Players try to be the first to spot a match and shout Eatz-a-lotl!" to
collect cards. The adorable artwork features a hungry axolotl enjoying pizza,
boba tea, popcorn, and more.
•Box: 3.25 x 4.75 x 1, 8 x 12 x 2.5 cm
•Ages 4+
•Players: 2-4
•Instructions included"

Author Bio

Lizzy Doyle is a designer, illustrator, and author living in New Jersey.

She graduated from the Fashion Institute of Technology in 2012 with a degree
in Graphic Design. Lizzy began her career in publishing designing books, craft
kits, and specialty toys. She is now the creator and owner of Lizzy Dee Studio
where she creates cute characters, patterns for apparel & decor, and
illustrations for licensing.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
3.25 x 4.75
9780735380424 • $14.99
Games / Puzzles • Ages 4 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Fire Engine Rescue! Cooperative Board Game
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Liv Wan

Mudpuppy's Fire Engine Rescue! Cooperative Board Game is a team rescue
mission where players work together towards a group win. In this game by
Mudpuppy, some kittens have gotten themselves stuck in trees around town
and need the help of all players! Everyone works together to rescue them
before the fire chief returns to the station. But watch out, traffic lights on the
gameboard can change from green to red and stop you in your tracks! The
game includes a full-size game board, 27 cards, 4 traffic light tiles, 4 kitten
tiles, 2 wooden fire engine movers, and 1 stand-up fire chief. The unique
wooden fire engine movers have slots in the backs, that the kitten tiles slot
into as they ride back to the station-a detail preschoolers are sure to delight in.
Perfect for family night and developing teamwork while playing, this game is
great for children just starting to play board games.
• Box: 13.75 x 8.25 x 1.5, 35 x 21 x 4 cm
• Ages 4+
• Players: 2+
• Instructions included
• Includes: gameboard, 27 cards,
• 2 wooden fire engine movers,
• 4 kitten tiles, 4 traffic light tiles,
• 1 fire chief mover"

Author Bio

Liv Wan is a west London based illustrator and my website is full of fun and
delicious art. Her work combines the loves of her life including her family, food,
and travel to create illustrations that are fun and will often make you laugh.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
13.75 x 8.25
9780735380394 • $37.99
Games / Puzzles • Ages 4 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Frank Lloyd Wright December Gifts 500 Piece Book
Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation

This Frank Lloyd Wright Puzzle features one of only twelve unpublished
covers that Wright designed for Liberty magazine. Our Frank Lloyd Wright
December Gifts 500 Piece Book Box Puzzle highlights Wright's practice of
using the tools of his trade: a t-square, triangle and compass, to create lively
geometric designs.

• 500 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Keepsake Box: 6.5 x 8.25 x 2, 165 x 210 x 50 mm
• Puzzle Size: 14 x 18.5", 356 x 470 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

December Gifts is one of 12 unpublished covers that Frank Lloyd Wright
designed for Liberty magazine.
These unpublished drawings later became the basis for interpretations
executed in diverse media.
Each design of the Liberty magazine covers is an example of Wright's practice
using the tools of his trade: a t-square, triangle and compass, to create lively
geometric designs.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
6.5 x 8.25
9780735381346 • $29.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Frank Lloyd Wright Hillside Curtain 1500 Piece Foil
Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation

The Frank Lloyd Wright Hillside Curtain 1500 Piece Foil Puzzle features
Wright's remade curtain design portraying the rural landscape of Wisconsin's
Wyoming Valley, with Taliesin overlooking the Wisconsin River as it flows past
the barns and fields.

• 1500 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8.5 x 10 x 2.362, 21.6 x 25.4 x 6 cm
• Puzzle Size: 23.75 x 32", 60.3 x 81.3 cm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Based on the success of our bestselling 1000 piece Frank Lloyd Wright foil
puzzles, we are introducing Wrights Hillside Curtain design as a foiled 1500
piece puzzle.
When the Hillside Theater at Frank Lloyd Wright's Taliesin home burned in
1952, the main stage curtain created in 1932 was
lost. During the 1952 reconstruction of the theater at Hillside, Wright drew a
new curtain design portraying the rural landscape
of Wisconsin's Wyoming Valley, with Taliesin overlooking the Wisconsin River
as it flows past the barns and fields. Hand made
by the Taliesin Fellowship, the curtain was presented to Wright on his eighty-
ninth birthday in 1956. The final product is a quilt design
incorporating simple rectangular and triangular felt and lame forms and
various types of yarn and cording.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
10 x 8.5
9780735381339 • $37.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Frank Lloyd Wright Imperial Hotel 500 Piece Book
Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation

Frank Lloyd Wright Imperial Hotel 500 Piece Book Box Puzzle features the
iconic multitude of patterns and designs on a painted and partially carved Oya
stone mural created for the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo.

• 500 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Keepsake Box: 6.5 x 8.25 x 2, 165 x 210 x 50 mm
• Puzzle Size: 14 x 18.5", 356 x 470 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Designed between 1912-1922, the Imperial Hotel put Frank Lloyd Wright on
the map as a nascent global architect.
The Hotel immediately became an important landmark when it survived the
great Kanto earthquake the first day
the hotel opened its doors in 1923. For decades the Hotel served as an
architectural icon for the city of Tokyo until it
was demolished in 1968. Fortunately, the main entrance and the Hotel lobby
were preserved and reconstructed at
the Museum Meiji-mura, an open-air architectural museum and theme park
near Nagoya in Aichi prefecture, Japan. The designs on this puzzle are
portions of a painted and partially carved Oya stone mural for the Imperial
Hotel in Tokyo. 
Wright saw Oya, a native igneous rock, used in Japan, was intrigued by its
mottled quality, and had it carved in a multitude of patterns for the highly
ornamented hotel.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
6.5 x 8.25
9780735381353 • $29.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Gray Malin 1000 piece Puzzle Coney Island
by Galison, by (artist) Gray Malin

Perfect for puzzle and fine art photography enthusiasts alike, Gray Malin 1000
Piece Puzzle Coney Island features an eye-catching aerial photograph from
Gray's best-selling collection, A la Plage.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box dimensions: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2", 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle dimensions: 27" x 20", 505 x 686mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Gray Malin is an internationally renowned fine art photographer and New York
Times best-selling author whose work combines the spirit of travel, adventure,
luxury, and artistry.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Apr 2/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735380561 • $37.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Gray Malin 1000 piece Puzzle Notting Hill
by Galison, by (artist) Gray Malin

Perfect for puzzle and fine art photography enthusiasts alike, Gray Malin
Notting Hill 1000 Piece Puzzle features a dreamy photograph from Gray's
best-selling collection, La Dolce Vita.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box dimensions: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2", 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle dimensions: 27" x 20", 505 x 686mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Gray Malin is an internationally renowned fine art photographer and New York
Times best-selling author whose work combines the spirit of travel, adventure,
luxury, and artistry.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735380578 • $37.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Happy Campers 36 Piece Puzzle to Go
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Niniwanted

Puzzling on the move has never been easier with Mudpuppy's Happy
Campers 36 Piece Puzzle to Go. Packaged in a travel-friendly 100% cotton
drawstring pouch, this puzzle makes for a travel-friendly activity that will keep
children entertained on trains and planes! When fully assembled, this puzzle
fits on standard airplane trays, so your little one can puzzle while on the move!
This artwork featuring the most adorable campfire trio is perfect for summer
travel. The Puzzle to Go includes apostcard with the puzzle artwork as a
visual reference of what the puzzle should look like. This independent activity
is designed to encourage quiet play.
• 100% cotton fabric bag: 6.5 x 7.5, 17 x 19 cm
• Puzzle: 12 x 9", 30.5 x 23 cm
• Postcard with puzzle art included
• Ages 3+

Author Bio

Jenny Lelong, better known as Niniwanted on social medias, is a French
illustrator. She creates illustrations with a naive pop touch and her personal
work is inspired by her love of Japan. With her light-hearted universe, Jenny
invites you to wander in a joyful and colorful world.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Mar 19/24
6.5 x 7.5
9780735378650 • $14.99
Games / Puzzles • Ages 3 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

I Can Be Anything! Color Magic Water-Reveal Kit
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Tabitha Brown

The I Can Be Anything! Color Magic Water-Reveal Kit by Mudpuppy includes
6 uniquely shaped color-in cards and a refillable water pen. Just fill the
included pen with water and apply to the cards for a magic transformation.
The color-in cards are reusable-once they dry, they go back to their original
black and white and can be colored in again and again! Tabitha Brown's
artwork features Black characters in a variety of careers from astronaut to
pastry chef.
•Trim: 7 x 9, 18 x 20 cm peggable flat pack
•6 shaped, reusable color-in cards
•1 water pen
•Ages 3+

Author Bio

Tabitha Brown is an illustrator based in Illinois. By blending hand drawing,
scanned papers, and vintage botanical illustrations, she creates digital
collages full of color. Her goal is to make art featuring women surrounded by
nature, happiness, and love.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7 x 9
9780735381629 • $17.99 • kit
Non Classified • Ages 3 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Icy Treats 1000 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Julie Seabrook Ream

Icy Treats 1000 Piece Puzzle is a pastel collage of mouth-watering, sprinkle-
topped, frozen treats. This puzzle is artfully arranged to convey the colorful
spirit of summer.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8.5 x 10 x 2, 210 x 286 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 20 x 27", 508 X 686 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Julie Seabrook Ream is an artist who never could pick a favorite color. She
lives in Columbus, Ohio.Galison Mudpuppy

On Sale: Apr 2/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735381568 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Irrelevant Celebrity Trivia
by Brass Monkey and Galison

Trivia should be fun - not feel like a homework assignment. That's why we've
filled ours with as many completely useless celebrity facts as we could find. . .
and even better, you'll choose questions from a bunch of misleading
categories. For example: You've Got Mail" - which are questions about
celebrities who still use an AOL email account.Suitable for 2 to 8 (or more)
players.
Includes 200 unique trivia cards specifically themed around celebrities.

Includes an instruction sheet with 3 different ways to play (depending on how
smart you think you are).
Each two-sided card measures 3" wide by 2.8" tall (76mm x 71mm).
The box measures 3.5" square by 3" deep (89mm x 89mm x 76mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
3.5 x 3.5
9780735379534 • $21.00
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Jean-Michel Basquiat Inspirational Sketchbook
by Galison, by (artist) Jean-Michel Basquiat

The Jean-Michel Basquiat Inspirational Sketchbook is perfect for creativity
and visual learning. Complete with 120 pages, including 12 full color pages of
Basquiat's work, you can write, draw, and design on the empty pages, and
find the interspersed inspiration from Basquiat as you move forward through
the sketch book!

• Sketchbook: 8 x 10.5
• 120 pages in total
• 108 blank pages for ideating and creating
• 12 full color Warhol art/quotes
• Wire-O binding"

Author Bio

Jean-Michel Basquiat is one of the best known artists of his generation and is
widely considered one of the most important of the 20th century. His
trendsetting works combine archetypal symbols and writing with invented
iconography in compositions that are edgy and raw with a strong sense of
color and balance. Internationally popular and shown in museums worldwide,
his work appeals to both a sophisticated art scene crowd as well as a younger
pop culture driven audience.

BRAND PURPOSE
The Basquiat brand embodies the values and aspirations of young,
international urban culture. Basquiat's unique life story is as multifaceted as
his artworks which reference everything from jazz and hip hop to black history,
art history and human anatomy. The brand is about telling stories through the
lens of an artist who was both influenced by art and culture and who life and
work has in turn exerted vast influence on the art, culture and fashion of today.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7.99 x 10.51 • 60 pages
2 full color pages of art
9780735381278 • $34.99 • cl
Art / Popular Culture • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Jean-Michel Basquiat Ludo Classic Board Game
by Galison, by (artist) Jean-Michel Basquiat

The Jean-Michel Basquiat Ludo Classic Board Game from Galison is a classic
ludo board game featuring iconic work by Jean-Michel Basquiat. The game
includes 16 wooden pieces, and dice.
Includes 16 wooden pieces, 2 dice and game instructions.
Full size and full color game board folds down into a compact 9 x 9 box.
Reproductions and captions of the 4 works are included on the back of the
box.

Author Bio

Jean-Michel Basquiat is one of the best known artists of his generation and is
widely considered one of the most important of the 20th century. His
trendsetting works combine archetypal symbols and writing with invented
iconography in compositions that are edgy and raw with a strong sense of
color and balance. Internationally popular and shown in museums worldwide,
his work appeals to both a sophisticated art scene crowd as well as a younger
pop culture driven audience.

BRAND PURPOSE
The Basquiat brand embodies the values and aspirations of young,
international urban culture. Basquiat's unique life story is as multifaceted as
his artworks which reference everything from jazz and hip hop to black history,
art history and human anatomy. The brand is about telling stories through the
lens of an artist who was both influenced by art and culture and who life and
work has in turn exerted vast influence on the art, culture and fashion of today.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
9.13 x 9.13
9780735381261 • $37.99
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Joy Laforme Everblooming Everyday Pen Set
by Galison, by (artist) Joy Laforme

The Joy Laforme Springtime Everyday Pen Set from Galison features three
different floral ballpoint pen designs by our bestselling artist. The stunning
florals printed on metal barrels with metallic gold caps make a perfectly stylish
pen set and a great gift!
• Box Size: 7.125 x 3.75 x .5, 178 x 94 x 19 mm
• 3 Ballpoint Pens
• Unique Design on each pen
• Powder Coated Metal Barrels
• Metallic Caps"

Author Bio

Joy LaForme's unique hand-painted aesthetic inspired by folk art and
childhood has been featured on home goods,women and children's apparel,
and accessories. She is based in New York.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7.13 x 3.75
9780735381384 • $32.99 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Joy Laforme Everblooming Greeting Card Assortment
16 notecards
by Galison, by (artist) Joy Laforme

The Joy Laforme Everblooming Greeting Card Assortment from Galison
features bestselling cheerful designs to brighten anyone's day via
correspondnence. With 8 unique designs, this 16 notecard and envelope set
is perfect for sending notes to friends and family.

• Box: 5.75 x 4.5, 146 x 114mm
• Cards: 5 x 3.75", 120 x 95mm
• 16 Notecards and 17 Colored Envelopes
• 8 Unique Designs
• Sturdy Drawer Box Packaging with Thumb Hole"

Author Bio

Joy LaForme's unique hand-painted aesthetic inspired by folk art and
childhood has been featured on home goods,women and children's apparel,
and accessories. She is based in New York.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
5.75 x 4.5
9780735381308 • $26.99 • postcard book or pack
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Joy Laforme Everblooming Magnetic Bookmark Set
by Galison, by (artist) Joy Laforme

The Joy Laforme Springtime Magnetic Bookmark Set from Galison features 3
beautifully illustrated flora-filled scenes. Decorate your fridge or anywhere you
use magnets to hold notes, pictures, and anything else you want to hold on to.

• Size: 2.83 x 8.86, 72 x 225 mm
• 3 Unique Bookmarks
• Fold at the top for flush fit"

Author Bio

Joy LaForme's unique hand-painted aesthetic inspired by folk art and
childhood has been featured on home goods,women and children's apparel,
and accessories. She is based in New York.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
2.83 x 8.86
9780735381292 • $8.99 • bookmark
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Joy Laforme Flower Shop 500 Piece House Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Joy Laforme

Packaged in an adorable house-shaped box, the Flower Shop 500 Piece
Puzzle in a House contains a puzzle featuring a cozy, fanciful moment inside
of a flower shop by bestselling artist Joy Laforme.

• 500 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• House Shaped Box Size: 5.3 x 5.3 x 8, 135 x 135 x 203 mm
• Puzzle Size: 20" x 20" , 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Joy LaForme's unique hand-painted aesthetic inspired by folk art and
childhood has been featured on home goods,women and children's apparel,
and accessories. She is based in New York.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
5.3 x 5.3
9780735381322 • $29.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Joy Laforme Plant Kingdom A5 Journal
by Galison, by (artist) Joy Laforme

Bestselling artist Joy Laforme brings us a serenely avian notebook perfecting
for note-taking, journaling, and more! Joy Laforme's Plant Kingdom A5 Journal
features an abundant flora-filled conservatory on the cover, lined interior
pages with gold foil edges.

• Size: 5.25 x 7.25, 130 x 180 mm
• A5 Softcover
• Lined Pages
• Gold Page Edges
• Makes the perfect gift!

Author Bio

Joy LaForme's unique hand-painted aesthetic inspired by folk art and
childhood has been featured on home goods,women and children's apparel,
and accessories. She is based in New York.Galison Mudpuppy

On Sale: Jan 16/24
5.25 x 7.25 • 128 pages
gold foil edges
9780735381377 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Design / Book • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Joy Laforme Plant Kingdom Playing Card Set
by Galison, by (artist) Joy Laforme

Bestselling artist Joy Laforme intersects art and entertainment with the Joy
Laforme Plant Kingdom Playing Card Set from Galison. This set features
Joys's unique garden and flora designs throughout 2 sets of card decks,
packaged in a decorative drawer box.

• Size: 6 x 4.5 x 1.25 , 151 x 114 x 32mm
• Set of 2 Card Decks
• Unique Art Throughout
• Sturdy Drawer Box
• Box Packaging with Thumb Hole"

Author Bio

Joy LaForme's unique hand-painted aesthetic inspired by folk art and
childhood has been featured on home goods,women and children's apparel,
and accessories. She is based in New York.Galison Mudpuppy

On Sale: Jan 16/24
6 x 4.5
9780735381360 • $25.99
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Joy Laforme Spring Street Reusable Shopping Bag
by Galison, by (artist) Joy Laforme

Joy Laforme's bestselling Spring Street image has been adapted into this
reusable tote to brighten the everyday. The Joy Laforme Spring Street
Reusable Shopping Bag is a low-price alternative to single-use plastic bags;
the perfect combnation of style and function!

• Size: 14.5 x 12.75 x 5.5, 368 x 324 x 140 mm
• Handle Length: 7.5", 191 mm
• Non-Woven (Recycled Plastic)
• Spot clean, do not wash
• Low-price alternative to single-use plastic bags; many areas are eliminating
the use of disposable shopping bags"

Author Bio

Joy LaForme's unique hand-painted aesthetic inspired by folk art and
childhood has been featured on home goods,women and children's apparel,
and accessories. She is based in New York.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Mar 19/24
14.5 x 12.75
9780735381445 • $7.50 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Joy Laforme Spring Terrace 1000 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Joy Laforme

Bestselling artist Joy Laforme expertly applies her unique sense of color,
texture, and whimsy to a magnolia-filled residential block on the Spring
Terrace 1000 Piece Puzzle.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 2.5, 203 x 203 x 64mm
• Puzzle: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Joy LaForme's unique hand-painted aesthetic inspired by folk art and
childhood has been featured on home goods,women and children's apparel,
and accessories. She is based in New York.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735381537 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Language of Flowers 1000 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Katya Maschenko

Language of Flowers 1000 Piece Puzzle features a glossary of spring and
summer blooms that are both grown and photographed by Katya Maschenko
of London Flowers. This cheerful puzzle is complete with each flower's
attributed meaning.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2, 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Katya studied fashion design at Central Saint Martins College of Art and
Design and has been working as a womenswear designer in London for the
past 15 years. During this time, her passion for gardening evolved and has
now become a constant source of inspiration.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735379275 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Liberty Gift Wrap Book
by Galison, by (artist) Liberty of London Ltd

This gift wrap book features 6 stunning designs from Liberty's pattern archive.
With 12 evergreen, all-occasion wrap sheets, this perfectly-bound book is
designed for both beauty and function. The book has perforated tear-out
pages for convenient storage and use.

• Book Size: 8.5 x 11.65 x .25 , 21.6 x 29.6 x 0.6 cm
• Perforated tear-out pages in a bound book
• 12 Gift Wrap Sheets
• Gift Wrap Sheet Size: 17 x 23.25"
• 6 Designs, 2 Each"

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
8.5 x 11.65
9780735380615 • $29.99 • clothing
Crafts & Hobbies / Papercrafts • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Liberty Magnetic Bookmarks
by Galison, by (artist) Liberty of London Ltd

The Liberty Magnet Bookmarks Set of 3 bookmarks features Liberty's
bestselling classic florals: Margaret Annie, Thorpe and Mitsi. Decorate your
fridge or anywhere you use magnets to hold notes, pictures, and anything else
you want to hold on to!

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
2.83 x 8.86
9780735380851 • $11.99 • bookmark
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Liberty Postcard Book
by Galison, by (artist) Liberty of London Ltd

The Liberty Postcard Book from Galison is perfect for the Liberty, tourist, and
print lover. With 10 full color designs, these postcards are beautiful enough to
display at home or send to friend and family.

• Book Size: 4.26 x 6 x 0.19, 10.8 x 15.2 x 0.5 cm
• Foil Stamped Cover
• Set of 10 Full Color Postcards
• Heavy Cardstock
• Gumstrip binding and wafer seal"

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
4.26 x 6 • 10 pages
9780735381407 • $14.99
Design / Book • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Liberty Tin of Labels
by Galison, by (artist) Liberty of London Ltd

Liberty Tin of Gift Labels features the beautiful floral prints that Liberty for
which Liberty is known and loved. Beautiful, everygreen, and all-purpose,
there are 72 labels with 12 distinct and uniquely shaped designs. Each design
coordinates with the Liberty Gift Wrap Book designs.

• Tin Size: 4.75 x 3.625 x 1.125, 12.3 x 9.3 x 2.8 cm
• 72 Gift labels
• 12 label designs
• 6 of each unique design
• Packaged in a resuable metal tin"

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
3.63 x 4.88
9780735380622 • $22.50 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Life In The Big Apple Magnetic Bookmarks
by Galison, by (artist) Hyesu Lee

This single-sided 1000 piece puzzle features an eye-catching aerial
photograph from Gray's best-selling collection, A la Plage. Gray Malin puzzles
are the perfect gift for puzzle and fine art photography enthusiasts alike

Author Bio

Hyesu Lee is an illustrator, cartoonist, and muralist originally from South
Korea and now living and working in Brooklyn. Her work has been featured in
It's Nice That , The Lily , Fast Company , Design Sponge, and the forthcoming
book Writing and Drawing Comics from Princeton Architectural Press. Her
clients include Apple, the Boston Globe, Buzzfeed, Chobani, Food52, Google,
the Los Angeles Times, Microsoft, The New Yorker, Topo Chico, the United
States Postal Service, United Airlines, the Washington Post, and many more.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
2.83 x 8.86
9780735381421 • $8.99 • bookmark
Art / Popular Culture • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Life In The City By The Bay Magnetic Bookmarks
by Galison, by (artist) Hyesu Lee

This single-sided 1000 piece puzzle features a dreamy photograph from
Gray's best-selling collection, La Dolce Vita. Gray Malin puzzles are the
perfect gift for puzzle and fine art photography enthusiasts alike.

Author Bio

Hyesu Lee is an illustrator, cartoonist, and muralist originally from South
Korea and now living and working in Brooklyn. Her work has been featured in
It's Nice That , The Lily , Fast Company , Design Sponge, and the forthcoming
book Writing and Drawing Comics from Princeton Architectural Press. Her
clients include Apple, the Boston Globe, Buzzfeed, Chobani, Food52, Google,
the Los Angeles Times, Microsoft, The New Yorker, Topo Chico, the United
States Postal Service, United Airlines, the Washington Post, and many more.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
2.83 x 8.86
9780735381438 • $8.99 • bookmark
Art / Popular Culture • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Love in the Wild Wooden Tray Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Katy Tanis

The Love in the Wild Wooden Tray Puzzle by Mudpuppy features the same
iconic artwork of rainbow lions from the cover of Katy Tanis's best-selling Love
in the Wild board book. With 6-8 chunky wooden pieces that slot into a sturdy
plywood tray this makes for a fantastic first puzzle or a great 1st birthday gift.
This Wooden Tray Puzzle includes 8 pieces that come together to form the 2
lions' manes, bodies, and faces. This artwork was originally created by Katy
as a personal coming out gift for her cousin, and is a celebration of inclusion
and acceptance.
•8 chunky wooden pieces + wooden tray
•Corrugated package wrap:
•11.75 x 8.75 x 1 , 30 x 20 x 2.5 cm
•Ages 1+

Author Bio

Katy Tanis is an illustrator, explorer, and children's book author. She lives and
works at the Jersey shore. She is currently pursuing a master's degree in
biology through Miami University in partnership with Wildlife Conservation
Society. She spends most of her days chasing deadlines but occasionally
wanders to far-off places, like Madagascar, where she chases primates
instead. Her work is inspired by specific ecosystems and the wonderful webs
of life that they contain. She has a soft spot for the weirdos of the animal
kingdom, and she's never met a color she didn't like.
https://www.daughterearth.com/

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.75 x 8.75
9780735380790 • $37.99
Games / Card Games / General • Ages 1 years and up
• NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Ludo In Bloom Classic Board Game Set
by Galison, by (artist) Diana Beltran Herrera

Designed by paper artist Diana Beltran Herrera, Ludo In Bloom Classic Board
Game Set features a full size board game decorated with soothing colors and
butterflies. The sturdy game board folds down into a 9" square box for
convenient storage designed for both beauty and function!

• 2 Piece Box: 9.13 x 9.13 x 1.97", 232 x 232 x 50 mm
• Full Color Game Board: 17.5 x 17.5", 445 x 445 mm
• 16 Wooden Game Pieces
• 2 Standard Dice
• Game Instructions

Author Bio

Diana Beltrán Herrera is a Colombian paper artist and sculptor based in
Bristol, England. With expert precision, and a keen eye for color and
composition, Diana?s creations are as visually arresting as they are intricate.
Inspired by botanical and natural history, Diana meticulously transforms paper
into 3D sculptures.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
9.13 x 9.13
9780735378872 • $32.99
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Map of Africa 70 Piece Geography Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Tequitia Andrews

The Map of Africa 70 Piece Geography Puzzle features country shaped
pieces the fit together to form the African continent. With detailed artwork
featuring landmarks, foods, animals, plant life, and cultural items native to
Africa, this puzzle makes a great introduction for little ones to new places. he
country names are labeled on the puzzles, and detailed icon keys are
included inside the box for an extra educational bonus. The map of Africa
puzzle feature everything from a fun lemur in Madagasgar to the beautiful
Victoria Falls and chakchouka, the popular egg and tomato dish which
originated in Tunisia. This puzzle is great for early puzzlers and for children
who want to learn more about the world around them!
• Country-shaped pieces!
• Icon key with labels included
• Box: 12.5 x 9 x 2", 32 x 23 x 5 cm
• Puzzle: 18 x 20, 46 x 51 cm
• Ages 5+

Author Bio

Tequitia Andrews is an artist and illustrator from Richmond, Virginia. She has
been drawing since she was little, but went the practical route in college. Later
on in 2002, Tequitia rediscovered her love of creating art. Initially a painter,
she explored different specializations of art and fell in love with illustration.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
12.5 x 9
9780735376731 • $26.99
Games / Board • Ages 5 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Map of Asia 70 Piece Geography Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by J.B. Han

The Map of Asia 70 Piece Geography Puzzle by Mudpuppy features country
shaped pieces that fit together to form the Asian continent. With detailed
artwork featuring landmarks, foods, animals, plant life, and cultural items
native to Asia, this puzzle makes a great introduction for little ones to new
places. The country names are labeled on the puzzles, and detailed icon keys
are included inside the box for an extra educational bonus. The map of Asia
puzzle features the Taj Mahal in India, the Giant Panda in China, the Corsac
fox found in the deserts of Kazakhstan, and kabsa, a mixed rice meal known
as the national dish of the Arabian Peninsula! This puzzle is great for early
puzzlers and for children who want to learn more about the world around
them!
• Country-shaped pieces!
• Icon key with labels included
• Box: 12.5 x 9 x 2", 32 x 23 x 5 cm
• Puzzle: 23 x 18, 59 x 46 cm
• Ages 5+

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
12.5 x 9
9780735376724 • $26.99
Games / Board • Ages 5 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Melons from the Vine 1000 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Bella Karragiannidis

Melons From the Vine 1000 Piece Puzzle features a light and colorful
Mediterranean still life of summer melons by Bella Karragiannidis.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2, 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Bella Karragiannidis is a food blogger & photographer. Ful-filled was created
by Bella and her husband, who share a passion for inspiring people to get
excited about eating real food. They are firm believers that changing the
current culture of food and health begins in our kitchens.
https://www.ful-filled.com/

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Apr 2/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735379770 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings A Day at the Bookstore Reusable
Shopping Bag
by Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

The Michael Storrings 'A Day At The Bookstore' Reusable Tote from Galison
features the wonder and delight that can be found inside a bookstore. This
tote is a great low-price alternative to single-use plastic bags.

Author Bio

Michael Storrings creates Art that Celebrates. Whether on ornaments, home
decor, or paper - through color, energy, and emotion - Michael's work captures
that special essence of seasons and cities.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Sep 26/24
12.95 x 14.6
9780735381469 • $7.50
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings Easter Egg Hunt 1000 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

Award-winning designer, illustrator, and creative director Michael Storrings
captures the spirit of Easter festivities with lawns full of happy children
searching for treasures in a whimsical park. The Michael Storrings Easter Egg
Hunt 1000 Piece Puzzle is complete with sherbet-colored trees, an Easter
bunny fountain, puppies, bunnies, and more!

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2, 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Michael Storrings creates Art that Celebrates. Whether on ornaments, home
decor, or paper - through color, energy, and emotion - Michael's work captures
that special essence of seasons and cities.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735381551 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings Easter Parade 500 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

Award-winning designer, illustrator, and creative director Michael Storrings
captures the joy and energy of a springtime Easter Parade. The Michael
Storrings Easter Parade 500 Piece Puzzle showcases bright colors, unique
characters, and springtime celebration.

• 500 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8" x 1.5", 203 x 203 x 41 mm
• Puzzle: 20 x 20", 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Michael Storrings creates Art that Celebrates. Whether on ornaments, home
decor, or paper - through color, energy, and emotion - Michael's work captures
that special essence of seasons and cities.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
8 x 8
9780735381865 • $22.50
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings Four Seasons Playing Card Set
by Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

Award-winning designer, illustrator, and creative director Michael Storrings
intersects art and entertainment with the Michael Storrings Four Seasons
Playing Card Set. This set features Michael's unique cityscapes and
landscapes throughout 2 sets of card decks, packaged in a decorative drawer
box.

• Size: 6 x 4.5 x 1.25 , 151 x 114 x 32mm
• Set of 2 Card Decks
• Unique Art Throughout
• Magnetic Closure and Ribbon Pull
• Packaged in a drawer box"

Author Bio

Michael Storrings creates Art that Celebrates. Whether on ornaments, home
decor, or paper - through color, energy, and emotion - Michael's work captures
that special essence of seasons and cities.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
6 x 4.5
9780735381520 • $25.99
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings Landscapes Greeting Card
Assortment
by Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

The Michael Storrings Landscapes Greeting Assortment Notecard Box
features four seasons of picturesque city and coastal landscapes. Immerse
yourself into the colorful and detailed world of award-winning designer,
illustrator, and creative director Micheal Storrings with 4 unique designs! There
are 4 copies of each design, totaling in 16 lively notecards.

• Box: 5.75 x 4.5, 146 x 114mm
• Cards: 5 x 3.75", 120 x 95mm
• 16 Notecards and 17 Colored Envelopes
• 4 Unique Designs
• Sturdy Drawer Box Packaging with Thumb Hole"

Author Bio

Michael Storrings creates Art that Celebrates. Whether on ornaments, home
decor, or paper - through color, energy, and emotion - Michael's work captures
that special essence of seasons and cities.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
5.75 x 4.5
9780735381599 • $26.99 • postcard book or pack
Crafts & Hobbies / Papercrafts • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings Springtime in Paris 1000 Piece
Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

In Michael Storrings Springtime in Paris 1000 Piece Puzzle, award-winning
designer, illustrator, and creative director Michael Storrings showcases spring
excitement at the Grand Bassin pond. Michael's use of color and playful detail
perfectally capture this ornamental pond which resides in front of the
Luxembourg Gardens in Paris.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2, 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Michael Storrings creates Art that Celebrates. Whether on ornaments, home
decor, or paper - through color, energy, and emotion - Michael's work captures
that special essence of seasons and cities.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735381544 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings Walk in the Park Magnetic
Bookmarks
by Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

Melons From the Vine 1000 Piece Puzzle features a Mediterranean still life of
summer melons by Bella Karragiannidis.

Author Bio

Michael Storrings creates Art that Celebrates. Whether on ornaments, home
decor, or paper - through color, energy, and emotion - Michael's work captures
that special essence of seasons and cities.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
2.83 x 8.86
9780735381414 • $8.99 • bookmark
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mis Amigos-My Friends Color Magic Water-Reveal Kit
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Priscilla Moreno

The Mis Amigos-My Friends Color Magic Water-Reveal Kit by Mudpuppy
includes 6 uniquely shaped color-in cards and a refillable water pen. Just fill
the included pen with water and apply to the cards for a magic transformation.
The color-in cards are reusable-once they dry, they go back to their original
black and white and can be colored in again and again! Priscilla Moreno's
artwork features a celebration of her Mexican heritage.
•Trim: 7 x 9, 18 x 20 cm peggable flat pack
•6 shaped, reusable color-in cards
•1 water pen
•Ages 3+

Author Bio

Priscilla Moreno is an artist, illustrator. She creates paintings and sculptures,
and mainly utilizes watercolor and ink. Her work is inspired by bossa nova
music, retro fashion, and old films. She combines these influences with the
people she sees and the eccentricities she observes to tell stories about
characters from the world she creates. Her goal is to capture the beauty of her
day to day life, and create a trip into a world of high fashion, comedy, jazz,
and elegant fragrances. She was born in Los Angeles and now resides in
Long Beach, California where she works out of her home studio.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7 x 9
9780735381643 • $17.99 • kit
Games / Board • Ages 3 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mis Amigos-My Friends Wooden Tray Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Priscilla Moreno

The Mis Amigos-My Friends Wooden Tray Puzzle by Mudpuppy features
vibrant artwork by Mexican-American artist, Priscilla Moreno. With 6-8 chunky
wooden pieces that slot into a sturdy plywood tray this makes for a fantastic
first puzzle or a great 1st birthday gift. This Wooden Tray Puzzle includes
Spanish-English labels for a bonus bilingual educational element and a
celebration of Latinx heritage. The colorful and engaging imagery showcases
a skull, or calavera, and corn, or maiz.
•8 chunky wooden pieces + wooden tray
•Corrugated package wrap:
•11.75 x 8.75 x 1 , 30 x 20 x 2.5 cm
•Ages 1+

Author Bio

Priscilla Moreno is an artist, illustrator. She creates paintings and sculptures,
and mainly utilizes watercolor and ink. Her work is inspired by bossa nova
music, retro fashion, and old films. She combines these influences with the
people she sees and the eccentricities she observes to tell stories about
characters from the world she creates. Her goal is to capture the beauty of her
day to day life, and create a trip into a world of high fashion, comedy, jazz,
and elegant fragrances. She was born in Los Angeles and now resides in
Long Beach, California where she works out of her home studio.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.75 x 8.75
9780735380783 • $37.99
Games / Card Games / General • Ages 1 years and up
• NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Moody Cats Magic Velvet Coloring Set
by Brass Monkey and Galison

This set of twelve black velvet cat illustrations are dripping with nostalgia-and
the casual indifference that you would expect from our favorite feline
companions. Each moody cat is emblazoned with a phrase that will likely hit a
little too close to home to any cat owner-like 'please rub my belly, I want to
shred your arm to bits.' Set includes 8 quality brush-tip markers to color to
your heart's content.

Top features a flocked tip-on that's the same material and size as the
enclosed sheets.
Box measures 8 by 8" by 1.5" deep
(203mm x 203mm x 38mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
8 x 8
9780735381223 • $38.00
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Moonlight Ballet 100 Piece Glow in the Dark Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Corey Egbert

Piece together a dancing scene, straight out of Swan Lake, with Mudpuppy's
Moonlight Ballet 100 Piece Glow in the Dark Puzzle. Turn out the lights to see
magic come alive! This 100 piece puzzle features bold and eye catching
artwork of elegant dancers, but in the dark see the dancers transform into
fairies on a magical woodland stage!
• 100 Pieces, Glow in the Dark Surprises!
• Box: 7.5 x 5 x 3, 19 x 13 x 9 cm
• Puzzle: 18 x 12", 46 x 31 cm
• Ages 5+

Author Bio

Corey Egbert is a freelance illustrator and the author of If Dinosaurs Could
Talk for Me . He grew up in California and Utah, received his BA from
Southern Virginia University, and is currently pursuing an MFA in illustration
from Syracuse University in New York. He lives in Virginia with his wife, son,
and two cats.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7.5 x 5
9780735379039 • $20.99
Games / Board • Ages 5 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

My Hair, My Crown Wooden Tray Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Tabitha Brown

The My Hair, My Crown Wooden Tray Puzzle by Mudpuppy pairs perfectly
with the My Hair, My Crown board book which features the same artwork by
Tabitha Brown. With 6-8 chunky wooden pieces that slot into a sturdy plywood
tray this makes for a fantastic first puzzle or a great 1st birthday gift. This
Wooden Tray Puzzle is a celebration of Tabitha's charming portraits which
showcase a variety of Black hairstyles together with other joyful imagery.
•8 chunky wooden pieces + wooden tray
•Corrugated package wrap:
•11.75 x 8.75 x 1 , 30 x 20 x 2.5 cm
•Ages 1+

Author Bio

Tabitha Brown is an illustrator based in Illinois. By blending hand drawing,
scanned papers, and vintage botanical illustrations, she creates digital
collages full of color. Her goal is to make art featuring women surrounded by
nature, happiness, and love.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.75 x 8.75
9780735380776 • $37.99
Games / Puzzles • Ages 1 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Nature's Prism 500 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Nidera

Nature's Prism 500 Piece Puzzle features a prism superimposed over a
vibrant, canyon-filled landscape. The parallel-world design is sure to excite
and challenge all puzzle lovers. 

• 500 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8" x 8" x 1.5", 203 x 203 x 41 mm
• Puzzle: 20 x 20", 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
8 x 8
9780735381872 • $22.50
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Our World is a Rainbow Creativity Kit
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Lisa Koesterke

The Our World is a Rainbow Creativity Kit by Mudpuppy is a rainbow-shaped
creativity pad that includes 70+ stickers, and a multi-colored pencil - all
packaged together in a colorful peggable pack. Featuring joyful and inclusive
artwork, the creativity pad also includes coloring pages with detailed
community scenes such as a park and a community garden. There are pages
for journaling and sketching, with 2 sticker sheets of positivity icons and
phrases. The multi-color pencil allows for coloring, drawing, and writing in any
color of the rainbow!

Author Bio

Lisa is a German-Australian freelance illustrator and designer. She has a love
for bold, bright colour palettes, quirky characters, pattern design and
experimenting with hand-made and digital techniques to create art. Her
vibrant illustrations are often inspired by everyday life, nature and food.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
10.75 x 9.25
9780735380431 • $19.99 • kit
Games / Puzzles • Ages 6 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Overrated / Underrated Social Game
by Brass Monkey and Galison

A game about how well you know your friends–and their horrible taste in pretty
much everything. Inside you'll find over 300 well-known (and entertaining)
'things' to weigh in on–from 'non-alcoholic mixed drinks' to 'high school
reunions' and everything in between. You'll win points for guessing just how
under or overrated players think an item is–and then argue about how wrong
they are. Includes 200 double-sided cards with 400 prompts like 'The Beatles,'
'Drinks that come in a Coconut,' and 'Avocado Toast,' 
Each card measures 1.5" tall by 3.5" wide. 
(38mm x 89mm)
Box measures 4.1" x 4.1" x 2" deep (104mm x 104mm x 50.8mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
4.1 x 4.05
9780735381209 • $22.50
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Painted Path 500 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Clair Bremner

Australian artist Clair Bremner, known for her beautiful Painted Hills 500 Piece
Puzzle, is back with more illuminated nature scenery. Rich color and powerful
brushstrokes create the perfect pathway vignette in Painted Path 500 Piece
Puzzle.

• 500 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8" x 1.5", 203 x 203 x 41 mm
• Puzzle: 20 x 20", 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Clair Bremner is a contemporary artist based in Melbourne, Australia
specializing in expressionistic landscape paintings inspired by nature.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
8 x 8
9780735381889 • $22.50
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Part-Time Adult Undated Daily Planner
by Brass Monkey and Galison

In this version of our daily planner series, each day gets a full page of real
estate-it's the perfect combination of a planner, journal, and that weird friend
that knows the most random facts imaginable. Sure, it's technically undated-
but really, it's more like 'un-yeared.' See, we did all of the hard work for you.
We've already put in all of the dates, the fixed holidays, and tons of extra stuff
like daily random holidays, celebrity birthdays, and other bits of trivia. Just
mark whatday of the week it is, and you're ready to go.

Features 436 pages filled with import information like celebrity birthdays and
random holidays
Features a cloth bound cover with embossed, black foil artwork-and an
attached ribbon bookmark
Planner measures 5.125 wide by 7.5"
tall (130mm x 190.5mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
5.13 x 7.5 • 436 pages
9780735381100 • $36.00 • cl
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pizzasaurus! Shaped Box Game
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Eloise Narrigan

For dinosaur and pizza-loving kids-Pizzasaurus is the slap-tastic topping
matching game. This original game for 2-4 players, ages 4+, includes 33
cards, a wooden die, and 3 shaped pizzasaurus tiles. To play, players roll the
die and try to match the pizza toppings to collect cards. If a player flips a card
that matches a pizzasaurus tile, all players race to be the first to slap the
matching tile. This fast-paced and humourous game also has added
educational value highlighted on the back of the box, including matching skills,
concentration, reaction time, and hand-eye coordination.
•Box: 6.25 x 7.75 x 1.5, 16 x 20 x 4 cm
•Ages 4+
•Players: 2-4
•Instructions included
•Includes: 33 cards,
•1 wooden die,
•3 shaped pizzasaurus tiles"

Author Bio

Eloise Narrigan is a freelance illustrator inspired by animals, food, handmade
things, and the jobs that make up a neighborhood. She is especially
passionate about designing for kids, introducing her audience to lesser-known
species, and reintroducing her audience to often-maligned-but-actually-
wonderful animals. 

She graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design with a BFA in
Illustration. Her art has been turned into books, apparel, bags and
accessories, wall art, stationery, enamel pins, and toys. 

Eloise draws and drinks coffee in Providence, Rhode Island.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
6.25 x 7.75
9780735380417 • $25.99
Games / Puzzles • Ages 4 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Plant Shelfie Reusable Shopping Bag
by Galison, by (artist) Frankie Penwill

Based on the success of our Plant Shelfie 1000 Piece Puzzle, we have
adapted the artwork for this reusable tote to appeal to plant and book lovers
alike. The Plant Shelfie Reusable Shopping Bag is a low-price alternative to
single-use plastic bags; the perfect combnation of style and function!

• Size: 14.5 x 12.75 x 5.5, 368 x 324 x 140 mm
• Handle Length: 7.5", 191 mm
• Non-Woven (Recycled Plastic)
• Spot clean, do not wash
• Low-price alternative to single-use plastic bags; many areas are eliminating
the use of disposable shopping bags"

Author Bio

Frankie Penwill is an artist, illustrator and print designer based in London. Her
artwork is heavily influenced by her obsession with everything relating to
plants and flowers.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Mar 19/24
14.5 x 12.75
9780735381452 • $7.50 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pleased to Eat You Food Journal
by Brass Monkey and Galison

Some of our most treasured memories include food-if not, you're not eating
the right stuff. Either way, our food journal has been specifically designed with
that in mind. Finally, a spot to memorialize that one place with wood paneling
that had those amazing fried pickles-and help you find it again. Each section
features fun trivia about food, unique journaling prompts, and
recommendations for off-the-beaten-path restaurants around the world.
Features 360 pages, divided into useful categories like: Food Trucks, Holes-
in-the-wall, Casual-Fancy, & Places You'd take Your Mom.

Includes fun trivia about food, unique journaling prompts, and quirky
restaurant recommendations around the world.
Perfect-bound paper cover
Book measures 4 wide by 6.5" tall (101.6mm x 165mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
4 x 6.5 • 360 pages
9780735381056 • $18.00 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Question Sparks
by Brass Monkey and Galison

Finally some conversations starters that won't make you feel like you're in a
group therapy session. Inside you'll find 200 unique and entertaining things
that are actually interesting to talk about-you know, like 'What's the worst
bathroom that you've ever been in?' or 'What childhood toy are you still a little
resentful that you never got?' Includes 200 question cards and some rules to
turn it all into a game (if you want to, that is).
Topics like 'What's the pettiest reason you've ever broken up with someone?'
and 'What's a secret talent no one in the room knows you have?'

Each card measures 1.5 tall by 3.5" wide.
(38mm x 89mm)
Box measures 4.1" x 4.1" x 2" deep
(104mm x 104mm x 50.8mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
4.1 x 4.1
9780735381216 • $22.50
Games / Trivia • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Read Em and Weep Playing Card Set
by Brass Monkey and Galison

Playing cards are typically either beautiful (and boring) or novelty (and ugly).
We're looking to change that. These well-crafted designer-ish card decks will
be as beautiful as they are entertaining. They'll be sprinkled with dry wit
throughout, while also drawing visual inspiration from our favorite vintage
sources mixed with modern & fresh themes. Don't worry though, all of that
said, these will be designed to be functional first and foremost.

Includes 54 cards, each measuring 2.5 wide by 3.5" tall (63mm x 89mm).
Lidded box measures 2.8" wide by 3.6" tall by 1" deep (71mm x 91mm x
25mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
2.8 x 3.6
9780735381148 • $15.00
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Sensing Colors by Jessica Poundstone 1000 Piece
Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Jessica Poundstone

Sensing Colors 1000 Piece Puzzle features an image from Jessica
Poundstone's Hyperspectral Sensing art series. The series borrows the
language of electromagnetic and hyperspectral (can't be seen by the human
eyes) imaging to remind us of what we cannot see or explain. Feelings,
intuitions, visions and vibes are beautiful facts.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8.5 x 10 x 2, 210 x 286 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 20 x 27", 508 X 686 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Jessica Poundstone's work is informed by color sensation, minimalism, and
experiential 'light and space' art movements. Her process of creation is very
intuitive and her aim is to provide the viewer with a portal of sorts - a reminder
of the endless possibilities that life has to offer and a visual invitation to get
more deeply attuned to the joy, adventure, and wisdom that comes with
exploring who we are and who we might become.

"I believe art is part of a self-care practice that changes the way we see, think
& feel - and ultimately changes us."

Poundstone's work has been featured by Anthropologie, the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, Designlovefest, and more. The artist currently lives
and works in Portland, Oregon.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735380585 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Shark Stack-up! Wooden Balancing Game
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Kristin Carder

Stack and balance to win with the Shark Stack-up! Wooden Balancing Game
from Mudpuppy! A classic game that benefits the development of fine motor
skills, dexterity, and hand-eye coordination, this game is a family favorite!
Children ages 4 and up play together to stack and balance wooden sticks on
the back of the wooden shark to win the game. Game set comes with a sturdy
wooden shark base and 30 colorful wooden sticks to stack as high as
possible! Just be careful not to knock any off!
• Box: 7 x 9.25 x 2, 18 x 23.5 x 2 cm
• Wooden shark: 8 x 6 x 1", 20 x 15 x 2.5 cm
• 40 wooden sticks
• Ages 4+
• Players: 2+
• Instructions included"

Author Bio

Kristin is an Art Director, Designer, and Illustrator based in Brooklyn. She
currently designs paper-based puzzles, books, and games at Mudpuppy. You
can also find her illustrating and designing for musicians, authors, other toy
brands, and more! Kristin is an avid coffee drinker, thrifter and plant mom.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
7 x 9.25
9780735379121 • $29.99
Games / Puzzles • Ages 4 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Springtime Petals 500 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Julie Seabrook Ream

Springtime Petals 500 Piece Puzzles features a variety of flowers that bloom
in the spring months. This puzzle is expertly designed for flower and puzzle
enthusiasts alike! 

• 500 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8" x 8" x 1.5", 203 x 203 x 41 mm
• Puzzle: 20 x 20", 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Julie Seabrook Ream is an artist who never could pick a favorite color. She
lives in Columbus, Ohio.Galison Mudpuppy

On Sale: Feb 13/24
8 x 8
9780735381858 • $22.50
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

12" POP Display
by Mudpuppy

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
12.5 x 7
9780735381728 • N/C • counterpack, empty
Non Classified

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Sushi Friends Wooden Tray Puzzle
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Mochi Kids

The Sushi Friends Wooden Tray Puzzle by Mudpuppy features bright and
colorful artwork that introduce little ones to the world of sushi. With 6-8 chunky
wooden pieces that slot into a sturdy plywood tray this wooden tray puzzle
makes for a fantastic first puzzle or a great 1st birthday gift.
•8 chunky wooden pieces + wooden tray
•Corrugated package wrap:
•11.75 x 8.75 x 1" , 30 x 20 x 2.5 cm
•Ages 1+

Author Bio

Hi, I'm Amanda Stewart, Founder of Mochi Kids. Five years ago, I started
screen printing tees for my son as a hobby. When demand from curious
friends and family grew, I opened Mochi Kids. All my designs are inspired by
things kids love, with an aesthetic parents like. Made in the USA.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.75 x 8.75
9780735380769 • $37.99
Games / Puzzles • Ages 1 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Teacup Kittens 36 Piece Puzzle to Go
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Tara Lilly

Puzzling on the move has never been easier with Mudpuppy's Teacup Kittens
36 Piece Puzzle to Go. Packaged in a travel-friendly 100% cotton drawstring
pouch, this puzzle makes for a travel-friendly activity that will keep children
entertained on trains and planes! When fully assembled, this puzzle fits on
standard airplane trays, so your little one can puzzle while on the move! This
artwork features a winning combination of charming cats and colorful florals.
The Puzzle to Go includes apostcard with the puzzle artwork as a visual
reference of what the puzzle should look like. This independent activity is
designed to encourage quiet play.
• 100% cotton fabric bag: 6.5 x 7.5, 17 x 19 cm
• Puzzle: 12 x 9", 30.5 x 23 cm
• Postcard with puzzle art included
• Ages 3+

Author Bio

Tara Lily is an Illustrator with a background is in Graphic Design, but she has
always loved to draw. After entering Global Talent Search in 2013 and making
it into the top 50, she decided to go back to "school"

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Mar 19/24
6.5 x 7.5
9780735378643 • $14.99
Games / Puzzles • Ages 3 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Teacups 1000 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Julie Ream

Teacups 1000 Piece Puzzle features a Regency core style mix of vibrant
teacups, with patterns and details to make any teaparty enthusiast proud.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2, 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Julie Seabrook Ream is an artist who never could pick a favorite color. She
lives in Columbus, Ohio.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735380592 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Imitation Game
by Brass Monkey and Galison

Finally, an impersonation game that's even better if you're terrible at doing
impressions. Inside you'll find 500+ prompts, each featuring a well-known
character, animal or object to mimic-and players compete by trying their best
to imitate them. Psst: we've even included a pad of paper so you can add your
own. Each round is judged on a randomly selected (and secret) criteria-
everything from 'most accurate' to 'unintentionally hilarious.' It doesn't matter if
you're talented or not-anyone can win when it comes to imitating a dog that's
about to throw up. Includes 300 game cards-each with a different prompt to
mimic like 'Kermit the Frog' or 'A Gumball Machine'.

Includes pad of paper with 86 pages.
Box measures 5 x 2.8" tall x 3" deep (127mm x 71mm x 76mm).
Suitable for 2 to 8 players"

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
5 x 2.8
9780735381193 • $36.00
Crafts & Hobbies / General • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Uncovering New York City Search and Find 1000 Piece
Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Hyesu Lee

The Uncovering New York City 1000 Piece Search & Find Puzzle from
Galison buries 50 fun items to find with an animated perspective on city life by
Hyesu Lee. She is an illustrator, artist, muralist, and educator who uses
comics as a medium without language barriers to capture vignettes of the
everyday experiences that connect us all.
• 50 fun items to find!
• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2, 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Search & Find list
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Hyesu Lee is an artist and illustrator driven by a curiosity about how people
and elements of the city connect.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Mar 19/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735381582 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Vibrant Seashells 1000 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Christine Chitnis

The Vibrant Seashells 1000 Piece Puzzle features a perfectly pleasing
arrangement of seashells on a bed of sand. This chromatic puzzle is designed
with cohesive puzzle composition in mind.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2, 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Bestselling artist Christine Chitnis, as also the creator of the Heirloom
Pumpkins and Prismatic Eggs 1000 piece puzzles.Galison Mudpuppy

On Sale: Apr 2/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735380608 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Warhol Banana Canvas Tote Bag - Black
by Galison, by (artist) Andy Warhol Foundation For The Visual
Arts

Carry a reusable bag in style! The Andy Warhol Banana Canvas Tote Bag
features Warhol's iconic illustration of a banana on one side and his classic
black and white stripes on the back.

• Size: 15 x 17 x 11, 381 x 432 x 28 mm strap
• Side One: Warhol Banana Print
• Side Two: Black and White Stripes
• Silkscreened 16oz canvas
• Individually polybagged"

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
15 x 17
9780735380639 • $32.99 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Warhol Flowers Canvas Tote Bag - Pink
by Galison, by (artist) Andy Warhol Foundation For The Visual
Arts

Carry a reusable bag in style! The Andy Warhol Flowers Canvas Tote Bag
features Warhol's iconic illustration of Poppy Flowers on one side and a new
quote, Some kind of beauty swarfs you and makes you feel like an ant next to
it," on the back.

• Size: 15 x 17 x 11", 381 x 432 x 28 mm strap
• Side One: Warhol Flowers Print
• Side Two: Warhol Quote
• Silkscreened 16oz canvas
• Individually polybagged

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
15 x 17
9780735380653 • $32.99 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Warhol Soup Can Canvas Tote Bag - Green
by Galison, by (artist) Andy Warhol Foundation For The Visual
Arts

Carry a reusable bag in style! The Andy Warhol Soup Can Canvas Tote Bag
features Warhol's iconic illustration of a soup can on one side and his
signature stamp on the back.

• Size: 15 x 17 x 11, 381 x 432 x 28 mm strap
• Side One: Warhol Soup Can Print
• Side Two: Warhol Name Stamp
• Silkscreened 16oz canvas
• Individually polybagged"

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
15 x 17
9780735380646 • $32.99 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Rainbow Color Magic Water-Reveal Kit
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Andy Passchier

The Wild Rainbow Color Magic Water-Reveal Kit by Mudpuppy includes 6
uniquely shaped color-in cards and a refillable water pen. Just fill the included
pen with water and apply to the cards for a magic transformation. The color-in
cards are reusable-once they dry, they go back to their original black and
white and can be colored in again and again! Andy Passchier's artwork
features a joyful group of black-and-white animals, who develop rainbow
patterns when activated with water.
•Trim: 7 x 9, 18 x 20 cm peggable flat pack
•6 shaped, reusable color-in cards
•1 water pen
•Ages 3+

Author Bio

Andy Passchier is a non-binary illustrator from The Netherlands. A lot of their
work focuses on inclusivity, positivity, and LGBTQIA+ advocacy.

Currently working in the USA, Andy lives with their cats, loves to travel, draw,
and enjoys all things spooky and Halloween.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
7 x 9
9780735381636 • $17.99 • kit
Non Classified • Ages 3 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Unicorn! Card Game
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Rebecca Jones

The Wild Unicorn! Card Game by Mudpuppy is a magical take on Crazy 8's.
Cards feature a rainbow spectrum of unicorns with the classic suits swapped
for star and butterfly icons, making this version of cards an easier game to
play than classic 52 card decks. Players match cards by color or suit, or can
play the coveted wild card, which is of course the full-color, rainbow-striped
unicorn.
• Box: 3.25 x 4.75 x 1, 8 x 12 x 2.5 cm
• Ages 4+
• Players: 2-4
• Instructions included"

Author Bio

Rebecca Jones is an English textile designer and illustrator now living in
Melbourne, Australia. After graduating from Winchester School of Art with a
BA(Hons) in Textile Design, she worked in London for 5 years, designing
prints and embroideries for a fashion studio. After moving to Australia, she
designed both fashion and homewares. Over the years she has sold designs
to many well known international clients and stores including: John Lewis,
Anthropologie, Gap, Victoria's Secret, Top Shop, Warehouse, Target, H&M,
Zara, Alannah Hill, Linen House, Myer and Adairs.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
3.25 x 4.75
9780735379831 • $14.99
Non Classified • Ages 4 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Wobble! Wooden Tumbling Tower
by Mudpuppy, illustrated by Vanja Kragulj

Remove a block and stack it on the top. But be careful-don't let the tower
tumble! Wild Wobble! Wooden Tumbling Tower by Mudpuppy is the perfect
family game and fun for all ages, 3-99 years! 40 wooden blocks feature
colorful animal faces and nature-inspired patterns for a vibrant addition to
game night. Our version of the game includes 4 blocks in a row per level, as
opposed to 3 in the traditional game, making it a bit easier for the youngest
players. The Wild Wobble! Wooden Tumbling Tower fosters fine motor skills,
manual dexterity, patience and focus, as well as decision making for
developing minds. Box: 3.25 x 7.75 x 3.25", 8.25 x 20 x 8.25 cm
• Ages 3-99
• Players: 2+
• 40 wooden blocks
• Instructions included"

Author Bio

Vanja Kragulj is a Canadian illustrator, surface designer, and art educator,
who's known for her colourful and whimsical style. Her portfolio includes
everything from children's books and toys to public art and commercial
illustration. 

She's worked with many wonderful clients including: Hallmark UK, UK
Greetings, Workman Publishing, Galison Mudpuppy, Scholastic, Quarto
Publishing, AUZOU, Fleurus Editions, IMAGE Group Holland, Bravery
Magazine, Highlights For Children and OWL Kids.

When she's not illustrating, Vanja teaches illustration workshops to children
and adults at her studio. Her workshops are often inspired by children's books,
illustration, and graphic design. 

She lives with her son Jun, husband Kenji and their miniature husky, Hero in
Calgary, Canada. If she's not at her studio or working on an illustration project,
you will likely find her at a local bookstore or library browsing the children's
book section.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
3.25 x 7.75
9780735380400 • $29.99
Non Classified • Ages 3 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Zodiac Flowers 1000 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Liv Lee

Featuring the art used for our playing card set, the Zodiac Flowers 1000 Piece
Puzzle pairs vibrant colors with meaningful flora.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2, 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Liv Lee is an Australian artist, illustrator, and maker of goods. Her signature
style features wonky interpretations of plants, flowers, and fruit.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735381575 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Zodiac Flowers Playing Card Set
by Galison, by (artist) Liv Lee

Zodiac Flowers Novel Playing Card Set pairs vibrantly colored zodiac signs
with with meaningful flora. This set features 2 card decks, packaged in a gold
foiled magnetic book, perfectly combining function and decoration.

• Size: 6 x 4.5 x 1.25 , 151 x 114 x 32mm
• Set of 2 Card Decks
• Unique Art Throughout
• Magnetic Closure and Ribbon Pull
• Packaged in gold foiled magnetic book"

Author Bio

Liv Lee is an Australian artist, illustrator, and maker of goods. Her signature
style features wonky interpretations of plants, flowers, and fruit.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
6 x 4.5
9780735381513 • $29.99
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Art Trivia
by Games Room

Master the art of trivia with Art Trivia!

This eye-catching portable box holds 140 multiple-choice questions about
global works and artists from all eras. With topics ranging from ancient to
contemporary art, fine arts to traditional crafts, museums and galleries to
street art, this game will put your art smarts to the test!

ENTERTAINING GAME NIGHT QUESTIONS: This bright box is filled with 140
surprising and engaging trivia questions about all things art, including artists,
works of art, and art history, from ancient to modern, postmodern, and
beyond.

FUN FOR THE FAMILY & ART LOVERS OF ALL AGES: With three optional
difficulty levels, this set of multiple-choice questions is perfect for players with
every level of art knowledge.

TAKE IT ANYWHERE: The portable box is the perfect size to throw in your
bag to take to game night, a family celebration, or on vacation.

FUN TRIVIA GAME GIFT: Perfect for anyone in search of birthday presents,
stocking stuffers, or game night inspiration.

EXPLORE THE ENTIRE SERIES: This game is part of the Games Room
Trivia series, a collection of elegantly designed, geometrically patterned small
boxes filled with engaging questions for lively trivia, conversation, and endless
laughs.

Perfect for:- Trivia enthusiasts
- Artists, art lovers, art history fans, and museum-goers
- Anyone who love brain game books, puzzles, and group games like Trivial
Pursuit
- Birthday, anniversary, and holiday gift giving

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Games Room
On Sale: Mar 19/24
5 x 3.5 • 140 pages
9781797228341 • $18.00 • PD - box, 140 cards
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Family Fun Trivia
by Games Room

Have a blast with Family Fun Trivia !

In a brightly colored, portable box, these 140 general knowledge questions
are an all-ages-friendly trivia challenge the whole family can enjoy together.
With a range of topics, including pop culture, history, sports, nature, and more,
it's a family game sure to unite generations for a whole lot of fun.

ENTERTAINING QUESTIONS: This bright box is filled with 140 surprising and
engaging trivia questions about all kinds of subjects!

FUN FOR ALL AGES: With three optional difficulty levels, these multiple-
choice questions are great for players of all ages.

TAKE IT ANYWHERE: The portable box is the perfect size to throw in your
bag to take to game night, on vacation, to your grandparents' house, or a
family reunion.

A FUN GIFT: Perfect for anyone in search of birthday presents, game night
inspiration, or stocking stuffers for the whole family.

EXPLORE THE ENTIRE SERIES: This game is part of the GAMES ROOM
TRIVIA series, a collection of elegantly designed, geometrically patterned
small boxes filled with engaging questions for lively trivia, conversation, and
endless laughs.

Perfect for:- Trivia enthusiasts
- Families of every kind, including parents and grandparents, young and adult
kids, aunts, uncles, nieces, and nephews
- Father's Day, Mother's Day, anniversary, and birthday gift giving

Games Room
On Sale: Mar 19/24
5 x 3.5 • 140 pages
9781797228365 • $18.00 • PD - box, 140 cards
Games / Trivia • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Queer Trivia
by Games Room

Let the gay games begin with Queer Trivia !

In a colorful and portable box, these 140 multiple-choice trivia questions
celebrate all things queer around the world. Featuring topics relating to
LGBTQIA+ achievements, milestones, and icons in history, sports, science,
art, literature, politics, and pop culture, this game is sure to make you take
pride in every question and answer.

ENTERTAINING QUESTIONS: This bright box is filled with 140 surprising and
engaging trivia questions about LGBTQIA+ history, pop culture, art, political
movements, and more.

INCLUSIVE TRIVIA: This deck takes a broad, inclusive, international
approach to trivia, with questions featuring lesbian, gay, bisexual, asexual,
transgender, two-spirit, nonbinary, gender queer, intersex, drag, and even
more communities. FUN FOR FRIENDS & FAMILY: With three optional
difficulty levels, this set of multiple-choice questions is perfect for players with
every level of queer knowledge.
TAKE IT ANYWHERE: The portable box is the perfect size to throw in your
bag to take to game night, a family celebration, or on vacation.

A FUN GIFT: Perfect for anyone in search of birthday presents, holiday gifts,
or game night inspiration.

EXPLORE THE ENTIRE SERIES: This game is part of the Games Room
Trivia series, a collection of elegantly designed, geometrically patterned small
boxes filled with engaging questions for lively trivia, conversation, and endless
laughs.

Perfect for:- Trivia enthusiasts
- LGBQTIA+ people and their family, friends, and allies
- Anyone who loves brain game books, puzzles, and group games like Trivial
Pursuit
- Birthday, anniversary, holiday, and Pride gift giving

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
G d i A t li

Games Room
On Sale: Mar 19/24
5 x 3.5 • 140 pages
9781797228358 • $18.00 • PD - box, 140 cards
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Where Am I? Guessing Game
by Games Room

Test your love of nature and geography with Where Am I?

In this fun, fast-paced, family-friendly game, teams read increasingly specific
clues and race to guess the mystery city, country, or natural landmark. From
the Arabian Desert to the Galapagos Islands, you never know where these
cards will take you! Includes 140 cards packaged in a handsome portable box.

WORLDWIDE PROMPTS: This guessing game features 140 mystery
geographical landmarks from around the world! Whether it's a river, a desert,
a mountain, a city, or a country, this game has a wide variety of content to
keep you on your toes!

PERFECT FOR THE GAME LOVER: A diverting 15-minute game for 4+
players. This is the perfect game for fun-loving friends and family.

TAKE IT ANYWHERE: The portable box is compact enough to throw in your
bag and take along on vacations, picnics, or to a friend's house.

GREAT HOSTESS GIFT OR STOCKING STUFFER: Great for those in need
of family game-night inspiration, dinner party hosts and partygoers, or groups
of friends looking for entertainment and fast-paced fun.

EXPLORE THE ENTIRE SERIES: This game is part of the GAMES ROOM
series, a collection of elegantly designed, geometrically patterned small boxes
filled with engaging questions and prompts to inspire lively conversation and
endless laughs.

Perfect for:- Nature and geography lovers of all ages
- Travel enthusiasts
- Trivia buffs
- People who love brain game books, puzzles, and group games like Trivial
Pursuit
- Fans of Who Am I? and What Am I? guessing games
- Birthday, anniversary, and holiday gift giving for kids, teens, and adults

Author Bio

A graphic designer and bona fide plant geek based in Perth, Western
Australia, Scott Cain is a certified gardening guru and has appeared on
Gardening Australia.

Games Room
On Sale: Mar 19/24
5 x 3.5 • 140 pages
9781797228372 • $18.00 • PD - box, 140 cards
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Bookstores Love Everyone Sticker
by Gibbs Smith Gift

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Feb 20/24
9781423665977 • $6.00 • stationery
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Bookstores Love Everyone Tote
by Gibbs Smith Gift

Stand up for LOVE and support your local bookstore!

Celebrate pride month and bookstores providing a safe space for all. This tote
is the perfect gift for everyone who believes in the power of books and
bookstores to change the world.

Natural cotton, 22-inch rainbow-colored handles 16 inches wide x 15 1/2
inches tall x 5-inch gusset 2-color screen printing on the front and back Made
in the USA

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Feb 20/24
9781423665854 • $38.00 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Get Your Bans Off My Books Tote
by Gibbs Smith Gift

Show where you stand on book bans!

Support the role that books and bookstores play in shaping a thoughtful
society. This tote is the perfect gift for the book lover, librarian, bookseller,
educator, and freedom advocate.

Natural cotton, 22-inch handles 16 inches wide x 15 1/2 inches tall x 5-inch
gusset 2-color screen printing on the front and back Made in the USA

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Feb 20/24
9781423665847 • $38.00 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

I Read Banned Books Bookmark Box
by Gibbs Smith Gift

Elegant designs and thoughtful quotes celebrating the power of fighting
censorship and celebrating freedom of expression make this box of 24
bookmarks the perfect gift for any booklover.

This stunning bookmark box contains 24 sturdy bookmarks (2 each of 12
designs) using gorgeous graphics and thoughtful quotes to celebrate the
power of books. Make sure your favorite bookworm is never without the
perfect placeholder. This slim box makes a wonderful gift for avid readers,
teachers, book club members, and anyone who gets lost in a good book.

24 2 x 7 inch bookmarks

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Feb 20/24
9781423665861 • $14.99 • bookmark
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Love is an Awful Thing to Hate Sticker
by Created by Gibbs Smith Gift

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Feb 20/24
9781423665991 • $6.00 • stationery
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Love is Greater than Fear Sticker
by Created by Gibbs Smith Gift

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Feb 20/24
9781423666004 • $6.00 • stationery
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

LOVE Sticker
by Created by Gibbs Smith Gift

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Feb 20/24
9781423666011 • $6.00 • stationery
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pink I Read Banned Books Sticker
by Gibbs Smith Gift

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Feb 20/24
9781423665984 • $6.00 • stationery
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Stand for Love Button Box
by Created by Gibbs Smith Gift

This button box assortment has something to show support and
communicate during pride month and throughout the year!

120 buttons over 24 messages that stand up for LOVE and represent
pronouns, support for equality, and acceptance.

120 1.25-inch buttons, 24 different designs Made in the USA

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Feb 20/24
9781423665878 • $210.00 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

VAMONOS: Antigua Jumbo Puzzle
by Created by Lil' Libros, illustrated by Ana Godinez

Inspired by our travel board book VAMONOS: Antigua, introduce your
little ones to the charming city of Antigua, Guatemala, with this jumbo
puzzle!

Come aboard Lil' Libros' next flight to the vibrant Central American city of
Antigua, Guatemala, with this jumbo puzzle! Introduce your little ones to this
charming city's lively culture and setting while enhancing their fine motor and
problem-solving skills – the perfect learning activity to its companion board
book, VAMONOS: Antigua .

Parents will want to get their hands on this new jumbo puzzle activity to
engage their little ones in the beauty of exploring new destinations and
cultures while strengthening their development skills.

Author Bio

Ana Godinez is a graduate of the University of Southern California where she
studied English Literature and Fine Arts. She lends her artistic hand as
graphic designer for several companies and organizations in Los Angeles,
working to create projects that include branding, websites, social media
campaigns, murals, and commissioned abstract paintings. Today, Ana is the
Creative Director of Akash Winery & Vineyard and Lead Designer at Lil'
Libros. Her most challenging project is tackling the illustrations of VAMONOS,
a travel series by Lil' Libros that takes readers on a ride through the sights and
sounds of Latin American. When Ana is not glued to her computer, she's out
looking for inspiration through traveling, walking her dog, and looking for food.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 19/24
9781948066945 • $29.99
Juvenile Nonfiction / Games & Activities / Puzzles •
Non Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

You Do You Boo Sticker
by Created by Gibbs Smith Gift

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Feb 20/24
9781423666028 • $6.00 • stationery
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Bridgerton Matchmaking
A Memory Game
illustrated by Manjit Thapp

From Daphne Bridgerton and the Duke of Hastings to Queen Charlotte and
King George or Kate Sharma and Anthony Bridgerton, you'll need to use your
wits to successfully matchmake all of the ton's most infatuated couples, while
avoiding scandal and side-stepping suitors in this fun, simple memory game
based on Shondaland's hit series Bridgerton on Netflix.

FEATURING A CAST OF CHARACTERSfrom Shondaland's much-loved
show

INCLUDES A BOOKLETdetailing all the scandal and intrigue

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATEDby Manjit Thapp, illustrator of Laurence King
Publishing's The World of Bridgerton puzzle

Author Bio

Manjit Thapp is an illustrator based in the UK. Her work combines digital and
traditional media and she enjoys layering textures and patterns to create her
illustrations. Her work revolves around female characters and is inspired by
feelings, nature, colour and everyday life. Her first graphic novel, 'Feelings: A
Story in Seasons', was published in 2021 with Penguin Random House.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Apr 9/24
9781399620277 • $25.99
Games / Card Games / General • Non Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Cat Gurus: Mini
by Liz Faber and Caroline Roberts, illustrated by Mister Peebles

Turn to your favourite kitty gurus for life-changing guidance and inspiration,
with 50 cards featuring advice inspired by each cat's personal philosophy.
With these wise words in your back pocket, any obstacle will become
surmountable.

Money problems? Consult Blackie the millionaire cat. Having a bad day? Ask
the Cheshire Cat how he stays smiling. Lacking courage? Be inspired by
Felicette, the first cat in space. Simply select a card from the pack and find the
answer to all your life questions with the wisdom of the world's favourite
felines.

Accompanied by a short booklet introducing the cats' biographies as well as
guidance for using the cards to guide you every day.

Author Bio

Mister Peebles (AKA Helen McGinley) is a London-based illustrator
specializing in cats and other animals.

The advice was transcribed by Liz Faber and Caroline Roberts based on
hours of interviews with the gurus. As a child, Liz wanted to be a cat when she
grew up. Sadly, this didn't work out, but she still loves hanging out with cats
and hopes that they accept her as she is.

Caroline lives with her rescue cat, Milo. They are currently both calorie
counting, as neither of them can fit through the cat flap.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Apr 9/24
9781399620871 • $19.99
Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / General • Non
Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Find My Behind: Dino
A Memory Game
illustrated by Daniel Frost

Have you ever heard of a veloci-rex? What about a tryanno-docus, or a
stego-raptor?

Create dinosaurs that have never been seen before in this fun, colorful
matching game, then try to help all the dinos find their behinds to win the
game - how many different dinosaurs can you name?

Author Bio

Daniel Frostis an award-winning British artist living and working in
Copenhagen. He has worked with a wide range of prestigious clients in the
worlds of advertising, fashion and publishing. An author and illustrator of both
fiction and non-fiction picture books, his works have been enjoyed around the
world and have been translated into many languages.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Apr 25/24
9781399620840 • $25.99
Juvenile Nonfiction / Games & Activities / Card Games
• Ages 3 years and up • Non Returnable
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Gardener's Match
A Fruit and Vegetable Memory Game
by Abigail Willis

Author Bio

Abigail Willis is a writer and editor with a particular interest in gardening and
the arts. Author of Secret Gardens of Somerset (Frances Lincoln, 2020), The
Remarkable Case of Dr Ward and Other Amazing Gardening
Innovations (Laurence King, 2018) and The London Garden Book A-Z (Metro
Publications, 2016), she has also written for the Evening Standard, the Daily
Telegraph, the Chelsea Fringe and The City Planner. When not at her desk
she can be usually be found pottering, secateurs in hand, in her garden or on
the allotment.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Mar 7/24
9783962443689 • $25.99
Games / Card Games / General • Non Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Gardener's Match
A Fruit and Vegetable Memory Game
by Abigail Willis

Do you know how radishes grow, what a passionfruit flower looks like, or what
kind of plant a pumpkin comes from? Match 24 pairs of fruit and vegetables to
the plant they grow from in this beautifully illustrated and simple to play family
memory game.

To play, place the cards face down and take turns to see if you can find a pair
of produce and plant that match. But beware! If you pick the Poison Ivy or
Stinging Nettle cards then you'll lose your turn, and if you turn over both in one
turn then you will lose the game. Collect more pairs than your opponent to
win.

From climbing pea shoots and vines of tomatoes to strawberry bushes and fig
trees, find out how your favourite fruits and vegetables are grown and what
you could be growing in your very own garden.

50 BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CARDS: Each card features stunning
illustrations of a variety of plants, fruits and vegetables that are grown in
gardens all over the world.

EASY TO PLAY:A fun and simple game of matching pairs with instructions
that make it possible to start playing with all the family right away, with the
added jeopardy of danger cards to avoid.

THE PERFECT GIFT: The ideal present for budding gardeners, nature lovers,
or anyone looking for a beautiful family game.

FASCINATING FACTS: Learn all about 24 fruits and vegetables, the plants
they grow from, and who (...)

Author Bio

Abigail Willis is a writer and editor with a particular interest in gardening and
the arts. Author of Secret Gardens of Somerset (Frances Lincoln, 2020), The
Remarkable Case of Dr Ward and Other Amazing Gardening
Innovations (Laurence King, 2018) and The London Garden Book A-Z (Metro
Publications, 2016), she has also written for the Evening Standard, the Daily
Telegraph, the Chelsea Fringe and The City Planner. When not at her desk
she can be usually be found pottering, secateurs in hand, in her garden or on
the allotment.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Mar 19/24
9781399615426 • $25.99
Games / Card Games / General • Non Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

I Saw It First! Jungle
A Family Spotting Game
by Laurence King Publishing, illustrated by Caroline Selmes

PERFECT FOR FAMILIES: An exciting, fast-paced game for groups of
children or adults
QUICK TO LEARN AND PLAY:Simple to learn, addictive to play
DETAILED ILLUSTRATIONS: Features 300 fun and unusual jungle creatures

Three hundred jungle animals populate the board of this carefully engineered
game. Some are familiar, like the leopard or the hippopotamus, others less so,
like the eyelash viper or the giraffe weevil. Pull a counter from the box
featuring one of the 300 animals in this game and be the first to spot that
animal on the board!

Simple to understand but addictive to play, this fun and challenging game will
will delight adults and children alike. I Saw It First! Jungle features charming
illustrations by Caroline Selmes. Now in a brand-new format.

Author Bio

Caroline Selmes is an illustrator and former advertising art director. She has
worked in Paris, Barcelona, Madrid and London, and produced work for
clients including Vodafone, Reebok, London Zoo and Gestalten.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Mar 19/24
9781399619110 • $44.99
Games / Board • Ages 4 years and up • Non
Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

I Saw it First! Ocean
A Family Spotting Game
by Laurence King Publishing

This popular game now comes in a brand-new design, with 7 hexagonal game
board pieces that can be arranged in any order so that it's a new challenge
every time you play. Simple to understand but addictive to play, this fun and
challenging game will keep adults and children alike racing to be the first to
spot the creatures. I Saw It First! Ocean features charming illustrations by
Caroline Selmes.

Author Bio

Established in London in 1991, Laurence King Publishing is now recognised
as one of the world's leading publishers of books and gifts on the creative arts.
We work with some of the world's best illustrators, designers, artists and
photographers to create beautifully produced books and gifts which are
acclaimed for their inventiveness, beautiful design and authoritative texts.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Jan 23/24
9781399619103 • $44.99
Games / Board • Non Returnable

Notes
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The World of Miss Marple 1000 Piece Puzzle
A 1000-piece Jigsaw Puzzle
illustrated by Chris Chan

1000-PIECE PUZZLE full of characters and clues that only a super sleuth
could spot

FOLD-OUT POSTER so you can read up on all of Miss Marple's most
puzzling cases

BEAUTIFUL, DETAILED ILLUSTRATION that will immerse you in the world of
Miss Marple

A GOOD-SIZED PUZZLE that measures 48.5 x 68 cm (19 x 27 in.) when
completed

Can you help Miss Marple solve the latest crime to be committed in the
picturesque village of St Mary Mead? You might need to use her trusty
binoculars to spot all the clues in this garden-party scene, where more than
one murder weapon is hidden amongst the tea, cakes and distinguished
guests. Find all your favourite characters in this intricate jigsaw that
references every one of Agatha Christie's beloved Miss Marple novels.

Author Bio

Agatha Christie Limited (ACL) has been managing the literary and media
rights to Agatha Christie's works around the world since 1955, when the
company was set up by Christie herself. It is now chaired and managed by
Agatha Christie's great grandson James Prichard.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Apr 9/24
9781399608657 • $32.99
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / International Mystery &
Crime • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Make a Vision Board
A Manifesting Collage Book
by Created by CanDace Johnson

Whether manifesting a dream partner or a dream home, peak health or new
heights in your career - creating a vision board is one of the most powerful
manifesting tools for attracting the life you want. Make a Vision Board provides
200+ pages of thoughtfully curated images to cut out and collage, grouped
into 12 manifesting categories, inspired by the 12 astrological houses. Author
CanDace Johnson guides users in step-by-step instructions on creating a
manifesting vision board and manifesting from a place of abundance.

Collage and decoupage are undergoing a revival among artists and hobbyists
seeking a mindful activity that also produces a beautiful end product; Make a
Vision Board expands on the phenomenal success of LKP's Extraordinary
Things to Cut Out and Collage; Everything you need to create a manifesting
vision board, including step-by-step guide to manifesting, goal-setting and
making the vision board itself; A beautiful lifestyle book to replace stacks of old
magazines for making a manifesting vision board; The perfect gift to get
started on manifesting now, or to give it a go if you're curious - the perfect
New Year's Eve ritual or weekend MBS craft project

Author Bio

CanDace Johnson is the CEO and formulator of Louloudi Skincare, an all-
natural beauty and wellness company, and CHAKRAFNDR, a spiritually
focused consulting firm that empowers individuals and businesses to take
healing into their own hands. CanDace works across disciplines as diverse as
reiki, tarot, astrology and herbology to find grand synergies and craft rituals
and recipes to help individuals to connect with the infinite energy of the divine.
When not hustling for women's wellness, gardening, studying the Universe, or
traveling the world, you can find CanDace in Detroit hanging with her
husband, stepdaughter, three ducks, and two dogs. TikTok @chakrafndr

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Apr 9/24
8.94 x 10.81 • 256 pages
1000+ images to cut out
9781399614825 • $29.99 • pb
Self-Help / General • Non Returnable
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Your Cosmic Year
Interpret the magic of every day of the year
by Theresa Cheung, illustrated by Andrea Davalos

Did you know every day of the year carries with it powerful energies that you
can harness to transform your life? Use this one-of-a-kind card deck to
interpret not just the power of your birthday - and other special days in your
life - but to attract the very best into your life each and every day. With this
cosmic compass as your guide, you have all the inspiration you need to make
every single day count.

Don't forget to look for insights into your friends and family as well as creating
and interpreting your own uncannily accurate birthday reading! And don't stop
there - reveal the power of anniversaries, holidays and important dates and let
this deck help you make every single day of the year incredibly special.

Author Bio

Theresa Cheung has been researching and writing about spirituality and
personal transformation for over 20 years. Her bestselling books - two of
which are Sunday Times top 10 titles - include The Dream Dictionary from A to
Z (2019) and 21 Rituals to Change Your Life (2017). Her other Laurence King
titles include Dream Decoder (2019), Runes for Modern Life (2020)
and Angels for the Modern Mystic (2022).

Andrea Davalos's work and whimsical style is characterized by a strong sense
of colour. Influenced by her nomadic upbringing in Mexico, she naturally
weaves colour and texture into her work. Beyond art, Andrea believes that
visual storytelling can shape our thoughts and feelings. Her work is grounded
where colour and textures blend, opening doors to fresh, optimistic
perspectives.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Apr 16/24
5.19 x 4.19
62
9781399610339 • $25.99
Body, Mind & Spirit / Astrology / General • Non
Returnable
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Raising Good Humans Guided Journal
Your Space to Write, Reflect, and Set Intentions for Mindful
Parenting
by Hunter Clarke-Fields, MSAE

From the author of Raising Good Humans comes the guided journal to
help you stay centered, soothe stress and difficult emotions, and be the
parent you truly want to be.
For busy, stressed-out parents, it's easy to lose sight of what matters the
most-raising happy, conscientious, and compassionate kids who will grow up
to make the world a better place. In the midst of rushing your child out the
door in the morning, preparing meals, keeping house-not to mention working -
you may feel bogged down, burned out, emotionally drained, and
overstressed. And this stress can take a toll on your mental health and your
relationship with your kids. What you need is your own space to unwind and
reflect on what really matters.
Based on the self-help hit Raising Good Humans, this guided journal offers
simple writing practices to help you calm your own stress, work through
difficult emotions, and set intentions for more mindful parenting. The prompts
in this journal will also help you identify and explore your values, and
challenge the negative habits you've learned from your parents, so you can
interact with and respond to your children in more skillful ways.
You'll find tons of guided writing prompts to help you:
- Keep your cool in the moment-even during those inevitable tantrums
- Untangle" from the beliefs and habits your parents passed on to you
- Practice compassion toward yourself and your kids
- Make a space for difficult thoughts and feelings
- Be more mindful as a parent-and as a human being yourself!

Finally, this guided journal will help you discover the parenting style that
works for you and your family (...)

Author Bio

Hunter Clarke-Fields, MSAE, is creator of Mindful Parenting, host of the
Mindful Mama podcast, and author of Raising Good Humans . She coaches
parents on how to cultivate mindfulness in their daily lives and cooperation in
their families. Hunter has more than twenty years of experience in meditation
practices, and has taught thousands worldwide

New Harbinger Publications
On Sale: Jan 2/24
6 x 8 • 176 pages
9781648482052 • $28.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Family & Relationships / Parenting • Non Returnable
Series: New Harbinger Journals for Change

Notes

Promotion
Online Marketing: Features on www.newharbinger.com
(3.5 million+ visitors annually), Banner feature on
www.newharbinger.com, Features in New Harbinger
email programs (110,000+ subscribers), Social media
features on New Harbinger profiles (40,000+
followers), Giveaway and author promotion at www.
goodreads.com, Author video, website, email, and
social media promotion, Online advertising in the
Greater Good Science Center (150,000+ subscribers)
and Shelf Awareness (630,000+ subscribers) e-
newsletters <br> Print Ads: Feature in New Harbinger
consumer catalog-total reach = 60,000 annually <br>
Publicity: Outreach to relevant professional
organizations

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Self-Compassion Daily Journal
Let Go of Your Inner Critic and Embrace Who You Are with
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
by Diana Hill, PhD, foreword by Joseph V. Ciarrochi, PhD

Transform your critical inner voice and make self-compassion a daily
habit with this powerful and evidence-based guided journal.
Do you beat yourself up when you make a mistake? Are you overly self-
critical, holding yourself to unrealistically high standards? If so, you aren't
alone. It can be challenging or even uncomfortable for many of us to embrace
ourselves with kindness. But over time, self-criticism can lead to increased
anxiety and depression, lower our self-confidence, and even undermine our
ability to take steps toward positive, meaningful change. The good news is
self-compassion is a skill that can be learned .
In The Self-Compassion Daily Journal, clinical psychologist and author of
ACT Daily Journal Diana Hill offers powerful writing prompts grounded in
acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), mindfulness, and compassion-
focused therapy (CFT) to help you let go of harmful self-criticism-whether it's
about body image, career goals, or parenting-and instead cultivate kindness
and forgiveness toward yourself.
With this journal, you'll find practices to help you:
- Reduce anxiety, depression, and rumination
- Improve and deepen your relationships
- Bolster feelings of self-worth and confidence
- Reduce stress and boost immunity
- Build resilience, happiness, hope, and optimism

When we choose to open our hearts to ourselves, we are choosing the
courageous path of embracing who we are. This path of self-compassion is
the first step toward our collective freedom from suffering. Let this journal
guide you on your path to inner peace, better relationships, increased well-
being, and joy.
Written by renowned mental health and wellness experts, New Harbinger's
Journals for Change combine evidence-based psychology with proven-
effective guided journaling techniques to (...)

Author Bio

Diana Hill, PhD, is a clinical psychologist, international trainer, and sought-
after speaker on acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) and
compassion. Host of the podcast, Your Life in Process -and coauthor, with
Debbie Sorenson, of ACT Daily Journal -Hill works with organizations, high-
achievers, and health professionals who are committed to becoming
psychologically flexible so that they can transform their mental health at work,
home, and around the globe. Hill practices what she preaches in her daily life

New Harbinger Publications
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6 x 8 • 184 pages
9781648482496 • $28.95 • pb
Self-Help / Personal Growth / Self-Esteem • Non
Returnable
Series: New Harbinger Journals for Change

Notes

Promotion
Online Marketing: Features on www.newharbinger.com
(5.6 million+ pageviews annually), Banner feature on
www.newharbinger.com, Features in New Harbinger
email programs (110,000+ subscribers), Social media
features on New Harbinger profiles (40,000+
followers), Giveaway and author promotion at www.
goodreads.com, Author video, website, email, and
social media promotion, Online advertising in the
Greater Good Science Center (150,000+ subscribers)
and Shelf Awareness (630,000+ subscribers) e-
newsletters <br> Print Ads: Features in New Harbinger
consumer and professional and ACT catalogs – total
reach = 150,000 annually, Advertising in the Behavior
Therapist and in the annual conference guide of the
Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies
<br> Publicity: Outreach to core psychology media,
Outreach to relevant professional organizations,
Outreach to podcasts and other online media outlets
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Stress-Proof Brain Guided Journal
Writing Practices to Rewire Your Emotional Response to Stress
and Feel Calm
by Melanie Greenberg, PhD

You can't avoid the things that stress you out, but you can change how
you respond. In this guided journal, you'll find unique writing prompts to
help you harness the power of positive emotions, rewire your emotional
response to stress, and cultivate calm.
Stress is, unfortunately, a natural part of life-especially in our busy and hectic
modern times. But you don't have to let it get in the way of your health and
happiness. Studies show that the key to coping with stress is simpler than you
think-it's all about how you respond to the situations and things that stress you
out or threaten to overwhelm you.
The Stress-Proof Brain Guided Journal offers powerful writing practices based
in mindfulness, neuroscience, and positive psychology to help you examine
your own unhealthy responses to stress-such as avoidance, tunnel vision,
negative thinking, self-criticism, fixed mindset, and fear. Through the brain-
changing act of journaling, you'll discover unique ways to build resilience,
empowering you to master your emotional responses, overcome negative
thinking, and create a more tolerant, stress-proof brain.
If you're ready to harness the power of neuroplasticity and change the way
you respond to stress, the powerful writing practices in this journal will help
you shrug off the small stuff, deal with the big stuff, and live a happier,
healthier life!
Written by renowned mental health and wellness experts, New Harbinger's
Journals for Change combine evidence-based psychology with proven-
effective guided journaling techniques to help you make lasting personal
change-one page at a time.

Author Bio

Melanie Greenberg, PhD, is a practicing psychologist and executive coach in
Marin County, CA, and an expert on managing stress, health, and
relationships using proven techniques from neuroscience, mindfulness, and
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). With more than twenty years of
experience as a professor, writer, researcher, clinician, and coach, Greenberg
has delivered workshops and talks to national and international audiences.
She writes the Mindful Self-Express blog for Psychology Today, and is a
popular media expert who has been quoted on cnn.com, forbes.com, BBC
Radio, ABC News, Yahoo! Shine, and Lifehacker, as well as in Self, Redbook,
Men's Health, Women's Health, Fitness Magazine, Women's Day,
Cosmopolitan, and The Huffington Post . She has also appeared on radio
shows like Leading With Emotional Intelligence, The Best People We Know,

New Harbinger Publications
On Sale: Feb 1/24
6 x 8 • 176 pages
9781648481680 • $28.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Self-Help / Stress Mgmt • Non Returnable
Series: New Harbinger Journals for Change

Notes

Promotion
Online Marketing: Features on www.newharbinger.com
(3.5 million+ visitors annually), Banner feature on
www.newharbinger.com, Features in New Harbinger
email programs (110,000+ subscribers), Social media
features on New Harbinger profiles (40,000+
followers), Author website, email, and social media
promotion, Listserv campaign to mental health
professionals community <br> Print Ads: Features in
New Harbinger consumer and professional catalogs-
total reach = 180,000 annually, Advertising in the
annual conference guide of the Psychotherapy
Networker <br> Publicity: Outreach to relevant
professional organizations
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix & Obelix, The Adventures of Asterix,
Bookmarks, Bookmark
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
1.57 x 7.28
9781439797501 • $4.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix & Obelix, The Adventures of Asterix, Canvas
Bags, Canvas Bag
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
.59 x 1.77
9781439797563 • $24.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix & Obelix, The Adventures of Asterix,
Hardcover Journals, Midi, Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg,
120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439797044 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix & Obelix, The Adventures of Asterix,
Hardcover Journals, Midi, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144
Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439797051 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix & Obelix, The Adventures of Asterix,
Hardcover Journals, Mini, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg,
85 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 176 pages
9781439797068 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix & Obelix, The Adventures of Asterix,
Hardcover Journals, Ultra, Lined, Elastic Band, 144
Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439797020 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix & Obelix, The Adventures of Asterix,
Hardcover Journals, Ultra, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144
Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439797037 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix & Obelix, The Adventures of Asterix, Pencil
Cases, Pencil Case, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.66 x 1.18
9781439797457 • $12.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix the Gaul, The Adventures of Asterix,
Bookmarks, Bookmark
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
1.57 x 7.28
9781439797495 • $4.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix the Gaul, The Adventures of Asterix, Canvas
Bags, Canvas Bag
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
.59 x 1.77
9781439797556 • $24.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix the Gaul, The Adventures of Asterix,
Hardcover Journals, Midi, Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg,
120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796993 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix the Gaul, The Adventures of Asterix,
Hardcover Journals, Midi, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144
Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439797006 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix the Gaul, The Adventures of Asterix,
Hardcover Journals, Mini, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg,
85 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 176 pages
9781439797013 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix the Gaul, The Adventures of Asterix,
Hardcover Journals, Ultra, Lined, Elastic Band, 144
Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796979 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix the Gaul, The Adventures of Asterix,
Hardcover Journals, Ultra, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144
Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796986 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Asterix the Gaul, The Adventures of Asterix, Pencil
Cases, Pencil Case, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Adventures of Asterix, our series in partnership with Les Editions Albert
Rene, channels the spirit of Asterix the Gaul from the celebrated comic book
series. In these stories, Asterix, along with his friend Obelix and canine
companion Dogmatix, ventures to lands near and far with unwavering
ingenuity and just a little bit of magic potion.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.66 x 1.18
9781439797440 • $12.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Celestial Magic, Whimsical Creations, Bookmarks,
BookmarkCelestial Magic, Whimsical Creations,
Bookmarks, Bookmark
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch created brilliantly coloured, exquisitely embellished, vibrant and
moving artistic themes. Her celestial theme has evolved over the years in a
vibrant colour palette emblazoned with shimmering details of silver and gold,
including rainbow-hued fish and sprays of colourful flowers cavorting with her
suns, moons and stars.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
1.57 x 7.28
9781439797471 • $4.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Whimsical Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Celestial Magic, Whimsical Creations, Hardcover
Journals, Midi, Lined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch created brilliantly coloured, exquisitely embellished, vibrant and
moving artistic themes. Her celestial theme has evolved over the years in a
vibrant colour palette emblazoned with shimmering details of silver and gold,
including rainbow-hued fish and sprays of colourful flowers cavorting with her
suns, moons and stars.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.92 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796931 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Whimsical Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Celestial Magic, Whimsical Creations, Hardcover
Journals, Midi, Unlined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch created brilliantly coloured, exquisitely embellished, vibrant and
moving artistic themes. Her celestial theme has evolved over the years in a
vibrant colour palette emblazoned with shimmering details of silver and gold,
including rainbow-hued fish and sprays of colourful flowers cavorting with her
suns, moons and stars.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.92 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796948 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Whimsical Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Celestial Magic, Whimsical Creations, Hardcover
Journals, Mini, Lined, Wrap, 176 Pg, 85 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch created brilliantly coloured, exquisitely embellished, vibrant and
moving artistic themes. Her celestial theme has evolved over the years in a
vibrant colour palette emblazoned with shimmering details of silver and gold,
including rainbow-hued fish and sprays of colourful flowers cavorting with her
suns, moons and stars.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.74 x 5.51 • 176 pages
9781439796955 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Whimsical Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Celestial Magic, Whimsical Creations, Hardcover
Journals, Mini, Unlined, Wrap, 176 Pg, 85 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch created brilliantly coloured, exquisitely embellished, vibrant and
moving artistic themes. Her celestial theme has evolved over the years in a
vibrant colour palette emblazoned with shimmering details of silver and gold,
including rainbow-hued fish and sprays of colourful flowers cavorting with her
suns, moons and stars.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.74 x 5.51 • 176 pages
9781439796962 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Whimsical Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Celestial Magic, Whimsical Creations, Hardcover
Journals, Ultra, Lined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch created brilliantly coloured, exquisitely embellished, vibrant and
moving artistic themes. Her celestial theme has evolved over the years in a
vibrant colour palette emblazoned with shimmering details of silver and gold,
including rainbow-hued fish and sprays of colourful flowers cavorting with her
suns, moons and stars.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
7.09 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796917 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Whimsical Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Celestial Magic, Whimsical Creations, Hardcover
Journals, Ultra, Unlined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch created brilliantly coloured, exquisitely embellished, vibrant and
moving artistic themes. Her celestial theme has evolved over the years in a
vibrant colour palette emblazoned with shimmering details of silver and gold,
including rainbow-hued fish and sprays of colourful flowers cavorting with her
suns, moons and stars.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
7.09 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796924 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Whimsical Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Celestial Magic, Whimsical Creations, Jigsaw Puzzles,
Puzzle, 1000 piece
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch created brilliantly coloured, exquisitely embellished, vibrant and
moving artistic themes. Her celestial theme has evolved over the years in a
vibrant colour palette emblazoned with shimmering details of silver and gold,
including rainbow-hued fish and sprays of colourful flowers cavorting with her
suns, moons and stars.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
19.96 x 26.97
9781439797600 • $24.95
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Whimsical Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Celestial Magic, Whimsical Creations, Pencil Cases,
Pencil Case, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch created brilliantly coloured, exquisitely embellished, vibrant and
moving artistic themes. Her celestial theme has evolved over the years in a
vibrant colour palette emblazoned with shimmering details of silver and gold,
including rainbow-hued fish and sprays of colourful flowers cavorting with her
suns, moons and stars.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.66 x 1.18
9781439797426 • $12.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Whimsical Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Celestial Magic, Whimsical Creations, Sketchbooks,
Grande, Sketchbook, Elastic Band, 112 Pg, 200 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch created brilliantly coloured, exquisitely embellished, vibrant and
moving artistic themes. Her celestial theme has evolved over the years in a
vibrant colour palette emblazoned with shimmering details of silver and gold,
including rainbow-hued fish and sprays of colourful flowers cavorting with her
suns, moons and stars.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.07 x 11.81 • 112 pages
9781439796900 • $37.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Whimsical Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Firebird, Birds of Happiness, Bookmarks, Bookmark,
600 GSM
by Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring good
health and fortune to all who live under its warm embrace. Artist Nadezhda
Sokolova, also known as Nadya Sokolova, has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Firebird design.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
9781439796542 • $4.95 • bookmark
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Firebird, Birds of Happiness, Canvas Bags, Canvas
Bag
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
.59 x 1.77
9781439797549 • $24.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Firebird, Birds of Happiness, Hardcover Journals,
Midi, Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796818 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Firebird, Birds of Happiness, Hardcover Journals,
Midi, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796825 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Firebird, Birds of Happiness, Hardcover Journals,
Mini, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 85 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 176 pages
9781439796832 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Firebird, Birds of Happiness, Hardcover Journals,
Ultra, Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796795 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Firebird, Birds of Happiness, Hardcover Journals,
Ultra, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796801 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Hunt-Lenox Globe, Hunt-Lenox Globe, Document
Folders, Document Folder, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Featured here is a section of the Hunt-Lenox Globe, one of the oldest
terrestrial globes. What makes the Hunt-Lenox unique is that it is one of only
two known instances of a historical map using the phrase HC SVNT
DRACONES" ("here be dragons"). Today, it is a part of The New York Public
Library's Rare Book Division.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
12.8 x 9.25
9781439797662 • $16.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Hunt-Lenox Globe

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Inkblot, Old Leather Collection, Document Folders,
Document Folder, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Capturing the flavour of finely wrought Renaissance-style leather bindings,
Paperblanks Old Leather Pacific Blue softcover Flexi notebook pays homage
to the craft of delicate gold tooling, originally brought to Europe via the
flourishing trade routes to the East. The timeless beauty of an antique leather
book is brought into the present on the cover of this intricately embellished,
peaceful sea green notebook.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
12.8 x 9.25
9781439797648 • $16.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Old Leather Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Bookmarks, Bookmark
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
1.57 x 7.28
9781439797518 • $4.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Canvas Bags, Canvas Bag
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
.59 x 1.77
9781439797570 • $24.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Document Folders, Document Folder, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
12.8 x 9.25
9781439797631 • $16.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Dot-Grid Planners, Midi, Dot Grid, Elastic Band, 176
Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 176 pages
9781439797181 • $24.95 • wall calendar
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Hardcover Journals, Midi, Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg,
120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439797143 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Hardcover Journals, Midi, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144
Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439797150 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Hardcover Journals, Mini, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg,
85 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 176 pages
9781439797167 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Hardcover Journals, Mini, Unlined, Elastic Band, 176
Pg, 85 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 176 pages
9781439797174 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Hardcover Journals, Ultra, Lined, Elastic Band, 144
Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439797129 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Hardcover Journals, Ultra, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144
Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439797136 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Jigsaw Puzzles, Puzzle, 1000 piece
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
19.96 x 26.97
9781439797617 • $24.95
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monet's Chrysanthemums, Monet's Chrysanthemums,
Pencil Cases, Pencil Case, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French artist Claude Monet, one of the founders of the Impressionist
movement, was particularly fascinated with capturing the transient beauty of
nature. In a virtuoso display of flowers, this 1897 work portrays a vibrant bed
of chrysanthemums from his prized garden in Giverny.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.66 x 1.18
9781439797464 • $12.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Monet's Chrysanthemums

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Morris Pink Honeysuckle, William Morris, Document
Folders, Document Folder, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

William Morris (1834-1896) was one of the most celebrated practitioners of
the Arts and Crafts movement. In creating woven and printed textile designs
Morris worked with the ancient technique of hand woodblock printing, finding
inspi<\h>ration in the natural world around him. His evocations of antique
florals and plants have become classics in the world of decorative arts,
including our book cover.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
12.8 x 9.25
9781439797655 • $16.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: William Morris Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Morris Pink Honeysuckle, William Morris, Jigsaw
Puzzles, Puzzle, 1000 piece
by by (artist) Paperblanks

William Morris (1834-1896) was one of the most celebrated practitioners of
the Arts and Crafts movement. In creating woven and printed textile designs
Morris worked with the ancient technique of hand woodblock printing, finding
inspi<\h>ration in the natural world around him. His evocations of antique
florals and plants have become classics in the world of decorative arts,
including our book cover.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
19.96 x 26.97
9781439797624 • $24.95
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: William Morris Collection

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Obelix & Co., The Adventures of Asterix, Sketchbooks,
Grande, Sketchbook, Elastic Band, 112 Pg, 200 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Our Obelix & Co. design, part of our Adventures of Asterix series in
partnership with Les Editions Albert Rene, channels the incredible strength of
Obelix. It combines the Asterix comics energy with the classic antique
aesthetic of Paperblanks, resulting in a beautiful blend that captures the spirit
of these beloved characters.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.07 x 11.81 • 112 pages
9781439796894 • $37.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: The Adventures of Asterix

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pacific Blue, Old Leather Collection, Flexi Dot-Grid
Planners, Midi, Dot Grid, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 120
GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Capturing the flavour of finely wrought Renaissance-style leather bindings,
Paperblanks Old Leather Pacific Blue softcover Flexi notebook pays homage
to the craft of delicate gold tooling, originally brought to Europe via the
flourishing trade routes to the East. The timeless beauty of an antique leather
book is brought into the present on the cover of this intricately embellished,
peaceful sea green notebook.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 6.89 • 176 pages
9781439797358 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Old Leather Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pacific Blue, Old Leather Collection, Softcover Flexis,
Midi, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Capturing the flavour of finely wrought Renaissance-style leather bindings,
Paperblanks Old Leather Pacific Blue softcover Flexi notebook pays homage
to the craft of delicate gold tooling, originally brought to Europe via the
flourishing trade routes to the East. The timeless beauty of an antique leather
book is brought into the present on the cover of this intricately embellished,
peaceful sea green notebook.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 6.89 • 176 pages
9781439797327 • $19.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Old Leather Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pacific Blue, Old Leather Collection, Softcover Flexis,
Midi, Unlined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Capturing the flavour of finely wrought Renaissance-style leather bindings,
Paperblanks Old Leather Pacific Blue softcover Flexi notebook pays homage
to the craft of delicate gold tooling, originally brought to Europe via the
flourishing trade routes to the East. The timeless beauty of an antique leather
book is brought into the present on the cover of this intricately embellished,
peaceful sea green notebook.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 6.89 • 176 pages
9781439797334 • $19.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Old Leather Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pacific Blue, Old Leather Collection, Softcover Flexis,
Mini, Lined, Elastic Band, 208 Pg, 80 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Capturing the flavour of finely wrought Renaissance-style leather bindings,
Paperblanks Old Leather Pacific Blue softcover Flexi notebook pays homage
to the craft of delicate gold tooling, originally brought to Europe via the
flourishing trade routes to the East. The timeless beauty of an antique leather
book is brought into the present on the cover of this intricately embellished,
peaceful sea green notebook.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 208 pages
9781439797341 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Old Leather Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pacific Blue, Old Leather Collection, Softcover Flexis,
Ultra, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Capturing the flavour of finely wrought Renaissance-style leather bindings,
Paperblanks Old Leather Pacific Blue softcover Flexi notebook pays homage
to the craft of delicate gold tooling, originally brought to Europe via the
flourishing trade routes to the East. The timeless beauty of an antique leather
book is brought into the present on the cover of this intricately embellished,
peaceful sea green notebook.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.69 x 8.86 • 176 pages
9781439797303 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Old Leather Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pacific Blue, Old Leather Collection, Softcover Flexis,
Ultra, Unlined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Capturing the flavour of finely wrought Renaissance-style leather bindings,
Paperblanks Old Leather Pacific Blue softcover Flexi notebook pays homage
to the craft of delicate gold tooling, originally brought to Europe via the
flourishing trade routes to the East. The timeless beauty of an antique leather
book is brought into the present on the cover of this intricately embellished,
peaceful sea green notebook.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.69 x 8.86 • 176 pages
9781439797310 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Old Leather Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pink Carnation, Mira Botanica, Softcover Flexis, Midi,
Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

One of the most celebrated manuscript illumination artists was Joris
Hoefnagel. In the 1590s the Emperor Rudolf II commissioned Hoefnagel to
add his illuminations to the Mira calligraphiae monumenta, a mid-16th-century
manuscript on the art of calligraphy. The page reproduced here is known as
Damselfly, Carnation, Insect, Caterpillar, Ladybird, English Walnut, and Marine
Mollusk.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 6.89 • 176 pages
9781439797273 • $19.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Mira Botanica

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pink Carnation, Mira Botanica, Softcover Flexis, Midi,
Unlined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

One of the most celebrated manuscript illumination artists was Joris
Hoefnagel. In the 1590s the Emperor Rudolf II commissioned Hoefnagel to
add his illuminations to the Mira calligraphiae monumenta, a mid-16th-century
manuscript on the art of calligraphy. The page reproduced here is known as
Damselfly, Carnation, Insect, Caterpillar, Ladybird, English Walnut, and Marine
Mollusk.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 6.89 • 176 pages
9781439797280 • $19.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Mira Botanica

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pink Carnation, Mira Botanica, Softcover Flexis, Mini,
Lined, Elastic Band, 208 Pg, 80 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

One of the most celebrated manuscript illumination artists was Joris
Hoefnagel. In the 1590s the Emperor Rudolf II commissioned Hoefnagel to
add his illuminations to the Mira calligraphiae monumenta, a mid-16th-century
manuscript on the art of calligraphy. The page reproduced here is known as
Damselfly, Carnation, Insect, Caterpillar, Ladybird, English Walnut, and Marine
Mollusk.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 208 pages
9781439797297 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Mira Botanica

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pink Carnation, Mira Botanica, Softcover Flexis, Ultra,
Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

One of the most celebrated manuscript illumination artists was Joris
Hoefnagel. In the 1590s the Emperor Rudolf II commissioned Hoefnagel to
add his illuminations to the Mira calligraphiae monumenta, a mid-16th-century
manuscript on the art of calligraphy. The page reproduced here is known as
Damselfly, Carnation, Insect, Caterpillar, Ladybird, English Walnut, and Marine
Mollusk.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.69 x 8.86 • 176 pages
9781439797259 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Mira Botanica

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Pink Carnation, Mira Botanica, Softcover Flexis, Ultra,
Unlined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

One of the most celebrated manuscript illumination artists was Joris
Hoefnagel. In the 1590s the Emperor Rudolf II commissioned Hoefnagel to
add his illuminations to the Mira calligraphiae monumenta, a mid-16th-century
manuscript on the art of calligraphy. The page reproduced here is known as
Damselfly, Carnation, Insect, Caterpillar, Ladybird, English Walnut, and Marine
Mollusk.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.69 x 8.86 • 176 pages
9781439797266 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Mira Botanica

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Porto, Portuguese Tiles, Dot-Grid Planners, Midi, Dot
Grid, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Azulejos (meaning small polished stone") are painted, glazed ceramic tiles
that date back to 13th-century Portugal where they were used inside buildings
during the Gothic period. Today, we see these decorative tiles across a wide
range of buildings, from monasteries, palaces and restaurants to bars, railway
stations and family homes. The design on the tiles commonly related to the
building's unique history, and the individual pieces often end up forming an
elaborate mosaic.

There are countless wonderful examples of these beautiful tiles all across
Portugal, many in the original blue and white colour scheme that was
fashionable in the "Age of Discovery" (15th century to the late 18th century).
Sao Bento Railway Station in Porto, the Bucaco Palace and many stops in the
Lisbon Metro are among the most famous sites known for their azulejo art.

The design reproduced here is pulled from the traditional tiles gracing the
facades of a variety of old houses in Porto. Ornate in detail, these tiles do not
just serve as decoration but represent an important part of Portuguese culture
and tradition. Held within are stories of their country and its past.

With our cover design we celebrate this enduring Portuguese symbol of
culture and tradition.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 176 pages
9781439797198 • $24.95 • wall calendar
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Portuguese Tiles

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Renoir, Letter to Morisot (1892), Embellished
Manuscripts Collection, Hardcover Journals, Midi,
Lined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French Impressionist artist Pierre-Auguste Renoir was acclaimed for his
portraiture, dreamy landscapes and vibrant still life paintings. Renoir's Bed of
Anemones is reproduced here as the lush backdrop to a letter he wrote to
fellow Impressionist Berthe Morisot ahead of her first solo exhibition.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.92 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796696 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Embellished Manuscripts Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Renoir, Letter to Morisot (1892), Embellished
Manuscripts Collection, Hardcover Journals, Midi,
Unlined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French Impressionist artist Pierre-Auguste Renoir was acclaimed for his
portraiture, dreamy landscapes and vibrant still life paintings. Renoir's Bed of
Anemones is reproduced here as the lush backdrop to a letter he wrote to
fellow Impressionist Berthe Morisot ahead of her first solo exhibition.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.92 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796740 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Embellished Manuscripts Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Renoir, Letter to Morisot (1892), Embellished
Manuscripts Collection, Hardcover Journals, Ultra,
Lined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French Impressionist artist Pierre-Auguste Renoir was acclaimed for his
portraiture, dreamy landscapes and vibrant still life paintings. Renoir's Bed of
Anemones is reproduced here as the lush backdrop to a letter he wrote to
fellow Impressionist Berthe Morisot ahead of her first solo exhibition.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
7.09 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796672 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Embellished Manuscripts Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Renoir, Letter to Morisot (1892), Embellished
Manuscripts Collection, Hardcover Journals, Ultra,
Unlined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

French Impressionist artist Pierre-Auguste Renoir was acclaimed for his
portraiture, dreamy landscapes and vibrant still life paintings. Renoir's Bed of
Anemones is reproduced here as the lush backdrop to a letter he wrote to
fellow Impressionist Berthe Morisot ahead of her first solo exhibition.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
7.09 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796689 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Embellished Manuscripts Collection

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Rose Chronicles, Rose Chronicles, Softcover Flexis,
Midi, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Let a swirl of rose inspire you to write your chronicles. This cover is based on
the binding for a book titled Chroniques, published by Salel Binder in Paris in
1514. The exuberance of the design reflects the splendour of the
Renaissance approach to decoration. In this rose-pink journal cover you may
see the intricacies of your own stories.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 6.89 • 176 pages
9781439797228 • $19.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Rose Chronicles

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Rose Chronicles, Rose Chronicles, Softcover Flexis,
Midi, Unlined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Let a swirl of rose inspire you to write your chronicles. This cover is based on
the binding for a book titled Chroniques, published by Salel Binder in Paris in
1514. The exuberance of the design reflects the splendour of the
Renaissance approach to decoration. In this rose-pink journal cover you may
see the intricacies of your own stories.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 6.89 • 176 pages
9781439797235 • $19.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Rose Chronicles

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Rose Chronicles, Rose Chronicles, Softcover Flexis,
Mini, Lined, Elastic Band, 208 Pg, 80 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Let a swirl of rose inspire you to write your chronicles. This cover is based on
the binding for a book titled Chroniques, published by Salel Binder in Paris in
1514. The exuberance of the design reflects the splendour of the
Renaissance approach to decoration. In this rose-pink journal cover you may
see the intricacies of your own stories.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 208 pages
9781439797242 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Rose Chronicles

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Rose Chronicles, Rose Chronicles, Softcover Flexis,
Ultra, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Let a swirl of rose inspire you to write your chronicles. This cover is based on
the binding for a book titled Chroniques, published by Salel Binder in Paris in
1514. The exuberance of the design reflects the splendour of the
Renaissance approach to decoration. In this rose-pink journal cover you may
see the intricacies of your own stories

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.69 x 8.86 • 176 pages
9781439797204 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Rose Chronicles

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Rose Chronicles, Rose Chronicles, Softcover Flexis,
Ultra, Unlined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Let a swirl of rose inspire you to write your chronicles. This cover is based on
the binding for a book titled Chroniques, published by Salel Binder in Paris in
1514. The exuberance of the design reflects the splendour of the
Renaissance approach to decoration. In this rose-pink journal cover you may
see the intricacies of your own stories.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.69 x 8.86 • 176 pages
9781439797211 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Rose Chronicles

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Skybird, Birds of Happiness, Hardcover Journals,
Midi, Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796863 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Skybird, Birds of Happiness, Hardcover Journals,
Midi, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796870 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Skybird, Birds of Happiness, Hardcover Journals,
Mini, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 85 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 176 pages
9781439796887 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Skybird, Birds of Happiness, Hardcover Journals,
Ultra, Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796849 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Skybird, Birds of Happiness, Hardcover Journals,
Ultra, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796856 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Skybird, Birds of Happiness, Jigsaw Puzzles, Puzzle,
1000 piece
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Legend has it that hanging a Bird of Happiness in one's home will bring health
and happiness. Artist Nadezhda Sokolova has taken inspiration from this
classic tale of Russian folklore with this Skybird design. Using her unique style
of batik painting on silk, Sokolova captures the warmth and optimism of the
legend.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
19.96 x 26.97
9781439797594 • $24.95
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Birds of Happiness

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Chanin Rise, New York Deco, Bookmarks,
Bookmark, 600 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

New York City's Chanin Building was built by Irwin S. Chanin in the late 1920s.
Representing some of the finest Art Deco in the city, the lobby was styled
around a City of Opportunity" concept. With a geometric design symbolizing
human thought and emotion, a bronze ventilator grille from the building is
reproduced here.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
9781439796528 • $4.95 • bookmark
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: New York Deco

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Orchard, Persian Poetry, Bookmarks, Bookmark
by by (artist) Paperblanks

This design is inspired by a 17th-century binding that originally housed the
Bustan (known in English as the Orchard) by Persian poet Saadi. Written
entirely in verse, the stories are rich in moral thought. The intricate botanical
patterns of this design beautifully reflect the fruits of Saadi's wisdom.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
1.57 x 7.28
9781439797532 • $4.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Persian Poetry

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Orchard, Persian Poetry, Guest Books, Guest
Book, Lined, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

This design is inspired by a 17th-century binding that originally housed the
Bustan (known in English as the Orchard) by Persian poet Saadi. Written
entirely in verse, the stories are rich in moral thought. The intricate botanical
patterns of this design beautifully reflect the fruits of Saadi's wisdom.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.86 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796610 • $34.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Persian Poetry

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Orchard, Persian Poetry, Guest Books, Guest
Book, Unlined, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

This design is inspired by a 17th-century binding that originally housed the
Bustan (known in English as the Orchard) by Persian poet Saadi. Written
entirely in verse, the stories are rich in moral thought. The intricate botanical
patterns of this design beautifully reflect the fruits of Saadi's wisdom.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.86 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796627 • $34.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Persian Poetry

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Orchard, Persian Poetry, Hardcover Journals,
Grande, Lined, Elastic Band, 128 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

This design is inspired by a 17th-century binding that originally housed the
Bustan (known in English as the Orchard) by Persian poet Saadi. Written
entirely in verse, the stories are rich in moral thought. The intricate botanical
patterns of this design beautifully reflect the fruits of Saadi's wisdom.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.07 x 11.81 • 128 pages
9781439705322 • $34.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Persian Poetry

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Orchard, Persian Poetry, Hardcover Journals,
Grande, Unlined, Elastic Band, 128 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

This design is inspired by a 17th-century binding that originally housed the
Bustan (known in English as the Orchard) by Persian poet Saadi. Written
entirely in verse, the stories are rich in moral thought. The intricate botanical
patterns of this design beautifully reflect the fruits of Saadi's wisdom.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.07 x 11.81 • 128 pages
9781439705339 • $34.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Persian Poetry

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Orchard, Persian Poetry, Hardcover Journals,
Midi, Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

This design is inspired by a 17th-century binding that originally housed the
Bustan (known in English as the Orchard) by Persian poet Saadi. Written
entirely in verse, the stories are rich in moral thought. The intricate botanical
patterns of this design beautifully reflect the fruits of Saadi's wisdom.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796481 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Persian Poetry

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Orchard, Persian Poetry, Hardcover Journals,
Midi, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

This design is inspired by a 17th-century binding that originally housed the
Bustan (known in English as the Orchard) by Persian poet Saadi. Written
entirely in verse, the stories are rich in moral thought. The intricate botanical
patterns of this design beautifully reflect the fruits of Saadi's wisdom.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796559 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Persian Poetry

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Orchard, Persian Poetry, Hardcover Journals,
Mini, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 85 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

This design is inspired by a 17th-century binding that originally housed the
Bustan (known in English as the Orchard) by Persian poet Saadi. Written
entirely in verse, the stories are rich in moral thought. The intricate botanical
patterns of this design beautifully reflect the fruits of Saadi's wisdom.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 176 pages
9781439796566 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Persian Poetry

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Orchard, Persian Poetry, Hardcover Journals,
Ultra, Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

This design is inspired by a 17th-century binding that originally housed the
Bustan (known in English as the Orchard) by Persian poet Saadi. Written
entirely in verse, the stories are rich in moral thought. The intricate botanical
patterns of this design beautifully reflect the fruits of Saadi's wisdom.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796443 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Persian Poetry

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Orchard, Persian Poetry, Hardcover Journals,
Ultra, Unlined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

This design is inspired by a 17th-century binding that originally housed the
Bustan (known in English as the Orchard) by Persian poet Saadi. Written
entirely in verse, the stories are rich in moral thought. The intricate botanical
patterns of this design beautifully reflect the fruits of Saadi's wisdom.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796474 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Persian Poetry

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Van Gogh's Irises, Van Gogh's Irises, Document
Folders, Document Folder, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Dutch artist Vincent van Gogh (1853-1890) was one of the greatest of the
Post-Impressionist painters. Though much of his work, like this Irises study, is
filled with brightness and light, Van Gogh's own life was filled with personal
turmoil. A severe mental health crisis, in which he now-famously cut off his
own ear, prompted Van Gogh to admit himself to the Saint-Paul Asylum at
Saint-Remy in the south of France. His recuperation began with painting of
the asylum garden, Irises chief among the resulting output. We are honoured
to feature this seminal painting from the J. Paul Getty Museum in our
collection.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
12.8 x 9.25
9781439797679 • $16.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Van Gogh's Irises

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Vault of the Milan Cathedral, Duomo di Milano,
Bookmarks, Bookmark
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Duomo di Milano represents the pinnacle of Italian Gothic architecture.
The drawing recreated here is part of a series proposed by the architect Paolo
Cesa Bianchi for the decoration of the interior vaults of the Cathedral. The
soaring arabesques create a sense of a faux relief arborescence over a
golden background.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
1.57 x 7.28
9781439797488 • $4.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Duomo di Milano

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Vault of the Milan Cathedral, Duomo di Milano,
Hardcover Journals, Midi, Lined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120
GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Duomo di Milano represents the pinnacle of Italian Gothic architecture.
The drawing recreated here is part of a series proposed by the architect Paolo
Cesa Bianchi for the decoration of the interior vaults of the Cathedral. The
soaring arabesques create a sense of a faux relief arborescence over a
golden background.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.92 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796771 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Duomo di Milano

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Vault of the Milan Cathedral, Duomo di Milano,
Hardcover Journals, Midi, Unlined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120
GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Duomo di Milano represents the pinnacle of Italian Gothic architecture.
The drawing recreated here is part of a series proposed by the architect Paolo
Cesa Bianchi for the decoration of the interior vaults of the Cathedral. The
soaring arabesques create a sense of a faux relief arborescence over a
golden background.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.92 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439796788 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Duomo di Milano

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Vault of the Milan Cathedral, Duomo di Milano,
Hardcover Journals, Ultra, Lined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120
GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Duomo di Milano represents the pinnacle of Italian Gothic architecture.
The drawing recreated here is part of a series proposed by the architect Paolo
Cesa Bianchi for the decoration of the interior vaults of the Cathedral. The
soaring arabesques create a sense of a faux relief arborescence over a
golden background.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
7.09 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796757 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Duomo di Milano

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Vault of the Milan Cathedral, Duomo di Milano,
Hardcover Journals, Ultra, Unlined, Wrap, 144 Pg, 120
GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Duomo di Milano represents the pinnacle of Italian Gothic architecture.
The drawing recreated here is part of a series proposed by the architect Paolo
Cesa Bianchi for the decoration of the interior vaults of the Cathedral. The
soaring arabesques create a sense of a faux relief arborescence over a
golden background.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
7.09 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439796764 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Duomo di Milano

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Vault of the Milan Cathedral, Duomo di Milano, Pencil
Cases, Pencil Case, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

The Duomo di Milano represents the pinnacle of Italian Gothic architecture.
The drawing recreated here is part of a series proposed by the architect Paolo
Cesa Bianchi for the decoration of the interior vaults of the Cathedral. The
soaring arabesques create a sense of a faux relief arborescence over a
golden background.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.66 x 1.18
9781439797433 • $12.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Duomo di Milano

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Flowers, Playful Creations, Bookmarks,
Bookmark
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch was a self-taught artist who created brilliantly coloured, vibrant
and moving themes with paint and paper, exquisitely embellished with gold
and silver. A tribute to the infinite bliss of flowers, this Wild Flowers design
symbolizes the blossoming of the spirit as much as the beauty of a lovely
garden.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
1.57 x 7.28
9781439797525 • $4.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Playful Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Flowers, Playful Creations, Canvas Bags, Canvas
Bag
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch was a self-taught artist who created brilliantly coloured, vibrant
and moving themes with paint and paper, exquisitely embellished with gold
and silver. A tribute to the infinite bliss of flowers, this Wild Flowers design
symbolizes the blossoming of the spirit as much as the beauty of a lovely
garden.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
.59 x 1.77
9781439797587 • $24.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Playful Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Flowers, Playful Creations, Flexi Dot-Grid
Planners, Midi, Dot Grid, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 120
GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch was a self-taught artist who created brilliantly coloured, vibrant
and moving themes with paint and paper, exquisitely embellished with gold
and silver. A tribute to the infinite bliss of flowers, this Wild Flowers design
symbolizes the blossoming of the spirit as much as the beauty of a lovely
garden.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 6.89 • 176 pages
9781439797419 • $21.95 • wall calendar
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Playful Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Flowers, Playful Creations, Pencil Cases, Pencil
Case, Wrap
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch was a self-taught artist who created brilliantly coloured, vibrant
and moving themes with paint and paper, exquisitely embellished with gold
and silver. A tribute to the infinite bliss of flowers, this Wild Flowers design
symbolizes the blossoming of the spirit as much as the beauty of a lovely
garden.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
8.66 x 1.18
9781439797686 • $12.95 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Playful Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Flowers, Playful Creations, Softcover Flexis, Midi,
Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch was a self-taught artist who created brilliantly coloured, vibrant
and moving themes with paint and paper, exquisitely embellished with gold
and silver. A tribute to the infinite bliss of flowers, this Wild Flowers design
symbolizes the blossoming of the spirit as much as the beauty of a lovely
garden.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 6.89 • 176 pages
9781439797389 • $19.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Playful Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Flowers, Playful Creations, Softcover Flexis, Midi,
Unlined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch was a self-taught artist who created brilliantly coloured, vibrant
and moving themes with paint and paper, exquisitely embellished with gold
and silver. A tribute to the infinite bliss of flowers, this Wild Flowers design
symbolizes the blossoming of the spirit as much as the beauty of a lovely
garden.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 6.89 • 176 pages
9781439797396 • $19.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Playful Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Flowers, Playful Creations, Softcover Flexis, Mini,
Lined, Elastic Band, 208 Pg, 80 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch was a self-taught artist who created brilliantly coloured, vibrant
and moving themes with paint and paper, exquisitely embellished with gold
and silver. A tribute to the infinite bliss of flowers, this Wild Flowers design
symbolizes the blossoming of the spirit as much as the beauty of a lovely
garden.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 208 pages
9781439797402 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Playful Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Flowers, Playful Creations, Softcover Flexis,
Ultra, Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch was a self-taught artist who created brilliantly coloured, vibrant
and moving themes with paint and paper, exquisitely embellished with gold
and silver. A tribute to the infinite bliss of flowers, this Wild Flowers design
symbolizes the blossoming of the spirit as much as the beauty of a lovely
garden.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.69 x 8.86 • 176 pages
9781439797365 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Playful Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Flowers, Playful Creations, Softcover Flexis,
Ultra, Unlined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 100 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Laurel Burch was a self-taught artist who created brilliantly coloured, vibrant
and moving themes with paint and paper, exquisitely embellished with gold
and silver. A tribute to the infinite bliss of flowers, this Wild Flowers design
symbolizes the blossoming of the spirit as much as the beauty of a lovely
garden.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.69 x 8.86 • 176 pages
9781439797372 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Playful Creations

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wildflower Song , 2007, Hardcover Journals, Midi,
Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Inspired by an 1893 binding of The Poems by William Blake, this design
features delicate golden wildflowers. Considered one of the greatest
Romantic-era geniuses, Blake embraced the divine imagination, often using
flowers as a metaphor. Echoing Blake's reverence for nature, Wildflower Song
is sure to make your spirit sing.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439797099 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Winter 2024 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wildflower Song , 2007, Hardcover Journals, Midi,
Unlined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Inspired by an 1893 binding of The Poems by William Blake, this design
features delicate golden wildflowers. Considered one of the greatest
Romantic-era geniuses, Blake embraced the divine imagination, often using
flowers as a metaphor. Echoing Blake's reverence for nature, Wildflower Song
is sure to make your spirit sing.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
4.72 x 7.09 • 144 pages
9781439797105 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Wildflower Song , 2007, Hardcover Journals, Mini,
Lined, Elastic Band, 176 Pg, 85 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Inspired by an 1893 binding of The Poems by William Blake, this design
features delicate golden wildflowers. Considered one of the greatest
Romantic-era geniuses, Blake embraced the divine imagination, often using
flowers as a metaphor. Echoing Blake's reverence for nature, Wildflower Song
is sure to make your spirit sing.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
3.54 x 5.51 • 176 pages
9781439797112 • $17.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Wildflower Song , 2007, Hardcover Journals, Ultra,
Lined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Inspired by an 1893 binding of The Poems by William Blake, this design
features delicate golden wildflowers. Considered one of the greatest
Romantic-era geniuses, Blake embraced the divine imagination, often using
flowers as a metaphor. Echoing Blake's reverence for nature, Wildflower Song
is sure to make your spirit sing.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439797075 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Wildflower Song , 2007, Hardcover Journals, Ultra,
Unlined, Elastic Band, 144 Pg, 120 GSM
by by (artist) Paperblanks

Inspired by an 1893 binding of The Poems by William Blake, this design
features delicate golden wildflowers. Considered one of the greatest
Romantic-era geniuses, Blake embraced the divine imagination, often using
flowers as a metaphor. Echoing Blake's reverence for nature, Wildflower Song
is sure to make your spirit sing.

Paperblanks
On Sale: Mar 1/24
6.89 x 9.06 • 144 pages
9781439797082 • $26.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Busy Bunny Wooden Pull Toy
by Petit Collage

A classic wooden pull toy that encourages little walkers to wander with a new
friend. Colorful and cheerful, this bunny is always busy doing one thing-
nibbling on a carrot! See what busy things a newly walking toddler can find to
do with busy bunny as they stroll along together.

Perfect for ages 18m+.

Made using FSC wood and printed using 75% recycled materials with
vegetable inks. Plastic-free packaging.

CUTE BUNNY PULL TOY - Bunnies have long been a favorite animal for kids.
With its cheery face and pull-along feature, this Busy Bunny Wooden Pull Toy
is sure to become your little one's new best friend.

PLAY & DEVELOPMENT - Strolling and exploring with a walking toy develops
hand-eye coordination, movement, direction, gross motor skills, and fine
motor skills. Being a pull-along, the Busy Bunny will encourage children to get
to their feet, improve their stability, and have the confidence to move.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This product is made using FSC wood and
packaged using 75% recycled material printed with vegetable inks. Plastic-
free packaging.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
6.3 x 7.09
9781797229256 • $33.00 • clothing
Pets / Mice, Hamsters, Guinea Pigs, Etc. • Ages 2 and
up • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Calm Ideas for Busy Kids: Mindful Edition
by Petit Collage

Need some ideas to bring some calm to playtime, relax little ones to create
some quiet time, or engage the mind with creative activities? Pick a card from
Calm Ideas for Busy Kids!

From clay making to poetry writing and shadow drawing, this pack includes 50
calm ideas to inspire kids and keep boredom at bay. How about making a
nature treasure box? Or creating a mini village using recycling? And how
about some cloud spotting? Or some superhero yoga poses!

Choose cards with the paint palette icon if you're feeling creative, the cloud
icon if you're feeling quiet, or the butterfly icon if you're in the mood for
something sensory. With so many options, you can pick more than once to
find the just-right activity to fit your needs!

Perfect for ages 4+, this set offers plenty of ways to keep kids entertained and
calm.

Made using FSC paper and printed with vegetable inks. Plastic-free
packaging.

CALM IDEAS CARD DECK - These calm ideas cards from Petit Collage are
specifically designed to inspire ways to calm little ones through play and
creativity. Learn how to make a bird feeder, find a face in the clouds, create a
feelings tree, and much more.

PERFECT GIFT FOR KIDS & ADULTS - Suitable for ages 4+, this activity set
is great for any parent or guardian looking for new ways to calm kids through
play. Ideal for a pre-holiday or travel gift.

PLAY & DEVELOPMENT - Start expanding young minds with 50 ideas to
make them feel relaxed and calm, think about their feelings, and develop
mindfulness through play.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This product is made using FSC paper and
packaged in a keepsake tin.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
2.91 x 3.94 • 50 pages
9781797229355 • $15.00
Crafts & Hobbies / General • Ages 4 and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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In-the-Park Bingo Magnetic Travel Game
by Petit Collage

Bingo! A classic game with a magnetic twist for on-the-go fun! Spot a dog, a
bike, or a ball, and mark it on your bingo sheet. Keep your eyes peeled as you
enjoy a walk in the park. Perfect for ages 4+, 2 players, this set encourages
little ones to go out into nature and enjoy a game of search and find, with the
added fun of being the first to shout BINGO!

Packaged in a convenient tin, the game is ideal for playing on the go. Includes
two bingo boards and 50 magnetic markers.

PORTABLE BINGO GAME - In-the-Park Bingo Magnetic Travel Game is a
perfect companion for engaging kids while out and about. Try to be the first to
spot five things in a row, such as a dog, butterfly, or kite. Keep your eyes
peeled, then mark what you see on your bingo board.

SEEK AND FIND FAMILY FUN - Suitable for ages 4+, this outdoor bingo
game makes an excellent gift for screen-free and mindful fun for young
children.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This product is made using FSC paper and
tin. Plastic-free packaging.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
5.31 x 7.48
9781797229362 • $22.50 • clothing
Games / Travel Games • Ages 4 and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Lion, Tiger, and Bear Wooden Stacking Puzzle
by Petit Collage

A lion, a tiger, a bear-oh my! This cheerful stacker set features nine chunky
wooden pieces to mix and match. For hours of stacking fun, complete each
animal by matching the colors, or mix them up to create fun imaginary
animals! Includes five double-sided stacking sequence guide cards to add a
challenge to free play.

Perfect for ages 18m+, this set encourages the development of fine motor
skills, hand-eye coordination, color and shape recognition, and problem-
solving skills.

Made using FSC wood and printed using 75% recycled materials with
vegetable inks.

CUTE ANIMAL STACKING TOY - A lion, a tiger, a bear-oh my! Stack these
favorite animals in any order. Try mixing and matching their heads and bodies
for extra fun!

PLAY & DEVELOPMENT - This unique stacking puzzle promotes the
development of hand-eye coordination, dexterity, color and shape recognition,
and fine motor and problem-solving skills.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This product is made using FSC wood and
packaged using 75% recycled material printed with vegetable inks. Plastic-
free packaging.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
9.53 x 5.75
9781797229270 • $33.00
Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Size & Shape • Ages 2
and up • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Market Match-Up!
A Spin, Search, and Sort Game
by Petit Collage

Spin to win! Collect a rainbow's worth of colorful fruits, vegetables, and
healthy treats from the market. The player with the most items in their basket
wins the game. But watch out for the wriggly worm or you'll have to miss a
turn!
Market Match-up, by Petit Collage, combines a memory game with a market
theme. Spin the spinner to determine which color produce you need to find
from the face-down pieces. You can turn over only one piece to see if it
matches. If not, you place it back down but try to remember where it is for
matching later in the game. You need a good memory and some luck with the
spinner to win! A fun sorting element comes in at the end of the game, where
kids can set up their market stall with everything in the correct order to gain
extra points.

Perfect for 4 players, ages 4+. Includes 4 Market Match-Up baskets, 35
grocery pieces, 1 spinner, and instructions.
HOW TO PLAY:
Spread out the 35 grocery pieces face down on the table. Each player takes a
Market Match-up basket.

Grab Your Groceries Gameplay (ages 4-6):
The youngest player spins first. If the arrow lands on a color, your aim is to
find a grocery piece of the same color. Pick up any face-down piece. If the
color matches put it in your basket (example: arrow lands on yellow, pick up a
banana, add to the yellow section of your basket). If the color does not match,
show the piece to the other players and return it face down anywhere on the
table.
If the (...)

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
6.69 x 6.69
9781797229294 • $27.00
Games / General • Ages 4 and up • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Nursery Counting Puzzle: Five Little Speckled Frogs
by Petit Collage

One, two, three, four, five little speckled frogs! This nursery rhyme puzzle lets
little ones practice color matching and counting as they set the numbered
frogs into place on a rainbow lily pad. The set includes one wooden lily pad
base, five colorful wooden frogs, and a lovely nursery rhyme booklet for
interactive singing or talking along while playing.

Perfect for ages 12m+, this puzzle play set offers plenty of creative play to
keep little ones entertained. The lily pad base can be flipped over for a free-
play surface.

Made using FSC wood and printed using 75% recycled materials with
vegetable inks. Plastic-free packaging.

FROG-THEMED LEARNING TOY - Designed using the popular theme of
frogs, this Nursery Counting Puzzle will appeal to children who love cute
critters, are just beginning to learn their numbers, and enjoy singing nursery
rhymes together.

PLAY & DEVELOPMENT - Matching and counting numbers and colors with
these bright wooden puzzle pieces develops fine motor skills, color and shape
recognition, and hand-eye coordination.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This set is made using FSC wood and printed
using 75% recycled packaging with vegetable inks. Plastic-free packaging.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
8.15 x 8.35
9781797229249 • $27.00
Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Counting • Ages 1 and
up • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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On-The-Go Game Duo Garden Friends
by Petit Collage

Get immersed in nature with two all-time favorite games! Players move bees
and bugs across the grids printed on a handy travel bag in this fun and
colorful take on the classic games of Tic-Tac-Toe and Snakes and Ladders.
Set includes 10 wooden counters, a wooden die, and instructions in a
compact on-the-go format.

Perfect for ages 4+, 2 players, this game duo in a great on-the-go pouch will
keep kids entertained anywhere.

The pouch is made using recycled PET materials with a recycled PP cord, and
the wooden pieces are made using recycled wood.

TWO CLASSIC GAMES IN ONE SET - A garden friends theme adds appeal
for kids who love nature as they engage in classic gameplay. The wooden
pieces and clever printing on the storage bag make it easy to play a version of
Tic-Tac-Toe or Snakes and Ladders anywhere!

PLAY & DEVELOPMENT - Games are a wonderful way for children to learn
the values of patience, focus, winning and losing with grace, and how to play
with others. For younger children, moving the pieces around the game
develops hand-eye coordination, dexterity, and color and shape recognition.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - The pouch is made using recycled PET with a
recycled PP cord, and the wooden pieces are made using recycled wood.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
6.1 x 8.46
9781797229379 • $15.00
Games / Travel Games • Ages 4 and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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On-The-Go Game Duo Space Adventure
by Petit Collage

Travel the galaxy with two all-time favorite games! Players move planets and
rockets across the grids printed on a handy travel bag in this fun and colorful
cosmic take on the classic games of Tic-Tac-Toe and Snakes and Ladders.
Set includes 10 wooden counters, a wooden die, and instructions in a
compact on-the-go format.

Perfect for ages 4+, 2 players, this game duo in a great on-the-go pouch will
keep kids entertained anywhere.

The pouch is made using recycled PET materials with a recycled PP cord, and
the wooden pieces are made using recycled wood.

TWO CLASSIC GAMES IN ONE SET - A cosmic adventure theme adds
appeal for kids who love space as they engage in classic gameplay. The
wooden pieces and clever printing on the storage bag make it easy to play a
version of Tic-Tac-Toe or Snakes and Ladders anywhere!

PLAY & DEVELOPMENT - Games are a wonderful way for children to learn
the values of patience, focus, winning and losing with grace, and how to play
with others. For younger children, moving the pieces around the game
develops hand-eye coordination, dexterity, and color and shape recognition.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - The pouch is made using recycled PET with a
recycled PP cord, and the wooden pieces are made using recycled wood.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
6.1 x 8.46
9781797229386 • $15.00
Games / Travel Games • Ages 4 and up • Non
Returnable

Notes
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Pet Jumble
A Game of Fast Reactions
by Petit Collage

A fast-paced card-matching game that puts the pet in com pet ition!

Can you spot the dog with the bone? The sleeping cat? The colorful parrot?
Be quick because there is only one match per card, and you only win the card
if you spot it first! For pet lovers and card game lovers alike, Pet Jumble is so
much fun you'll want to play it again and again.

Perfect for ages 4+, 2-6 players.

Made using FSC paper printed with vegetable inks and packaged in a
keepsake tin.

KIDS CARD GAME - Have a paw fectly good time with the Pet Jumble Card
Game from Petit Collage. It's a kids' game of quick thinking and fast reactions
that is sure to bring laughter and fun to any game night.

EASY TO PLAY - This card-matching game for kids is easy to play. It's ideal
for 2-6 players, ages 4 and up. There are 31 pet-themed cards and game
instructions included. It makes a great gift or play date activity.

TAKE-ANYWHERE GAME - Packaged in a durable keepsake tin, the cards
and instructions are easily stored together and kept safe from damage. It's
easy to toss this game into a purse or backpack for on-the-go fun, making it
an ideal travel activity for kids.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This product is made using FSC materials
and packaged using 75% recycled material printed with vegetable inks.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
4.13 x 4.13 • 31 pages
9781797229317 • $15.00
Games / Card Games / General • Ages 4 and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Petit Friends Puppet Theatre Set
by Petit Collage

Encourage imagination and storytelling with this delightful puppet theatre set.
Assemble the easy-to-make puppets and theatre. Then use the three sticker
sheets to create ten animal friends and decorate the stage. The animal
characters can either be used as finger puppets or freestanding play pieces.
Let the show begin!

Perfect for ages 4+, this set offers hours of creative play for budding
performers and directors!

Made using FSC paper and packaging printed using 75% recycled materials
with vegetable inks.

IMAGINATIVE STORYTELLING TOY - This hands-on puppet theatre kit offers
a creative building activity and a great way to learn and practice fundamental
social skills. Pretend play gives kids a chance to practice interaction and ways
to act out different scenarios.

PLAY & DEVELOPMENT - Creating characters and stories, role-playing, and
performing for others helps develop social skills, problem-solving, social-
emotional learning, and creative thinking.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This product is made using FSC paper and
packaged using 75% recycled material printed with vegetable inks.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
4.92 x 7.87
9781797229263 • $22.50 • kit
Crafts & Hobbies / Puppets & Puppetry • Ages 4 and
up • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Reveal Puzzle: You Are My Baby
by Petit Collage

Match animal parents and babies with this multi-layered eight-piece puzzle.
Baby bunny, owl, bear, and fox characters are tucked beneath their parents.
Little ones can pull apart the puzzle, use their imaginations to enjoy creative
play with the chunky wooden pieces, then pop them all back in their homes
when playtime ends.

Perfect for ages 18m+, this set encourages development of fine motor skills,
hand-eye coordination, problem-solving, and color and shape recognition.

Made using FSC wood and packaging printed using 75% recycled materials
with vegetable inks.

MATCHING PUZZLE GAME - Bunnies, owls, bears, and foxes create this
Reveal Puzzle from Petit Collage. Animal toys are always a favorite with little
ones, especially with their friendly faces and bright colors. These wooden
animal puzzle pieces double as sweet character figures for free play.

PLAY & DEVELOPMENT - Little ones can easily grab onto the eight chunky
wooden pieces to sort and match the parent-child pairs, developing fine motor
skills, hand-eye coordination, problem-solving, and color and shape
recognition.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This product is made using FSC wood and
packaged using 75% recycled material printed with vegetable inks.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
8.27 x 8.27
9781797229287 • $27.00
Games / Puzzles • Ages 2 and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes
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Sticker Activity Set: Funny Faces
by Petit Collage

Be silly and express yourself with this sticker activity set filled with facial
features and colorful accessories! A friendly bunch of funny faces covers the
four-panel foldout play scene. Get creative as you fill the faces of people and
animals. On the reverse side, complete the busy crowd scene by adding eyes,
mouths, hats, and more. More than 100 exciting stickers to choose from!

Perfect for ages 3+, this set is plastic-free and printed with vegetable inks onto
FSC paper and card.

STICKER PLAY SET - Hours of fun await with this Funny Faces Sticker
Activity Set. The large foldout features playful, detailed illustrations on both
sides. Children can choose from over 100 repositionable stickers to make
funny faces and silly scenes.

PLAY & DEVELOPMENT - Compact and lightweight, this set is perfect for fun
at home and on the go. Sticker activities encourage imaginative play and help
develop hand-eye coordination, color and shape recognition, and fine motor
skills.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This product is made using FSC paper and
card and is plastic-free with no lamination.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
9.53 x 12.4 • 8 pages
9781797229331 • $15.00 • clothing
Games & Activities / Activity Books • Ages 3 and up •
Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Telling the Time Floor Puzzle
by Petit Collage

Learning to tell the time has never been so much fun! Can you find the bear
painting at 10am? The sleeping sloth at 3am? The tiger brushing his teeth
before the day begins? Fill in the hours of the day and night with the animals
having fun playing, eating, and sleeping. Once the puzzle is complete, use the
moving hands to set different times and have fun thinking about what routines
or activities you do at these times each day.

Perfect for ages 3+.

Made using FSC paper and packaging printed using 75% recycled materials
with vegetable inks.

PUZZLE FOR KIDS - Telling the Time 25-Piece Floor Puzzle from Petit
Collage has big sturdy pieces perfect for little hands. The completed large
floor puzzle measures 18 x 18" and is perfect for ages 3+.

BRIGHTLY ILLUSTRATED LEARNING CLOCK - This jigsaw puzzle features
a bright, bold, detailed illustration that offers plenty of things to spot once the
clock puzzle is complete. Building puzzles promotes hand-eye coordination
and development of problem-solving skills.

STURDY STORAGE BOX - The puzzle is packaged in a keepsake carrying
box with a soft cotton rope handle that's easy for little hands to carry. Plus, this
25-piece puzzle is ready to gift for birthdays, holidays, or just because!

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This product is made using FSC materials
and packaged using 75% recycled material printed with vegetable inks.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
8.86 x 9.17
9781797229300 • $27.00
Games / Puzzles • Ages 3 and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes
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Woodland Wobble
A Wildlife Stacking Game
by Petit Collage

Bunny, hedgehog, squirrel, bear, and more are ready to pile up on a bright
wooden mushroom-but watch out for the wobbles!

You'll need a steady hand as you stack woodland wildlife in this fun balancing
game. The die decides your next move, but it's up to you to avoid toppling the
tower. How many pieces can you stack before your woodland starts to
wobble? A small acorn may be simple, but a big brown bear may not be so
easy! Plus, with custom rules, you can create a unique twist each time you
play.

Perfect for 2 - 4 players, ages 3+.

Made using FSC wood. Packaging printed with vegetable inks and packaged
in a tin.

KIDS' STACKING GAME - Suitable for ages 3+ and 2 - 4 players, it's time for
a nature-themed balancing challenge with the Woodland Wobble Stacking
Game from Petit Collage!

PLAY & DEVELOPMENT - Sorting and stacking these wooden game pieces
develops fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination, problem-solving, and
balancing.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - This product is made using FSC materials
and packaged using 75% recycled material printed with vegetable inks.

PETIT COLLAGE - Petit Collage is all about good design. We combine a
modern aesthetic with environmentally conscious manufacturing to create
bold, thoughtful products to delight little ones. We strive to make our products
beautiful and fun in equal measure.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Feb 6/24
7.87 x 7.09
9781797229324 • $22.50
Games / Logic & Brain Teasers • Ages 3 and up • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Journey
A Guided Journal for Becoming and Unbecoming
by Katherine Stetson

In JOURNEY: A GUIDED JOURNAL FOR BECOMING AND UNBECOMING,
readers are invited to discover themselves in a new light. Sharing her
perspective as a mental health nurse, author Katherine Stetson supports
readers in their creative processes by offering them a hundred questions to
investigate their unique histories and past and present complexities.

Create self-knowledge by inquiring How would someone fall in love withyou?"
to tapping into the simplest of joys in "What brings out your inner child?"
Stetson uses the principles of psychology and mindfulness to craft the
questions designed to spark reflection, insight, and change - and to give our
life its greatest meaning.
With generous space for thoughts and musings, JOURNEY uses the power of
self-inquiry to restore readers to their most authentic selves - the selves that
are clear, grounded, motivated, grateful, and complete.

Author Bio

Location: Prince Edward Island, Canada

A Registered Emergency Nurse, Katherine shifted gears to become a
comprehensive mental health nurse. Diving head-first into best practices,
Katherine's studies have covered many topics, including cognitive behavioural
therapy, acceptance and commitment therapy, and trauma-informed care. A
yoga teacher, Reiki Master, and certified in Meditation and Mindfulness, her
passion for making a difference in the lives of her patients has become a
lovingvocation.
Katherine is a Masters of Nursing student with a focus on Leadership, and
lives in her own busy household with her partner and twin stepdaughters. She
lives for the simplicity of rare quiet moments within the chaos.

Pownal Street Press
On Sale: Apr 9/24
7.5 x 9 • 128 pages
9781738818297 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Self-Help / Journaling • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
ZG Stories influencer campaign and mental health
media mailing, Sponsored Amazon ads.
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The Pollinator Garden Planning Deck
Build a Thriving Habitat for Bees, Birds, and Butterflies (A 109-
Card Box Set)
by Cathy Katz, Michael Katz and Jenny Katz

A handy and beautifully designed card deck featuring a diverse array of
plants, flowers, and trees and related growing information that makes it
easy for anyone to cultivate and maintain pollinator-friendly plants in
their own garden.

Gardeners of all levels can join in the movement toward ecologically friendly
gardening and welcome diverse species of birds, butterflies, and more to their
backyard or balcony gardens or farms, by simply choosing pollinator plants
that will thrive in their environment.

The 109 cards included in The Pollinator Garden Planning Deck are brimming
with information and full-color photographs of a diverse assortment of
wildflowers, shrubs, trees, and grasses whose nectar and pollen nurture a
range of pollinators. Many are perennials, meaning they are easy to maintain
and require little upkeep. Specific species in the deck are native to the United
States, but many of the plants have European counterparts.

Each card features a vibrant photo and describes the size, color, growing
conditions, planting considerations, nourished pollinators, and special qualities
of these pollinator plants. With more than 100 profiled plants, the deck can
easily be sorted and grouped to find the right selection for your garden,
season by season, making it a wonderfully customizable resource.

Great for home gardeners, landscape designers, and educational programs,
this practical and inspiring gardening deck makes it easy to plant for
pollinators, from native bees to Monarch butterflies, hummingbirds, beneficial
insects, and much more, and ensure you have blooms throughout the season.

Author Bio

That's A Plenty Farm & Pollinator Habitat is a three-acre pollinator nursery
situated in the floodplain of the Connecticut River in Hadley, MA. Started in
2007 by Michael and Cathy Katz, three generations of family, including their
daughter and coauthor Jenny Katz, currently contribute to the farm.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Feb 27/24
3.63 x 5.88 • 109 pages
9781797226286 • $29.95 • PD - 105 full-color
photographs, 109 cards in box with lift-off lid
Gardening / Flowers / Perennials • NON-
RETURNABLE
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100 Birthday Jokes
by Ridley's Games

These 100 Birthday Jokes from Ridley's Games include cheeky puns and
sweet silliness that will make you howl with laughter!

Packaged in a birthday cake box, they're perfect for entertaining kids and
making grown-ups giggle. Suitable for ages 8+, 1+ players, average 15
minutes of fun. Printed using FSC paper and soy inks. Recyclable.

JOKES FOR KIDS AND ADULTS - Who doesn't love a good joke? Especially
ones that get a party laughing! This collection contains classic jokes you'll
want to repeat again and again.

PARTY ENTERTAINMENT - Fun for the whole family, this set would be perfec
entertainment for a birthday celebration.

GREAT GIFT IDEA - Packaged in a delicious-looking birthday cake box, this
would make a great gift for the jokesters in your life. It's also perfect for party
bags!

RIDLEY'S - Ridley's invents exciting, original, quality games and toys to spark
imaginations, banish boredom, and open up a world of immense fun. Our
games offer players a truly unique experience, with innovative bespoke
packaging and gameplay.

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Feb 6/24
3.35 x 3.7 • 100 pages
9781797229072 • $12.00
Humor / Form / Jokes & Riddles • Ages 8 and up •
NON-RETURNABLE
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A Little Selfish: Space Mini Edition
by Ridley's Games

Discover if you have what it takes to be the sole survivor of a spacewalk gone
wrong in A Little Selfish: Space Edition from Ridley's Games! This Mini Edition
of our bestselling classic offers a faster game that can be played over a
smaller playing surface-perfect for on-the-go fun.

You and your former friends are floating in space, and your oxygen supplies
are running low. Only the first one back to the ship will survive. This devious
strategy game is a race through the vast and dangerous void. Attempt to
reach safety while desperately preserving your oxygen supply and
simultaneously sabotaging your fellow astronauts.

Perfect for playing with friends, families, and lovers of light strategy games. It's
suitable for ages 8+, 2-4 players, has an average 10-minute gameplay, and
includes English-language instructions. Made using FSC paper and soy inks.

How to Play:
Choose your astronaut and put the spaceship in its place-four tantalizing
moves away from your starting position! Each player gets a hand of Action
and Oxygen cards to use as their first line of survival. Decide who will play
first; the oldest player would be a good choice since they have less time to live
anyway! On your turn, use the cards in your hand to defend, steal, and
sabotage other astronauts, and move through the vast expanse of space as
you face the dangers of wormholes, asteroid fields, laser blasts, and whatever
else comes at you out of the darkness! Only the first astronaut to get back to
the ship will survive, so you must (...)

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Feb 6/24
5.12 x 3.82
9781797229096 • $18.00
Games / General • Ages 7 and up • Non Returnable
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A Little Selfish: Zombie Mini Edition
by Ridley's Games

Discover if you have what it takes to escape the zombie apocalypse in A Little
Selfish: Zombie Edition from Ridley's Games! This Mini Edition of our
bestselling classic offers a faster game that can be played over a smaller
playing surface-perfect for on-the-go fun.

You and your friends are survivors of a devastating zombie apocalypse. Your
supplies are running low, and the zombies are getting closer. Only the first
human to make it to the chopper will escape. This merciless strategy game is
a race across the terrifying zombie-filled wasteland. Attempt to reach safety
while preserving your supplies and terrorizing your fellow survivors.

Perfect for playing with friends, families, and lovers of light strategy games. It's
suitable for ages 8+, 2-4 players, has an average 10-minute gameplay, and
includes English-language instructions. Made using FSC paper and soy inks.

How to Play:
Choose your survivor and put the chopper in its place-four perilous moves
away from your starting position! Each player gets a hand of Action and
Supplies cards to use as their first line of survival. Decide who will play first;
the oldest player would be a good choice since they have less time to live
anyway! On your turn, use your cards to defend, scheme, and rampage your
way through what's left of the city as you face the hordes of the undead,
desperate bandits, and whatever else lurksaround the corner! Only the first
survivor to get to the chopper will escape, so you must be prepared to leave
everyone else behind. And remember: if you (...)

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Feb 6/24
5.12 x 3.82
9781797229102 • $18.00
Games / General • Ages 7 and up • Non Returnable
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Bird Lover's 1000-Piece Jigsaw Puzzle
by Ridley's Games

A challenging 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle that's all about birds and their flyways!

As you put together this Bird Lover's 1000-piece Jigsaw Puzzle from Ridley's
Games, you'll uncover over 100 beautiful birds soaring along their flyways
around the world. You'll also find a map included with information about the
eight migration flyways, as well as facts about the birds and where they take
flight.

Featuring stunning illustrations of these majestic creatures, this is a great gift
for ornithophiles and twitchers in your life. And once the circular jigsaw is
finished, it's easy to frame to create a piece of art!
Perfect for the bird or puzzle lover, it comes in giftable tube packaging.
Completed jigsaw measures 26.8 in / 68 cm in diameter. Made using 70%
recycled materials and 30% FSC paper. Printed using soy inks.

1000-PIECE PUZZLE - As you piece together this Bird Lover's 1000-piece
Jigsaw Puzzle from Ridley's Games, you'll reveal over 100 beautiful birds
soaring along their flyways.

MORE THAN A JIGSAW - Inside, you'll also find a map of the eight migration
flyways as well as facts about the birds and where they take flight.

PERFECT GIFT IDEA - This entertaining jigsaw puzzle makes an inspired gift
for any bird lover, especially with the included map and fact sheet. Once
finished, it's easy to frame the jigsaw to create a piece of art. It's packaged in
a stylish cylindrical container, so there's no wrapping required.

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED - Each piece of this puzzle for adults is
composed of durable, lightweight board with a gloss finish. Plus, it's printed on
FSC paper with soy inks and made using 70% recycled materials.

RIDLEY'S - Ridley's invents exciting, original, quality games and toys to spark
imaginations, banish boredom, and open up a world of immense fun. Our
games offer players a truly unique experience, with innovative bespoke
packaging and gameplay.

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Feb 6/24
4.53 x 12.01 • 1000 pages
9781797229140 • $30.00
Games / Puzzles • Ages 12 and up • NON-
RETURNABLE
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Timescape: Cleopatra's Curse
An Escape Room Game
by Ridley's Games

Agents of Timekeepers Incorporated, we need you! In trying to uncover the
location of Cleopatra's tomb, we seem to have accidentally unleashed a
monumental curse upon the world that is ripping the space-time continuum
apart. Nothing is where it should be-one agent has sighted a caveman eating
a hot dog in Times Square! You must travel back and break the curse to
restore the timeline to its proper order.

Embark on a thrilling journey through Ancient Egypt in this captivating escape-
room experience. Solve challenging puzzles, break centuries-old curses, and
discover hidden treasures as you delve into the mysteries of Cleopatra's tomb.
Use your powers of logic, cunning, and courage to solve the puzzles and save
the future. The fate of time itself rests in your hands.

Perfect for friends, families, puzzle solvers, and Escape Room fanatics, it's
suitable for ages 12+, 1 or more players, and has an average 90-minute
gameplay. Plus, unlike most escape puzzle games, Timescape: Cleopatra's
Curse is entirely reusable and re-giftable as the content is not damaged
during play if erasable pencil is used for note-taking.

Printed using FSC paper and soy inks.

How to Play:
Step back in time and immerse yourself in the world of Ancient Egypt. You and
your fellow agents must work together to break the curse of Cleopatra's tomb
before your enlightened" Time Agency bosses inadvertently unleash it on the
world!
You and your team will uncover clues, decipher codes, and unravel mysteries
to navigate your way through this escape room-style game. Use your
combined powers of (...)

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Feb 6/24
5.12 x 7.68
9781797229119 • $22.50
Games / Logic & Brain Teasers • Ages 12 and up •
Non Returnable
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Tortoise Tumble
by Created by Ridley's Games

Get ready to roll with Tortoise Tumble from Ridley's Games!

Impress your fellow players with your tumbling skills as you roll your tortoises
across the garden to score. How and where your tortoises land decides how
many points you win, so you'll want to work out your best tumbling technique
as quickly as possible. But be careful not to land on your back-that would be
extremely embarrassing. The first player to earn 500 points is the winner and
is crowned Top Tortoise Tumbler!

Perfect for friends, families, and lovers of tortoises, it's suitable for ages 8+, 1+
players, has an average 15-minute gameplay, and includes English
instructions. Made using FSC paper and soy inks.

How to Play:
To begin the game, you must first create the garden. Piece together the nine
scene cards in any position you like. There are potential bonuses on each
card, so think carefully about where you place the highest earners!
The first player rolls the two rubber tortoise pals onto the garden and checks
the scorecard to see how many points they've won. For instance, landing on
your shell side will earn more points than face-planting but landing on your
back scores zero! Remember to check for bonuses on the card where you
landed, too. Not happy with your score? You can re-roll twice per turn but
remember: your score can decrease as well as increase. And if a tortoise
misses (...)

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Feb 6/24
9781797228297 • $22.50 • clothing
Nature / Reptiles & Amphibians • Ages 8 and up • Non
Returnable
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A F*cking Rage Journal
by Olive Michaels

Unleash your RAGE, frustrations, pent-up aggression, irritations, bothers, and
anything else that needs to be let out on the pages of this journal! (Seriously,
pretend like the journal really wronged you or something.)
Oddly enough, this guided journal is for people who love journaling and those
who hate it. A F*CKING RAGE JOURNAL is the anti-journal", filled to the brim
with delightfully destructive activities involving ripping, burning, defacing, or
otherwise tarnishing the journal - though you can also write in it if you want.
Take on the following mission (or say f*ck it):
- Release your negative emotions - use this journal for some self f*cking care
- Air your grievances - satisfy your d*mn needs to complain
- Engage in stressrelief - you'd be surprised how satisfying it is to destroy a
journal
- Pay some d*mn attention to your mental health - stop being an a*shole to
yourself and take it out on the journal instead

This activity book for adults features sweary journal prompts about anger,
annoyances and other negative emotions. Poke holes in the pages, write
down your comebacks that occurred to you long after the argument, stick the
journal in the shower - we don't care. A F*CKING RAGE JOURNAL
encourages you to use the journal as a healthy outlet for releasing your
emotions. But, more importantly, A F*CKING RAGE JOURNAL also
encourages you to absolutely RAGE with abandon.
Proceed WITHOUT caution.

Sourcebooks
On Sale: Jan 1/24
5 x 8 • 176 pages
9781728294421 • $22.50 • pb
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • Non
Returnable
Series: Calendars & Gifts to Swear By
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One Question a Day with God: A Three-Year Journal
Daily Reflections on Faith
by Hannah Gooding, edited by Aimee Chase

Become Closer to God Every Day

Embrace the joy of diving into God's word and wisdom! One Question a Day
with God is your guide for devotional time, with carefully selected Bible verses
and thoughtful questions to help you pause with purpose every day so you
can express your deepest ponderings and heartfelt prayers. Turn to this easy-
to-use journal to find rest, release, and direction, and to track your spiritual
growth year after year.

Author Bio

Hannah Gooding is a writer, youth group leader, and essential oil devotee.
She counts among her blessings quiet evenings on her Texas porch with her
husband and daughter and early mornings with feisty chickens. Aimee Chase
is a writer and editor with a perfectly imperfect life. She lives in the Boston
area with her husband and two spontaneous little boys who remind her to live
in the moment. Aimee's books include One Question a Day: A Five Year
Journal, and Present, Not Perfect: A Journal for Slowing Down, Letting Go,
and Loving Who You Are

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Jan 2/24
5 x 7 • 368 pages
9781250323927 • $24.00 • Flexible plastic/vinyl cover
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • Non
Returnable
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Pollinators of North America Deck
52 Playing Cards
by Mountaineers Books

From bees and flies to butterflies and moths, beetles and wasps to even birds
and bats, our gardens, natural landscapes, and food supplies depend on
native pollinators. This deck of 52 playing cards - featuring brilliant colorful
photography from across North America - encourages all ages to start
learning about pollination and how we can help protect these critical species
and encourage healthy populations to thrive throughout our natural world.

An informative booklet accompanies the deck with lists of the top plants for
pollinators in seven regions of the US plus fun facts about all of the species
pictured in the deck. It also includes a helpful list of resources to find out more
about how everyone can support pollinators.

The Mountaineers Books
On Sale: Apr 1/24
2.5 x 3.5 • 54 pages
54 color photos
9781680517057 • $13.50
Games / Card Games / General • Non Returnable
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